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ABSTRACT
ENTITLED TO RELIEF:

POOR WOMEN, CHARITY, AND MEDICINE,
1900-1920

FEBRUARY 1996

MARILYN SCHULTZ BLACKWELL, B.A., SMITH COLLEGE
M.A., UNIVERSITY OF VERMONT
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

Directed by: Professor Kathy

L.

Peiss

A case study in the politics of social provision, this

dissertation uncovers the origins of

a legal

dispute between

directors of a charitable trust and its female beneficiaries
during the Progressive Era.

In 1919 the poor women of

Brattleboro, Vermont, legatees of the Thomas Thompson Trust,
sued the Boston-based charity for mismanagement and demanded

increased benefits and a role in monitoring trust
allocations.

An examination of charity case records, legal

testimony, and local resources reveals the roots of their

collective action in the experience of getting help.

At a

time when reformers were reconstructing charity to

accommodate the shift from a moral to scientific approach to
poverty, the case reveals the gender and class relations

that shaped social policy.

Highlighting the perspective of charity clients, the
study shows how both providers and the needy constructed
VI

charity policy.

Over the course of two decades, interaction

among charity administrators, middle-class women, visiting

nurses and poor, mostly native-born white women resulted in
a

medical definition of female poverty.

Increased access to

medical care and health education led beneficiaries to
fashion a definition of female worthiness that combined

recognition of their wage-earning with protection and
support for ill health and old age.

The shift from a moral

to physical explanation of female poverty strengthened poor

women's claims to direct relief while it encouraged charity
administrators to develop health programs and to cultivate
public support.

Despite an alliance with civic leaders

seeking local control over charitable funds, poor women
failed to attain legal recognition of their claims, but they

nonetheless modified trust policy.
The redefinition of female poverty as a medical problem

bolstered women's sense of entitlement and expanded health
services for the poor and working-class community.

Improved

access to health experts, however, did little to resolve
poor women's economic difficulties and helped undermine

their sense of self-sufficiency as they adapted to middleclass assumptions about female weakness and invalidity.
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INTRODUCTION

In late September 1919, the Society of Seamstresses,

Needlewomen and Shop Girls of Brattleboro, Vermont,

beneficiaries of the Thomas Thompson Trust, sued the
charitable trust for mismanagement and demanded the removal
of trustee Richards M. Bradley.

Not only had the trust

neglected to support those "in temporary need" as directed
under the Thompson will, but the sewing women also

complained of "needless humiliation and indignities" they
had suffered as a result of both the rules and style of

Bradley's administration.

Women entitled to aid under trust

regulations, they averred, had been informed "that they were

making themselves objects of charity by accepting any money"
and "in effect, assuming the position of paupers."

Proclaiming their legal right to financial assistance in

a

"speedy, sufficient and charitable manner," Thompson's

beneficiaries maintained that trustee Bradley was "largely
out of sympathy with the purposes of the trust."'
For nearly two decades trustees of the Thompson Trust

had provided relief for the "poor seamstresses, needle-women
and shop girls" of Brattleboro, Vermont, and Rhinebeck, New
York, according to the terms of the will of Thomas Thompson.

pleasant
A Boston philanthropist, Thompson had experienced

sympathized
visits to these rural communities, and he had
1
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benefits for veterans and their widows; hospitals,
dispensaries, asylums, and poorhouses.^ Under the pressure
of progressive reformers, programs targeted at the poor

began to overlap with civic betterment activities that

addressed broader social goals.

Remedies for the

environmental causes of poverty, safe housing, sanitation,
public playgrounds, and health clinics, for example,

represented social improvements that both middle-class and
working-class residents could support with more particular
benefits for poor populations.

Politicians, business and

union leaders, male and female reformers, and educators

sought to define the public good by naming community
priorities." Demands for legal rights and economic

benefits, like those of Brattleboro's seamstresses, were

part of this political struggle, not only for immediate aid,
but also for female representation as citizens with dignity
in their community.^

The broad program of social reform entailed a

reconfiguration of charity and public relief in America.
Critical of the limited, slow, and moralistic efforts of

private relief agencies, who served the majority of the
urban poor, reformers sought new solutions to the problem of
poverty.

Rather than reform the behavior of the poor by

eliminating the undeserving from aid or institutionalizing
the wayward, they focused on the poor social conditions that
The new approach, which

presumably caused destitution.
3

involved a prof essionalization of social work, resulted in

a

public debate about social responsibility and the problem of
dependence.

As both settlement-house workers and charity

caseworkers identified the needs of the indigent, the role
of the state widened, incorporating and challenging the

policies and operation of charity organizations.^
The problems of poor women, who swelled both charity

caseloads and the low-wage labor force, became central to
this public debate, resulting in a reexamination of women's
role in the polity and their relation to a market economy.

What was the interest of the state in their potential for

reproduction and production?

For much of the nineteenth

century charities had accommodated this problem by

supporting the dependence of deserving women as long as they
adhered to standards of appropriate female behavior.

The

dutiful, chaste daughter and the hardworking wife and mother

could expect to receive assistance when in need.

As

environmentalism rendered moral criteria suspect and the
labor market increasingly drew women into wage-earning,

charity workers sought new ways to define women's needs in
relation to both the demands of the market and domestic
responsibilities.

Contradictions inherent in a liberal,

industrial state, one that officially rested the welfare of

women and children on male wage-earning, underlay the public
dialogue: to acknowledge women's needs as dependents might

undermine Americans' belief in individual responsibility.''
4

In this context, charity became an arena not only to

reformulate the basis of social provision but also to adjust
the family to the pressures of industrial capitalism.*

This dissertation examines the debate over social

provision during the period and its meaning for poor women
by dissecting the origins of the dispute between

Brattleboro' s seamstresses and the Thompson Trust.

What

experiences led these women to assert their rights to
charity?

The case is particularly revealing because it

uncovers the perspective of charity clients, whose voices
are rarely found in documentation of the period.

Unlike

much of recent historiography that addresses gender and

welfare at the national or state level, this study explores
social responsibility in the countryside, where local poor

relief and voluntary societies took care of those in need.

Because poverty has been perceived as an urban phenomenon
and reformers directed their efforts at urban problems,

historians have overlooked the poor in small towns.
Scholars of social welfare have generally taken

a

national

perspective and have only recently begun to look at local
implementation.' The dispute in Brattleboro parallels

national trends in some respects, but more significantly, it

highlights important features of the shift from

a moral to

scientific approach to social provision, thereby informing
our understanding of progressive reform.

5

The legal controversy arose because the flexibility

Thompson's wil] opened the charity to interpretation at

ol

a

time when increasing numbers of women were entering the
labor force and reformers were designing new solutions to
poverty.

When Thomas Thompson died in 1869, he placed his

assets in trust for his wife Elizabeth.

it was not until

her death thirty years later that the income from his estate

was distributed for:
the relief and support, of poor seamstresses
needle-women and shop girls, who may be in
temporary need f rom want of emp oyment si ckness
or misfortune, in the towns of Brattleboro,
Vermont, and Rhinebeck, Duchess County, New York,
the amount being equally divided between the two
towns
•..if the whole of the income appropriated to
either one of said towns is not needed for the
relief of the class of persons above named in that
town for any one year to apply the surplus to the
relief of the same class in the other town if
needed, and if not to apply such surplus to such
ki ndred char i tabl e purposes in sa i d towns or
elsewhere, but not however in the City of Boston,
as shal 1 be determi nod by my sai d Trustees or n
their discretion added to the capital.
And it being my wish that the fund shall be
for the immediate relief of the suddenly needy
whether from casualty, imprudence or improvidence
I direct that there shall be as speedy action
taken upon all applications as may be consistent
with ascertaining the reality of the alleged need
of assistance
1

,

i

,

Founded on

a

nineteenth-century concept of benevolence and

local responsibility for the needy, the trust also provided

considerable leeway for administrators to determine

eligibility and to experiment with new programs.

Thompson's

sympathy for women acknowledged their "temporary" needs
only; he did not sanction permanent dependence or
6

"pauperism," as it was labeled in the nineteenth century.
His beneficiaries were women in the trades, supposedly

capable of self-support, but more vulnerable to economic
distress than men.

Town boundaries functioned to limit

relief in keeping with the tradition of local responsibility
and the settlement principle; New England towns were obliged
to support settled residents in need.

The "kindred

charitable purposes" clause of the will, however, the clause
that allowed use of the surplus for any worthy project,

caused the legacy to become highly contested.

This was

especially apparent in Brattleboro, where the eventual
allocation averaged thirty thousand dollars annually.

Trust

administrators, anxious to experiment with new programs in

poverty prevention, faced an array of local interests, from
town fathers to business leaders, doctors, lawyers, and

benevolent women, who sought to influence the flow of funds.
Unlike Rhinebeck, New York, which had remained

relatively undeveloped since the 1860s, at the turn of the
century Brattleboro was flourishing.

Famous as the sight of

the Wesselhoeft Water Cure in the mid-nineteenth century,
the town was no longer an idyllic retreat on the Connecticut
River.

It had evolved as a one-industry town centered

around the Estey Organ Company.

Small factories, retail

trade, and service work attracting female wage-earners

continued to spur growth through the 1910s, when the

population rose to over eight thousand." The Thompson
7

money became available just as the working class expanded
and as civic leaders began to build new institutions to meet
the needs of a small industrial town.

As prominent men and

women vied with administrators of the Thompson Trust over
the distribution of the legacy, they debated who should get

help and how it would be provided.
That debate intersected with demands for improved local

health care for all residents and with the development of
new medical therapies.

Links between charity and medicine

were not new; charitable hospitals and dispensaries had

catered to the urban poor for much of the nineteenth
century.

Hospitals provided housing for the worthy poor and

opportunities for clinical observation and practice for
doctors; dispensaries distributed free medicine and advice.

Recognition that the poor needed medical care, however, did
not translate into a prescription for eradicating poverty

until the advent of modern medical practice.

By the late

nineteenth century, the development of germ theory,
antiseptic surgery, and medical specialties extended the

benefits of hospital service just as an increasing number of
urban workers needed a substitute for home health care.

transformation of hospitals from charity to

The

f ee-f or-service

institutions redefined poor inmates into poor patients.
At the same time, faith in medical science fueled public

health initiatives to control disease and to decrease infant
Private charities played an

death outside hospital walls.
8

important role in the development of neighborhood-based

health services designed to prevent poverty." in keeping
with this movement and in response to local health-care
needs, administrators of the Thompson Trust provided the

seed money for Brattleboro's first hospital and its first

health-care association.

As a result, much of the local

struggle over social provision took place over access to and

distribution of medical care.
The notion that improved health could prevent poverty
and the way health reformers promoted this idea

unintentionally weakened the status of poor and workingclass women in the labor market.

Reformers' efforts to

protect the health of wage-earning women and children
coupled with the demands of male union leaders for

a family-

wage, strengthened the conviction that married women should

work outside the home as little as possible.^" While the

health of young, single women caused less concern among
reformers than their unsupervised social activities, worry
about women living independently often resulted in medical

diagnoses and treatment.

New experts, sociologists and

psychiatrists believed the stress of the workplace,
undernourishment, or unrestrained female sexuality caused
the physical and mental "breakdown" of young women, and that

they needed places to rest, nursing care, and
supervision.^^ Middle-class women, who embraced health

reform as one route to civic participation, also adopted
9

wellness and disease prevention as

a

solution to poverty.

As volunteer social workers and nurses cooperated with

doctors in organized public health programs to decrease
infant mortality and the spread of tuberculosis, they shared

experiences of motherhood and home health care with poor

women in ways that heightened the contradiction between
women's domestic roles and their wage labor.

To the

extent that knowledge of hygiene, nutrition, and contagion

improved women's health, it held the potential to strengthen

their earning ability, but the focus on health also

contributed to the notion that women were too weak for fulltime wage work and their reproductive work was more valuable

than their labor-market participation.
The advent of the Thompson Trust brought attention to

poor women's health in Brattleboro.

As health services

expanded, ideas about poverty prevention applicable to the

urban environment conflicted with rural lifestyles and
values.

Not only was the charity derived from urban

capital, but it was also administered by men influenced by

their experiences of city life.

Comprised of Boston real

estate, Thompson's assets were held in trust and

administered by Boston courts and Boston-based trustees.

Although trustee Richards Bradley (1861-1943) had spent part
of his early childhood in Brattleboro, he had been educated

and developed a career in real estate in the city.

In that

regard, he resembled other urban reformers with rural
10

backgrounds who sought to "recreate

a

sense of community" in

urban neighborhoods.^'' Ironically, the same impulse drove

Bradley to experiment with health reform in the countryside,
much like leaders of the contemporary country life movement
who promoted rural uplift through efficiency." During the
course of his trusteeship, Bradley associated with other

charity leaders in the city in his quest to develop new
programs to prevent poverty in Brattleboro.

It was the

tension between these ideas and the tradition of local poor
relief and local control in the countryside that created the

parameters for conflict in 1919.
In the midst of this contested terrain, the poor women
of Brattleboro raised their voices, expressing their own

vision of

a

decent standard of living and demanding direct

access to the Thompson legacy.

Their path to collective

action arose through their experiences of negotiating with

charity agents and their shifting relationships with healthcare providers.

In the process, they constructed a notion

of female worthiness out of the experience of "getting help"

that met their need for respect in the community and

incorporated the medicalization of female poverty.

By

challenging the concept of charity as a privilege of the
wealthy, these women sought to legitimate the needs of

female wage-earners as well as the financial dependence of

women who could not survive without assistance.

11

In their

efforts to redefine charity, they expressed their desire to

elevate female needs into social rights.

Scholars of American philanthropy have documented the
role of reformers and the shift to environmentalism at the
turn of the century, but they have largely ignored the

participation of the poor population in the helping process.
Detailing the transition from volunteer moral stewardship in
the Gilded Age to scientific, professional social work,

historians using a class analysis have interpreted
reformers' behavior as an effort to impose moral order and

middle-class domestic standards on unruly workers and
immigrants as

a

bulwark against their own fears of urban

anonymity.^' The injection of gender into the equation has

shown how domesticity and female moral superiority operated
as both a class ideology and a route to the discovery of the

social bases of poverty.

By the 1910s female reformers were

leading the attack on social problems through prevention

programs and quasi-political action.

Countering the

thesis that environmentalism dominated the new approach,
some scholars insist that twentieth-century caseworkers

maintained a legacy of moralism and individual blame
inherited from their predecessors, even while they used the
rhetoric of prevention.

The social control thesis that

emerged from this scholarship characterizes the poor as
passive and relatively blameless in the process and
12

oversimplifies the political aspects of policy formation
into an unequal contest between the classes.

With their own version of social control, scholars of
social welfare have shown how welfare services function to

regulate either the labor market and class relations or the
family.

Concluding that dependence was

a "structural,

predictable aspect of working-class life," Michael Katz
asserts that welfare programs and institutions not only

reinforced this problem by denying appropriate aid and
stigmatizing recipients, but also placed

a

greater burden on

men, who were expected to be more self-sufficient than

women.

Feminists scholars stress the inverse for women;

family-wage ideology interwoven in welfare policy reinforced
sexism, trapping women in permanent dependence within the
family.

The flowering of scholarship on gender and the

welfare state, however, has also shown the limitations of

a

class-based analysis and drawn attention to the problem of

dependency within industrial societies and to the
perspective of welfare consumers.
Research dedicated to revealing the experience of

welfare clients has shifted the focus onto the complex
interaction between providers and the needy.

Despite the

gap between the forms in which aid was offered and the needs
of clients, to a certain extent they were able to adapt

charity to their own purposes.

Linda Gordon has extended

this theme to its fullest by showing how poor women resisted

the efforts of middle-class reformers to shape their lives,

used the welfare system to counter male supremacy at home,
and helped define policy in the process.'" At the same
time, scholars of public policy have speculated that welfare

programs provide opportunities for collective action among
recipients.

Policies and eligibility standards resulted in

new group identities and political or institutional access
that in turn helped shape future programs.'^ Both Linda

Gordon and Theda Skocpol assert that social policy resulted
from a complex political process.

In Gordon's model, the

state is an "arena of conflict" where no "unified ruling
group" holds sway and where gender, class, and race are

continually contested.

The struggle of political elites,

social caseworkers, and clients over programs and policies

sometimes resulted in unusual alliances and unintended

consequences
The controversy in Brattleboro sheds light on the

politics of social provision at the local level and shows
how charitable institutions and community support structured
the possibilities for poor women to act collectively.

Not

only did clients negotiate the conditions of aid on an

individual level, but they also used their experiences and

community resources in an attempt to influence charity
policy collectively.

As a group, they aspired as much to a

level of female respectability, based on domestic

contributions and achievements that portrayed their social
14

identity, as to an econoniic status.

^''^

To say that clients

were active in negotiating the terms of charity, however, is
not to imply that they shaped the direction of programs.

Both the evolution of welfare services and the contest over

policy were products of the interaction between diverse
interests within and outside the community.
The interest in the client perspective and the helping

relationship apparent in scholarship on welfare has not
emerged prominently in histories of medical practice during
the period.

Scholars who trace the development of new

health services at the turn of the century rarely address
the way these services influenced the expansion of social

welfare.

They detail the commercialization of health care,

the transformation of hospitals from charity to two-tiered

health delivery institutions, the prof essionalization of
nurses and doctors, and creation of the public health
movement.

Bounded largely by hospital walls and municipal

health departments, this research has shown the interaction
of economic and social change with medical technology

without highlighting the experience of poor patients.
Scholars of "maternalist politics" and the origins of

twentieth-century welfare systems have traced female
reformers' participation in the development of private and

public health programs for poor women, but we have few
examples of the voices of poor patients and the dynamics of
local implementation.^' The Brattleboro story not only

reveals the voices of poor women but also highlights the

relationship between welfare and health care because the
contest over local resources took place over medical care.
This story also fills a gap in the history of social

reform in the countryside, revealing the way middle-class
men and women responded to progressive initiatives.

The

maintenance of community harmony and absence of conflict has
been the dominant framework for research on New England
towns in the late nineteenth century, replacing the thesis
of rural decline.'" With a site in southeastern Vermont,

Brattleboro stood at the crossroads between its rural
hinterland and Boston; its history reflected the interplay
of rural and urban culture.^' While civic leaders in

expanding commercial towns like Brattleboro sought social
harmony, they also tried to harness demands for efficiency,

clean government, and cooperation that marked middle-class
urban reform to local boosterism and party politics that

would sustain local leadership.

Scholars of progressivism

in the northeastern countryside have shown how this impulse

played out in the contest between state and local

governments and the politics of male and female

reformers." For male elites, the "progressive spirit"
involved an effort to capture the modernism and efficiency
that characterized the cities while maintaining the harmony
and local control of small-town America.

For middle-class

the
women, volunteer civic improvement activities fulfilled
16

female ideal of self-sacrifice and usefulness while

providing

a

vehicle for women's participation in public

life." The Brattleboro story reveals how the
transformation of medicine and public health initiatives
contributed to the effort at reforming the countryside.'*

To say that the story of Rrattleboro's "sewing women"
was significant is not to imply that this case is

representative of similar circumstances elsewhere.

Indeed,

the assumption that a small town was typical in the early

twentieth century obscures the interplay between varied
local and regional conditions and national trends and the

importance of the personalities that created the story.

But

the tale does uncover common values and social relationships

that were encoded in charity operations and often "played
out" in the charity office.

The will of Thomas Thompson was

unusual, but the impulse to dedicate funds to special

classes of recipients was typical of nineteenth-century
philanthropy.

The Smith Charities headquartered in nearby

Northampton, Massachusetts, for example, evolved from

a

legacy of 1846 providing apprenticeships for indigent boys
and girls, dowries for brides, and annual allotments to

widows in eight towns in Hampshire County.

Sharply defined

and inflexible relative to the Thompson legacy, the will of

Oliver Smith specified defined benefits for each recipient.
Yet both the Smith and the Thompson legacies discouraged

"idleness and pauperism" while acknowledging that women were

more vulnerable to economic hardship than

men.^''

Although

residents of Hampshire County found little opportunity to
contest the operation of the Smith Charities, the prevention
of "pauperism" and the ambiguity surrounding female

dependence came under scrutiny in Brattleboro just as

nineteenth-century benevolence appeared outmoded.
flexibility of Thomas Thompson's will gave way to

The
a

remarkable dispute that revealed the shifting parameters of
social welfare as well as the common social relationships

between poor women and helping institutions.
The dissertation begins by explaining the context of
the debate over charity through an analysis of Brattleboro

'

development in the late nineteenth century, the extent of
private and public assistance programs

,

and the economic and

social status of women in the local garment industry.

Chapter Two details the development of charity policy with
regard to "seamstresses, needle-women, and shop girls,"
using charity case records to explore the negotiations

between clients and agents.

These case records, which

include numerous letters from applicants, provide an unusual

glimpse into the lives of poor women and their participation
in the development of a medical definition of poverty.

an effort to protect their privacy,

I

In

have used pseudonyms

when referring to clients throughout the dissertation.

Chapter Three shows how dissatisfaction with ineguities in
18

trust policy led female factory workers to launch the first

public protest against the Thompson Trust in 1907.

Chapter

Four details the parallel efforts of middle-class women and

men in civic improvement and their relationships with the
trust.

This background provides the context for Chapter

Five, which traces the conflicts over public health at the

local and state level that contributed to the community

crisis in 1919.

Returning to the problems of poor women,

Chapter Six analyzes why they chose to confront

administrators of the charity with their complaints and how
they used the legal suit to affirm both their dignity and

their needs as women.
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CHAPTER

1

A LEGACY FOR BRATTLEBORO

At the age of sixty-four, Katherine Goddard, a former

employee in Brackett

&

Whitney's tailoring shop in

Brattleboro, recalled the excitement Thomas Thompson's

legacy had generated among the town's "shop girls."

Hailed

as a "munificent gift" for the lucky needlewomen, Thompson's

"peculiar" bequest was "almost too good to be true,"

according to the editor of the local paper.

^

When Thomas

and Elizabeth Thompson had visited the town during the
1860s, they had sojourned at a local farmhouse and

befriended several residents.

For tourists to leave a

fortune for Brattleboro' s seamstresses was eccentric, to say
the least.

With shrewd investments in art and real estate,

the Boston-born Thompson had enhanced his family inheritance
so that upon his death in March 1869, forty-eight-year-old

Elizabeth began receiving an annual income of over $50,000.
But it was the designation of the legacy after her tenure

that interested the sewing women of Brattleboro.

Irritated

by high property taxes in Boston, Thompson, who was

childless, had written his will to punish the city by

slighting its charities and to reward the poor women of

communities that appeared more virtuous.

Katherine Goddard

had left Brattleboro long before Elizabeth Thompson's death
in 1899.

Two years later, the "poor seamstresses, needle-

women and shop girls" of Brattleboro, Vermont, and
Rhinebeck, New York, began seeking assistance from the

Thompson Trust.
In the thirty-two years between Thompson's death and

the activation of his public beneficence, Brattleboro

developed from

a

country village with tourist appeal to a

commercial, agricultural center and one-industry town.

While its poor relief system remained relatively unchanged,
increasing numbers of women entered the wage-labor market
and became potential beneficiaries of Thompson

'

s

legacy

The coincidence of these changes with the advent of a

charity designed to fortify poor, respectable women and
based on an earlier concept of benevolence created the

context for conflict over the rules of social provision.^
Tension arose not only between administrators of the trust
and potential beneficiaries, but also between trustees and
The "kindred charitable

civic leaders in Brattleboro.

purposes" clause of the will, allowing broad uses of the

Thompson money, captured their imaginations and stimulated
their ingenuity at a time when they envisioned

a

bright

future for the town.

Brattleboro at the Turn of the Century
In the 1880s and early 1890s Brattleboro retained a

reputation as one of Vermont's premier attractions, noted
for its "beautiful natural scenery, the healthf ulness of its
28

climate, and its pure water."* Indood, before the Civil
War, the town had earned lame amonq

ni

i

(idle-class Americans

as the site of the popular Wesselhoeft and Lawrence Water-

Cures.

It also maintained the vestiges of the early print

business that had spread Brattleboro's
northern New England.

n.imo

throuqhout

This was the image that had enticed

the Thompsons and other tourists, eager to escape the

unhealthy city for a retreat in southeastern Vermont, but it
did not reflect Brattleboro's evolution in the late

nineteenth century.

The tourist trade had fallen off after

the war, when Vermont communities lost some of their resort

appeal to competing spas and retreats in the Adirondacks and

White Mountains.

The year of Thompson's death had marked

watershed for Brattleboro, not only as a result

ol

a

his

legacy but also because fires destroyed the buildings on the

west side of Main Street and a flood washed out the local

organ manufacturer.

The rebuilding process initiated

Brattleboro's development from rural town to small
industrial center.^

Nestled between low hills bordering the Green Mountains
and the Connecticut River, surrounded by iarming

communities, and connected by rail to southern New England,

Brattleboro continued to lure summer visitors as commercial

development expanded.

Relative to the widespread economic

stagnation evident in many rural towns in northern New
England, Brattleboro experienced substantial population

growth.

The number of residents nearly doubled between 1860

and 1890 to 6,862, as the Estey Organ Company expanded
and

other smaller manufacturers took advantage of three local
rail connections.

The town's workshops produced carriages,

sewing machines, cigars, paper and stoves; others provided
milling, tailoring, dressmaking, carpentry, plumbing and

printing services for the surrounding countryside.^
With the development of the organ business and the

persistence of its small printing operations, Brattleboro

maintained its reputation as a cultural center.

In the

1880s, Estey Organ Company, which eventually employed five

hundred, and the smaller E. P. Carpenter Organ Company

attracted skilled workmen to produce melodeons, reed organs
and eventually pipe organs; Estey employed about thirty-five

women in 1880 as reed filers.'^ Marketed nationwide in

branch houses and salesrooms in major cities, these symbols
of domestic and Protestant harmony connected Brattleboro to

the "world of culture" and reinforced its image as

a

middle-

Because Estey

class oasis in the agricultural hinterland.

organs appeared "wherever families gather around the

fireside and sing their evening hymns," Brattleboro

maintained its reputation for clean industry.

Moreover,

local printers continued to produce literary magazines

despite the centralization of publishing.

In addition to

two local newspapers. The Household (1868), Woman's Magazine
(1882), and Our Home Guards (1884), the literary arm of the

Women's Christian Temperance Union, placed Brattleboro on
the map for middle-class readers.*
For working-class residents, the town offered a

reasonable alternative to more crowded and impersonal
places.

Organ, carriage, and garment shops, hotels, and the

railroad yards provided employment for skilled and semiskilled workers, while boundaries between working and

middle-class neighborhoods remained porous.

Natives and

newcomers, Irish, Swedish, a few German and French-Canadian
immigrants, mingled in mixed ethnic neighborhoods.

While

only 13 percent of village residents were foreign born in
1900, another 18 percent were American-born children of

immigrants.

Residents of Esteyville near the organ factory

came from different backgrounds, as did those who lived near

smaller factories on Frost Street.

Only Swedeville,

adjacent to Estey's community, achieved
identity early in the twentieth century.

a

separate ethnic
The installation

of a trolley in 1895, which provided access to Esteyville,

expanded workers' residential sites.

Still, decent housing

remained a problem for foreign-born immigrants;

a

few lived

with other transients in the "Patch" beside the Connecticut
River and the railroad tracks and others crowded into the

tenements created in the decaying water-cure buildings off
lower Main Street.'
Yet the village was too small to be exclusive.

Middle

and working-class residents mingled on Brattleboro 's Main

street, stretching north to south on an elevation above the

Connecticut.

Crowned by the town common and larger

residences at its north end, the street was lined with the
retail stores, hotels, and churches emblematic of the town's

commercial and cultural life and reflective of the upward

mobility of its middle-class residents.

constructed trolley glamorized

a

The newly

trip upstreet, where retail

shops displayed everything from hardware to domestic

furnishings to custom and ready-made clothes.
Mary Donnell, Irish proprietor of Donnell

&

In the 1890s

Davis, claimed

the "largest stock of millinery in southern Vermont."

The

remodeled town hall, further north, accommodated nine
hundred for stage shows in its Festival Hall; movie shows
began in 1902.

Main Street reached its peak of decoration

and claimed hundreds of spectators in September during the

annual Valley Fair parade.

To reach their destination,

paraders marched through working-class neighborhoods to the

riverside fairgrounds south of the village.

On Sundays,

Irish residents promenaded from the southeastern part of

town up Main Street, passed the Congregational, Baptist,
Methodist, Episcopal and Unitarian churches, for services at
St. Michael's Catholic Church on Walnut Street, adjacent to

middle-class residences.
This partial social integration and the persistence of

face-to-face relations among employers and workers, Yankees
and newcomers, diffused class and ethnic differences that
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had periodically erupted in the late nineteenth century.

Tension between Brattleboro's Protestant community and Irish
Catholics, who had first arrived with the railroad in 1840,

had peaked in the 1870s.

Most Irish men worked for the

railroad or Estey Organ Company, while Irish women worked in
domestic service or the needle trades.

Irish Catholics had

challenged community norms in 1863 when they located their
church off upper Main Street and again in 1874 when

a school

crisis over religious holidays resulted in the opening of
St. Joseph's school for Catholic children nearby.

In the

same decade Brattleboro's temperance campaign targeted

unruly residents.

Seeking order over the leisure-time

activities of Irish men while also catering to the hotel
trade, civic leaders employed the "Brattleboro Method" to

quell disturbances and to effect

prohibition.

a

compromise with statewide

Village bailiffs were instructed to arrest and

to fine drunkards rather than shut down hotels and saloons.
By the end of the century, the town controlled saloon

operation by running its own liquor agency. '°
By that time a truce had been declared that buried

ethnic differences beneath

Brattleboro staged

a

a

veneer of local pride.

In 1892

parade in conjunction with the World's

Columbian Exposition, which epitomized residents' efforts to
bury past conflicts and to reconstruct community harmony.
It included 160 scholars from St. Joseph's parochial school

and a contingent of "Canal Street Little Patriots" from

Esteyville.

Ten years later, Irish Catholics coitimanded

local crowds for St. Patrick's Day festivals and minstrel

shows at the town hall, competed successfully in the

baseball league, and operated their own fire company and
mutual benefit societies.

With 704 members and a popular

priest in Patrick Cunningham, the Catholic congregation no
longer faced open opposition.
Irish Catholics who met Protestant standards of
industry, thrift, and morality merited praise and

incorporation in the town's cultural and social activities,
but they had made few inroads in Brattleboro's economic and

political life.

Catholic proprietors operated seven or

eight stores or shops in the late 1890s, but the depression
had hit them hard, according to Cunningham.

As Democrats,

he noted, Catholics "have no political standing or hope of

reward.

"^^

Brattleboro's Republican voters outnumbered

Democrats three to one in elections of 1900.

Catholics were

unable to penetrate the coterie of leading businessmen and

prominent farmers and lawyers who held town offices until
1910 when Irishman John Galvin briefly held a selectman's

position.

Two years later, the "Brattleboro Pageant," a

patriotic extravaganza glorifying Brattleboro's early
pioneers, omitted any mention of the town's Irish community

while highlighting its newest immigrants, the hard-working,
sober Swedes, as a key to the town's progressive future."
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The Brattleboro Pageant of 1912 capped nearly two

decades of promotional effort on the part of the town's
civic leaders.

In the mid-l890s,

just as the depression

dampened business growth, they had begun
the town as both modern and idyllic.

a

drive to portray

The Brattleboro Board

of Trade, organized in 1887, coordinated the efforts of

leading retailers, manufacturers, and publishers to depict

Brattleboro as

a

place neither of urban decay nor isolation.

"It is city and country combined," they announced, "one of

the Garden Spots of New England" but "well paved with

concrete."

Proclaiming the "thoroughly urban appearance of

its business centre and the rural magnificence of its

residence quarter," Brattleboro promoters sought to

establish the town as "up-to-date.""* At
selling of Vermont began in earnest

,

"

a

time when "the

the Brattleboro Board

of Trade began promoting the value of "natural scenery

,

clean industry, and modern conveniences and issued appeals
to city dwellers as vacationers and potential
businessmen.''' To prove the town's "progressive spirit,"

civic leaders cited its public water works, electric lights,
potential water power and cultural institutions.

Local

voluntary societies with state and national affiliation also
testified to the cosmopolitan nature of the community.

Residents had formed chapters of the Young Men's Christian

Association (YMCA), Grange, Grand Army of the Republic
(GAR), Women's Christian Temperance Union (WCTU), Women's

Relief Corp (WRC), Women's Educational and Industrial Union
(WEIU), Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
(SPCA), among other organizations.^* Meanwhile, Brattleboro

remained a regional agricultural center and hosted the
annual Valley Fair in tribute to the production of local
farmers.

With rural industry, a peaceful labor force, tidy

lawns and well-kept gardens, middle-class residents assured

themselves they could avoid urban disorder and provide the
"comforts of the city and the peace and quiet of the

country" to new residents.^''
Even as it eclipsed the tensions that had marked

Brattleboro' s evolution during the late nineteenth century,
this harmonious image replayed a theme common throughout

northern New England in the late nineteenth century.

Using

urban problems as a counterpoise, rural boosterism

dovetailed with a quest for
democratic virtues.

mythic America of simple

a

The same refrain echoed from promoters

in other small Vermont cities.

The combination of beautiful

scenery, enterprising businesses and vibrant cultural life

satisfied residents' needs to distance themselves from rural

backwardness and to show that their communities offered
alternatives to the attractions of the city.

Vermonters

advertised the state to "keep our men and capital within our
borders and draw others to us."" On the one hand, boosters
could tout beauty and healthf ulness and on the other,

strife-free labor.

Connecting rural life to pure democracy,
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Brattleboro promoters described the American ideal:
employees and employers were on a first name basis; there
were "few very rich or very poor;" working people owned

their own homes; residents were largely of American descent;
and crime and "pauperism" was rarely seen.

Clean industry,

public education, a free public library, and a "better class
of help," so they believed, had laid the foundations for

"sobriety, orderliness and good feeling" among residents."

This form of local patriotism, which dominated rural

commercial centers like Brattleboro in the early twentieth
century, helped to suppress local differences of class,

ethnicity, or political af filiation. ^° Aware of its

location in the nation's backcountry, threatened by

a

sense

of rural decline and anxious to maintain local control,

leading businessmen sought the loyalty of many residents

through community building.

The Vermont Phoenix

,

the town's

Republican voice, and especially the Brattleboro Reformer
the county's only Democratic paper, sounded this theme.

,

In

1902 the Reformer lost its Democratic editor and

concentrated on promoting the interests of Brattleboro.

The

same year, a state-wide referendum on local option over

liquor sales led to a triumph for the town's civic leaders.
By helping to defeat state-wide prohibition, they

successfully maintained community control over liquor
licensing and decreased state regulation.

After a brief

experiment with a local liquor commission, civic leaders

reinstated prohibition three years later; the control of
liquor sales remained in their hands.

These efforts to unify the town and the local

leadership's determination to maintain order dominated

politics in Brattleboro when the Thompson legacy became

available in 1901.

If Thomas Thompson, dismayed by the

corruption of the city, had chosen to bestow part of his
largesse on Brattleboro because it fulfilled his nostalgia
for the virtues and simplicity of the countryside, by 1901

that distinction had eroded considerably.

Brattleboro's

society and economy were decidedly more complex than they
had been in 1869.

Some of its civic leaders had begun

anticipating uses of the legacy as early as 1891, when Olin
L.

French, editor of the Vermont Phoen ix

terms of the will from obscurity.

.

resurrected the

By 1899, French and

others hoped the "kindred charitable purposes" clause of the
legacy could be used to cushion the town's development, and
he "urged action to secure its benefits to Brattleboro.""^
In the next two decades the population of Brattleboro

Village, excluding the farming area of the town, grew by

another 38 percent.

As the working poor population

increased, so did the need for public and private relief.

Brattleboro 's Welfare System
While Brattleboro was no longer

a

tourist mecca

,

its

poor relief system had remained relatively unchanged since
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the days of the Thompsons' fateful visits.

Vermont towns, Brattleboro operated

a

Like other

poor relief system

designed to limit unnecessary expense and to minimize
permanent support.

Based on the settlement principle,

Vermont poor relief assumed that each community was

responsible for residents within its boundaries.

For much

of the nineteenth century, Vermont towns had dickered over

the question of legal settlement, opting to remove the poor
to another town if possible or to recover expenses from

paupers' legal residences.

Married women remained under

their husbands' legal settlement, even if separated or
divorced, until 1899, when divorced women gained femme sole

Despite modifications in the law and state control

status.

over the insane poor, the system still pitted towns against
each other in their efforts to lessen poor expense.'^ In
1896, under the pressure of "hard times," Brattleboro's

overseer of the poor boasted that he had "thrown the expense
of paupers" upon other towns or classified them as state

mental cases.

The following year, he placed guardians over

three people "to prevent the possibility of their coming
upon the town for support."^*

Brattleboro was in the unusual position of hosting the
only asylum for the insane poor until 1891, when the state

opened

a

new facility at Waterbury.

As the state assumed

the care of indigent mental patients, it became advantageous
for towns to commit the poor to the asylum if they could be

declared legally insane.

The Brattleboro Retreat, opened as

a private institution in 1836, had sought and received

increasing state funding and poor patients, which had

boosted the number of inmates to nearly five hundred in the
1870s.

As conditions and treatment at the asylum

deteriorated, state inspections resulted in a decade-long

battle between defenders of the asylum in Brattleboro and
state commissioners, who eventually decided to expand state

facilities elsewhere.

On "the verge of financial collapse"

because of lost state funds, managers of the Retreat

renegotiated an arrangement to care for two hundred state
patients in 1900.

Meanwhile, vacant rooms at the

institution made it a convenient location for the town's

overseer to board intractable drunkards or an occasional
poor woman with no relatives.^*
In general, public relief favored men over women

largely because the town's poor farm, which housed few
women, absorbed a disproportionate share of funds.

Nearly

half the poor expense derived from a seventy-five-acre dairy

farm where the town normally housed less than ten male
inmates.

Designed to put the poor to work and to reduce

town expense, the farm had long been recognized as
inefficient, but the taxpayers maintained it anyway.

Women

and transient families were occasionally housed at the farm,

but they rarely became permanent residents unless employed
as housekeepers.

In the spirit of removing the poor from
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town expense, the overseer indentured orphans and
children
of poor women with no means of support to farmers in
nearby

towns.

Alternatively, children could receive institutional

care at the Home for Destitute Children in Burlington,
Vermont-

Meanwhile, the overseer of the poor provided

a

growing number of men and women with food, fuel, medicine,
or burial services outside the farm.

"I do not consider it

policy to place anyone there when he can be kept for less
expense to the town elsewhere," the overseer remarked in
1896, reasoning that "many times permanent support in this

way is avoided.
Indeed,

"^^

just before the Thompson fund became available,

taxpayers had faced the rising cost of poor relief.

Poor

expense, which represented five percent of town expenses,

rose about twenty percent during the late 1890s, at

when the town

'

s

a

time

property evaluation list fell si ightly

Both the "scarcity of work" and the management of a new

overseer probably account for the increase

.

Julius

L.

Stockwell, a grocer in West Brattleboro who became overseer
in 1898, was more apt to send men to the town farm than his

predecessor.

This practice may have stabilized costs to

some extent because Stockwell reduced the cost of boarding

the poor elsewhere,
expense.

but he also supplied groceries at town

In any case, selectmen had been budgeting two

thousand dollars for poor expense until Stockwell 's

management and the depression increased the estimate by

a

half, an increase that taxpayers accepted with little
notice.^''

Beyond public relief, women's voluntary societies

provided temporary aid for the "deserving" poor.

Less

stigmatizing than public relief, which placed an applicant's
name in the annual town report, private charity emanated
from the town's churches.

Church members took care of

poorer parishioners informally until 1892, when Brattleboro
women organized the Associated Charities, with

representatives from each Protestant denomination.

The

Sisters of St. Joseph, who ran the Catholic school and
nunnery, spearheaded Catholic charity.

Mirroring larger

urban charity organization societies of the late nineteenth
century, the Associated Charities represented an effort to

coordinate the allocation of funds and to extend aid to nonchurch members.'*" Commending the women for "a noble work,"
the overseer of the poor hoped their aid would keep those in

temporary need off the town relief roster.^'
Despite their noble efforts, benevolent women of the

Associated Charities commanded few resources.

Lack of funds

not only limited their ability to become as active as

middle-class women in large cities but also placed poor
women in Brattleboro at a disadvantage compared with their
urban counterparts.

By the close of the nineteenth century,

women's charity and reform work in cities had become removed
from its religious roots and dependent upon the success of
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women's extensive voluntary societies and wealthy
patrons. ^° Sympathy for poor women who faithfully tended

their children and households and the rise of female

domesticity meant that private charities and asylums offered
social services and refuge for deserving women.

In

Philadelphia, for example, more women received help than
men, except during depressions, largely because of the

growth in private charities.

Public relief provided housing

for "disorderly" women, but tax dollars were more often

directed at instilling the work ethic in poor men through
workhouses and work projects.'^ By contrast, in Brattleboro
collections from the churches and an annual legacy of forty
dollars was just enough to provide clothes for needy

children and coal for a few families and to feed "tramps"
housed at the village jail.

Religious ladies' societies,

many of which reorganized with new members in the 1890s,

continued to send charity donations to frontier missions in
the belief that distant needs dwarfed local poverty.

Much

of women's local charitable work remained informal,

unquantified and largely hidden because it involved in-kind
services, including visiting the sick, sewing clothes, and

preparing food.^^
To say that private philanthropy was limited is not to

imply that Brattleboro 's middle-class women remained
inactive.

Their religious activities had expanded into

local chapters of the WCTU, the Ladies Auxiliary of the

YMCA, and the Woman's Indian Mission Association.

While

these connections to state and national groups expanded
their interests, they also preoccupied women who might have

otherwise addressed local poverty.

Instead, they put their

energy into modest efforts at Christian uplift through

visiting families of drunkards and organizing youth in
temperance activities.

Outside connections stimulated

a

short-lived reform effort directed at local women's

employment needs.

A chapter of Boston's Women's Educational

and Industrial Union (WEIU) organized in 1888 with a goal of

"helping women to help themselves."

Despite the heroic

efforts of its Unitarian leader Mary Wardner, the group

proved unsustainable and dissolved after five years.

In

1896 another local group initiated the successful

Brattleboro Woman's Club.

In a project that combined their

interests in education and philanthropy, members opened a
free kindergarten for children of sick mothers or those
"forced" to work in shops.

Like other local projects, the

kindergarten lacked funds and would probably have died

without the eventual injection of outside money."
Even local businessmen had difficulty finding the

resources for charitable work.

Concern for old age surfaced

among the town's elite in 1892, but funding for a proposed
Home for the Aged and Disabled did not materialize until
1897.

Spearheaded by local business leaders and Henry

Holton, a prominent doctor, the project became a joint
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D.

effort of benevolent men and women.

After Holton and other

leading men had organized and raised the funds, half of

which came from outside the town,

a

matron and volunteer

female visitors took over its operation.

Designed for

residents over sixty of "good character and habits," the
Home for the Aged could hardly afford to accept indigents.

Applicants were not only screened for moral character but
also expected to contribute their savings.

Strict visiting

rules, a prohibition on alcohol, and expectations of order

and neatness insured that only those accustomed to middle-

class standards of behavior need apply.

Two women, one a

former Brattleboro dressmaker, were the first inmates.

Incorporators envisioned

a

"village hospital" in connection

with the Home, but lacking funds "to carry these plans to
fulfillment," they simply made "an earnest appeal to the
public."'*

While these benevolent impulses stirred among the
town's elite, the working-class population sought to protect

themselves through fraternal and other mutual benefit
associations, which expanded during the 1890s-

In addition

to the Estey Organ Company Benefit Association, fraternal

societies, organized along gender lines and common work or

ethnic interests, provided a voluntary and contributory

support system for working men and their wives.

Connection

to state or national organizations provided templates for

local groups.

Typically, male societies operated with the

support of female auxiliaries, though there were mixed
societies, such as the New England Order of Protection, as
well.

The Woman's Relief Corps, for example, supplemented

the work of the GAR, visiting veterans' families and

supporting the operation of the state Soldiers' Home in
Bennington, Vermont.

The Pocahontas accompanied the

Independent Order of Red Men, and the Daughters of Rebekah

paralleled the Independent Order of Foresters.

Catholic men

organized in the Catholic Order of Foresters, the Knights of
Columbus, and the Catholic Union.

In the only independent

female mutual aid group. Catholic women had organized St.

Mary's Mutual Aid Society in the 1870s.

For those who could

contribute, these groups provided death benefits to widows
and some accident and health coverage as well.^^

Mutual aid and private charity supplemented poor relief
in Brattleboro, but the extensive social services,

hospitals, and dispensaries available to the poor in larger

cities with greater resources were absent.

This may have

been one reason Thomas Thompson had chosen to aid poor women
of country towns.

Rural residents were more dependent upon

their extended families for support, especially during
illness.

Brattleboro 's Home for the Aged and Disabled was

the only local institution replacing family support without
the stigma associated with poor relief or insanity.

Just as

lack of funds thwarted the construction of a community
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hospital, so it restricted the activities of Brattleboro's

benevolent women.
When the Thompson money became available, Brattleboro

'

industrial growth had expanded its working-class population
well beyond the numbers of the 1860s.

With more residents

dependent upon wages, the employment and health problems
that accompanied industrialization were likely to surface.

Civic leaders anticipated the need to promote development
and to build new institutions to meet the needs of a more

diverse population, but they also hoped to sustain their own

economic and political leadership in the process.

The

injection of capital in the form of a legacy from outside
the town presented just the windfall they needed to build a
local hospital and to support other charitable institutions

that would benefit the community.

Some middle-class

residents doubted there were enough self-supporting

seamstresses or female poverty in the town to absorb the

yearly income from the Thompson fund anyway.

In her 1921

town history, Mary Cabot insisted that there were not more
than six seamstresses in either Brattleboro or Rhinebeck

when the fund began operating.^* Others, however,

recognized that the number of "worthy seamstresses" in
Brattleboro had grown dramatically and this increase would
be an effective argument for insuring that Brattleboro

received its full share of the legacy.
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In this respect the

goals of civic leaders and those of the town's sewing
overlapped.

Thompson's L egacy and Waae-Earnina Women
The development of Brattleboro's economy and its

auspicious future were indebted in part to the women who

worked in the local garment industry.

Second to the organ

business, local garmentmaking expanded in the 1890s,

changing the character of the female labor market and

expanding the number of potential beneficiaries of the

Thompson Trust.

This circumstance,

a

result of the

evolution of the garment industry and expansion of female

wage-earning between 1870 and 1900, created conditions
Thomas Thompson had not anticipated.
By dedicating the income from his $1.1 million estate
to the "relief and support" of poor women in "temporary need

from want of employment, sickness or misfortune," Thompson

upheld a tradition of nineteenth-century benevolence.

Whether from his sense of moral stewardship, respect for his
wife's sympathy for women, or the publicity given to poor
"sewing women" after the Civil War, Thompson's bequest

fulfilled his role as a Christian gentleman.

Following the

example of other adherents to the "gospel of wealth," he

affirmed his social leadership through charity and exercised
his right to redistribute his wealth as he saw fit.

Elizabeth Thompson may have influenced her husband's
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bequests and annuities, for he allocated other funds almost
entirely to her relatives or women in her employ.

A native

of Vermont and philanthropist in her own right after her

husband's death, Elizabeth Thompson funded women's suffrage
and temperance activism, communitarian societies, and

scientific research until her death in 1899.^'
While Thompson expressed his sympathy for

a

particular

class of wage-earners in the late nineteenth century, his
will also highlighted the contradiction in women's economic
status.

Industrialization had created demand for women's

labor and household budgets required their wages, but those

wages in most cases were insufficient to sustain women on
their own.

daughters

,

Moreover, wives, and to

a

lesser extent

were expected to serve their families and remai n

dependent upon male breadwinners, but the value

sufficiency crossed gender lines.

of

self-

In New England the

temporary independence female textile workers had derived
from their wages in the earliest factories had eroded during
the end of the nineteenth century as families became more

dependent on the wages of daughters.*" Workinq-class men,
on the other hand, were less handicapped in the wage-labor

system, for their wages were generally higher and they

either relied on the unpaid domestic labor of wives and

daughters or the inexpensive labor of boardinghouse keepers
to maintain adequate living conditions while they worked.
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Thomas Thompson sympathized with women in the needle

trades because they represented the most "industrious" but
"miserable" victims of the economic system: women without

male breadwinners who adhered to the work ethic.

The

connection between needlewomen, poverty, and charity had
begun in early nineteenth century "houses of industry,"
where women sewed for alms and in antebellum literature,
whose authors often used the poor needlewoman as

domestic difficulties.

a symbol of

After the Civil War, female

reformers and the National Labor Congress highlighted
seamstresses' "sweated" labor resulting from the demand for

uniforms and the plight of war widows who survived on the

pittance from their sewing.

Domestic servants, the most

common female wage-earners, did not command Thompson's

sympathy because they were considered less economically

vulnerable within an employer's household, unskilled, and
less respectable.

As late as 1925 an observer noted,

domestics came "from classes accustomed to hardships" and,
at least in Boston, many were Irish immigrants.

A

Brattleboro servant expressed her own sense of degradation
in 1865:

nothing better was my lot it seems than to be a
slave to others wants. Oh would that I knew when
might be free to call my time my own and think
once if I had a will of my own or not.

I

Thompson's benevolence would conceivably aid the "suddenly
needy" victims of industrialization, not this lowest class
of women.

''°
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Moreover, his benevolence was clearly tied to evidence
of adherence to the work ethic and female
respectability.

At a time when women were entering factory production, the

image of seamstresses, who still worked at home and in small
shops, remained honorable.

They were "too proud to beg or

to apply to the almshouse," according to antebellum reformer

Orestes Brownson, yet they had not been infected by the

independent and impudent spirit of the factory girl.

In

Boston and New York, where Thompson lived at the end of his
life, the single factory girl, who worked outside the

household and briefly asserted her independence by buying
fancy clothes and participating in unsupervised leisure-time
activities, threatened to undermine the household economy
and sexual proprieties as well.*^ By contrast, the

needlewoman at home, who became emblematic of all women's
handicaps in the labor market in the hands of female
reformers, retained respectability through traditional

female work.

In the late nineteenth century, the employment

of immigrants, who worked for low wages under deteriorating

factory conditions in the textile and shoe industry, further

eroded the status of factory workers."

While most textile production had moved to factories,

mechanization of garmentmaking proceeded unevenly throughout
the nineteenth century with the development of men's and

later women's ready-to-wear.

The persistence of home

production through the putting-out system allowed married
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women to participate in the trade and perform
domestic

duties as well, thereby keeping it respectable.
sewing shops attracted single women.

Small

Brattleboro hosted

seven dressmaking, tailoring, and millinery shops in
1870,

employing 140 women over fifteen.*^ The trade also provided
women the opportunity to develop skills and thereby gain the
status of independent dressmakers, a relatively genteel

occupation also performed at or near home.

Because the

occupation remained decentralized within household-like
shops and in proximity to women's domestic roles, widows and

other destitute middle-class women, who scorned domestic

service or factory work, could labor at sewing and still
evoke public sympathy." By organizing workshops where poor

women could sew to support themselves, benevolent women had

connected their own traditional sewing for the poor to the
needle trade. *^
By the time the Thompson legacy became operational in
1901, women's wage work had expanded dramatically as the

garment industry moved rapidly toward factory production.
Inadequate and irregular male wages, the demand for
unskilled, cheap labor, and the economic needs of working-

class and immigrant families, necessitated female wage work.
Young, single women entered garment factories, sales and

clerical positions, and teaching while low-income married,

white women juggled the need for wages with domestic
responsibilities.

Many wives labored outside the home
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irregularly, housed boarders or continued to perforin
piece
work at home to make ends meet. Women's labor outside

the

home remained as controversial as their work at home

remained invisible.

Female wages were considered

supplemental and temporary, part of a flexible household
economy.*^ As more women entered the labor market and as

working conditions and wages worsened for men at the end of
the nineteenth century, family-wage ideology mounted,

casting a shadow on female workers.

Union demands for

higher male wages and a standard-of-living that would
support a family competed with the needs of single women for
a decent wage.*^ Urban reformers recast single factory

workers as a social problem, the victims of poor working
conditions, poverty, and unscrupulous men, while they sought
to protect married women and their children from long hours
in the workplace.

At the same time, however, young, single

women in the city asserted a new, sexually appealing image
of their own, which connected both their economic

independence and sexual freedom to the glamour of city life.
This image did not inhere to female wage-earners in the

textile mills of Lawrence, Manchester, or Lowell or to those
in country towns.*®

In Brattleboro the growth in female wage work attracted

significant numbers of women from surrounding towns.

Women

represented 54 percent of the population in the village
proper in 1900.*^ Most wage-earning women found work in the
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needle trades (30 percent) and domestic service (24
percent).

(Table 1)

The town's three hotels and the

Brattleboro Retreat, which housed 273 inmates, increased the
need for domestic servants and cooks, chambermaids,
waitresses, nurses, and laundresses as well.

Most of these

women did not qualify for Thompson monies because they
neither sewed nor worked in a shop.

Teachers and

boardinghouse keepers were also excluded, but women in
clerical and sales jobs and factory employment other than

garment work believed they qualified as "shop girls."

Most

wage-earning women in Brattleboro were young and single,

matching the national profile.

Twenty-one percent were

foreign born, and nearly half of those were Irish; 16

percent of wage-earning women were children of
immigrants. ^° (Table

2)

By 1900 the needle trades claimed the third largest

group of American female wage-earners after domestic service
and agriculture.

For women at all levels of the industry,

from independent dressmakers to factory stitchers,

employment remained precarious.

Dressmaking and millinery,

considered highly skilled crafts with reasonable working
conditions and close relations with patrons afforded a few
women economic independence and a genteel occupation.

Mrs.

Alice Knight of Brattleboro, for example, employed five or
six seamstresses and attracted a wide patronage of

"fastidious" and "careful dressers."
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Table

2

Age, Marital Status and Ethnicity
Wage-Earning Women, Brattleboro, 1900

N=787

Age

N

%

Under 25

308

39%

25-34

216

27

35-44

122

16

45-54

75

10

55-64

41

5

65 & over

25

3

Marital Status
Single

551

70%

Married

125

16

Widowed

97

12

Divorced

14

2

Ethnicity
Native wt., native par.

497

63%

Native wt., for. -born par.

123

16

Fr .Canada

11

Ireland

86

11

Other

26

3

Foreign-born

1%

167

Fr Canada

21

27

3

Ireland

80

10

Sweden

32

4

Other

28

4

.

Source: 1900 Federal Manuscript Census, Population, Windham
County, Vermont.
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and fitting, she had mastered the "blending of colors,
the

tasteful draping, and artistic shaping" required of her
craft.

Several new dressmaking and millinery shops, in

addition to Alice Knight's and including that of Mary
Donnell and Sarah Davis, Mrs. Josie Smith, and Mrs.

F.

H.

Morse opened in Brattleboro in the 1890s, employing from
four to thirteen workers each.

These female proprietors,

considered ladies of "marked ability" occupied the top of
the female labor market; they even merited inclusion in the

Reformer's Souvenir Edition promoting Brattleboro in
1895.^^ Wage rates varied widely, however, and the seasonal

nature of the work rendered it temporary for many women.
Dressmakers, forced to extend unlimited credit to their
customers, often had difficulty paying their seamstresses on

time." More importantly, these proprietors faced
competition from factory production.
It was the evolution of women's ready-to-wear and

factory production of men's clothing that most affected the
During

number of garment jobs in Brattleboro in the 1890s.

the decade elite dressmakers and milliners prospered with
the town's commercial development even as ready-to-wear

Brattleboro hosted six

clothing eroded their market.

merchant tailors and twenty-five dressmakers and milliners
in 1901.

They were threatened, however, by the increasing

availability of ready-to-wear skirts, blouses, and coats at
dry goods stores like that of Newton Isaac Hawley.
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Hailed

as a great innovator, Hawley had introduced
ready-made to

Brattleboro and opened the first department store in 1877.
Men's ready-to-wear clothes had been widely available
after
the Civil War, but more intricate women's attire was largely

custom-made until new patterns, drafting systems, cheaper
sewing machines and department store demands moved it slowly
into the factory.

By the turn of the century, even

traditional tailors advertised the arrival of "Ladies'
Suits, Skirts, Jackets and Waists."^" At the same time two

new overall factories in Brattleboro, manufacturing men's
ready-made, competed for the supply of sewers and attracted

female migrants who held the potential to oversupply the
labor market.

The expansion of garment factories provided

more jobs for women while eroding the demand for dressmakers
and their limited control over production.

According to a

1911 study, many of the smaller dressmakers in Massachusetts

who had operated shops "found it more profitable to work on
a salary or go out by the day."^^ An elderly Brattleboro

seamstress described the effects of these changes on her
work:

When 14 years old I learned to make fine shirts
for men.... I made fine shirts... for years
until the stores kept them ready-made, then I
did plain sewing and dressmaking until my eyes
I had to give up dressmaking
went back on me.
but kept at plain white sewing and took the
agency for selling corsets.
By 1910 some independent proprietors had simply closed their

shops; others became retail distributors of special fabrics
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and notions or entered the factory as stitchers.

Jennie

Benson, who advertised "Fashionable Dressmaking and
Ladies'

Tailoring," complained about her debts to suppliers, the

difficulty of competing with the ready-to-wear market, and
the inadequate return dressmakers could expect from

alterations alone." Milliners increasingly resorted to
less profitable retail goods.

Donnell

&

Davis carried

"Paris Hats" and "Millinery Novelties" from New York and

foreign designers.^®

While seamstresses found more regular work and wages at
the factory, they lost the chance to advance to more skilled

work and remained subject to seasonal shutdowns.

The first

overall shop, later incorporated as Hooker, Corser, and
Mitchell, opened in 1890, and six years later the

Brattleboro Overall Company, employing about eighty women,
was also manufacturing "overalls, pants, coats, jumpers,
[and] aprons."^* These manufacturers provided work for an

increasing number of machine stitchers and profited from the

compliant rural labor force, at

a

time when union demands
Women stitchers

and strikes threatened urban production.

worked by the piece at Hooker, Corser, and Mitchell,
averaging from $6.25 to $8 a week, about the same as factory
women nationally and considerably higher than a seamstress's
average weekly wage of $3.50.

Repeating

a

common industry

pattern, a few men performed nearly all the cutting at the

two-hundred-employee factory. ^°

Centralization of the industry in Brattleboro attracted
young, single women who migrated to the town from
outlying
areas.

In 1900, for example, Katherine Dwyer migrated
from

Springfield, Vermont, seeking work as a factory stitcher.
She and her older brother Michael, who became a plumber,

found room and board with an Irish family on Canal Street, a
short walk from the largest overall factory.

On good days

Kate Dwyer could sew two bundles, enough to yield wages of
$7.50 a week.

But her earnings were often less due to

factory slowdowns and short time.

At twenty-six, born to

Irish parents, Dwyer was loath to return to the isolation of

her parents' scrappy farm, but with room and board nearly
$5.00 a week, she lived on the edge of financial self-

sufficiency with little leeway for unforeseen emergencies.
Her membership in the local chapter of the United Garment

Workers Union (UGWA) provided little protection.
About 1900, Hooker, Corser and Mitchell welcomed the

organization of Local No. 32 of the UGWA and began operating
a closed shop in order to sell under the union label."

The UGWA did little to support the interests of female

garment workers, although in rural areas, where the UGWA
thrived after it began

a

campaign to promote the union

label, women were often crucial to the survival of local

chapters.

The most conservative and patriarchal union in

the garment industry, the UGWA recruited women to bolster

membership, but its national leadership also perceived them

as a threat to male job security.

Brattleboro was part of

a

The union's presence in

concentrated effort to cooperate

with manufacturers who in return for

a

standardized wage

schedule could sell under the union label.
union, Local No. 32 met at the GAR hall.

As a mixed

Women were active

as officers, but they temporarily lost their leadership

positions during

a

brief walkout in 1904.

At a time when

female garment workers were beginning to strike for better

conditions and wages in urban areas, there was little female

activism emanating from the union in Brattleboro.'*^
Compared with the meager wages from outwork or the

unpredictability of

a

dressmaking shop, the overall factory

represented an improvement for local wage-earning women.
As seamstresses entered factories, however, the image
of respectabi 1 i ty that surrounded sewing women began to

shift, heightening the class differences between dressmakers

and factory stitchers, who were no longer considered skilled

craf tswomen

.

A 1905 description of factory life popularized

the degradation of factory stitchers who sewed in an

"inferno of sound,
noise

.

"

a great,

yawning chaos of terrific

Young women

who sat in long rows up and down the length oi the
held in
great room, did not raise their eyes
fascination upon the flying and endless strip of
white that raced through a pair of hands to feed
itself into the insatiable maw of the electric
sewing-machi ne
.

.

.

Meanwhile, dressmakers who persisted in their trade served
an increasingly elite clientele.
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Highly regarded as

craftswomen who elevated the level of culture and taste
in
small towns like Brattleboro, they felt "superior
to
the

factory workers."*^
By 1900 changes in the garment industry had increased

the numbers of potential beneficiaries of the Thompson Trust

while the status of "sewing women" had eroded because of
their entry into less respectable factory work.

A majority

of women in Brattleboro ' s needle trades were employed in the

two overall factories; 139 stitchers represented the second

largest single category of wage-earning women in town."
(Table 1)

Relatively young, with an average age of twenty-

eight, seventy percent single, and nearly half children of

immigrants, these women did not fit the image of the

deserving, native-born widow who needed help.

Thompson

trustee Richards Bradley, for example, asserted that factory

stitchers were "not exactly the occupations that the

testator had in

view."*''

Those few women who identified

themselves as seamstresses and the marginal dressmakers
threatened by industry changes were more likely candidates
for charity.

Moreover, the term "shop girls," used in

Thompson's will to include women wage-earners in small
artisans' workshops, opened the charity to other potential

beneficiaries in non-garment or retail shops.

Thus when the

fund began, there was considerable confusion over the

definition of beneficiaries; 295 women in Brattleboro

qualified for aid by occupation.**
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The growth in wage-earning not only presented
different
and disturbing categories of wage-earning women,
but it also

meant an increasingly vulnerable female labor force and

a

rise in the importance of women's wages for a family's
survival.

Single women who boarded away from home were

subject to the instability of work in an industrial economy,
while those who lived with their families or relatives in
the village were expected to contribute to household income
no longer cushioned by farm production.

Whether as wives,

daughters, widows, boarders or servants, women's work was
part of a total household economy.

Only eleven percent of

female wage-earners in Brattleboro were heads of household
who supported themselves, sometimes with additional income
from children or boarders.

These women, especially if they

were widows, were the most likely candidates for help.

Most

other female wage-earners, except domestic servants, lived

with their parents or relatives

Table

3)

Their wages

supplied a significant portion of the family income,

especially in mother-daughter households.

If they did not

support their own families, wage-earning women paid board to
uncles, aunts, sisters, or boardinghouse keepers.

Their

financial needs were more difficult to identify because they

were expected to rely on their relatives in emergencies.
The expectation that daughters would contribute to

their parents' support kept daughters at home.

Thirty-one

percent of wage-earning women lived at home in Brattleboro,
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Table

3

Household Status of Wage-Earning Women
Brattleboro, 1900
N=787

Household Status

Household head
Living with parents

N

%

86

11%

175

22

Living with mother

60

8

Living with father

8

1

Living with relative

59

7

Living with employer

242

31

Boarding

78

10

Living with husband

78

10

Na

1

Source: 1900 Federal Manuscript Census, Population, Windham
County, Vermont.

about the same as in Boston (32 percent).

''^

In contrast,

sons often did not contribute to their households, moved

away to look for work, and assumed responsibilities of their
own.

Supporting their families but also dependent upon them

for care when needed, daughters were hardly considered

objects of charity.

Yet without their wages many families

fell into poverty

Contradictions between the terms of Thomas Thompson's
will and the status of female wage-earners in Brattleboro
set the trust and its beneficiaries at odds from the

beginning.

By 1901 centralization of the garment industry
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had reshaped working conditions for poor women.

The

hardworking, native-born sewing woman who commanded

Thompson's sympathy as the quintessential victim was

disappearing to be replaced by a better paid but less
respectable garment worker.

Not only had time effected

significant changes in women's work and the garment
industry, but the language of the will left considerable

leeway for interpretation

Charity for Brattleboro
The flexible wording of the Thompson will complicated
the interpretation of his legacy.

Given the option of

allocating funds for "kindred charitable purposes" in
Brattleboro, Rhinebeck, "or elsewhere" (except Boston) after

meeting the needs of sewing women in both towns, Thompson's
future trustees faced competing requests from community
leaders.

By selecting only the women of two towns for

special assistance and allowing for broad discretion in

using excess funds, Thompson implied that these communities
had claims to the trust as well.

responsibil ity for the poor

,

The tradition of local

which limited

a

town s pauper
'

population through geographic boundaries, reinforced this
notion.

But it was unclear whether officials in these two

towns could claim a preference over "elsewhere," and the

strength of their respective claims differed.

Because

Brattleboro's population was expanding while Rhinebeck's
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remained stable at about 3,500, Brattleboro's
leaders had
greater interest in pursuing trust dollars. Moreover,

a

variations in Vermont's and New York's poor relief
systems
and in the development of charitable institutions
in each
state may have heightened the sense of local responsibility
in Brattleboro relative to that in Rhinebeck.

New York

authorities organized poor relief through town and county
agents.

County supervisors monitored poorhouses maintained

with local tax dollars, and towns distributed local relief.

New York's industrial development, however, had also

resulted in public houses of refuge for women, enhanced
statewide supervision, and extensive private welfare

agencies to cover some of the burden.

Concerned about the indefinite nature of their claim to
the trust, civic leaders in Brattleboro acted swiftly to

secure the town's share of funds in 1899.

Even before his

wife died, Thompson's relatives had challenged the validity
of the will and registered claims with the Suffolk County

Probate Court in Boston.

In 1899 they reactivated their

complaints, insisting that Thompson's residency in New York

City at the time of his death had invalidated the charity
and that its terms were too indefinite to be properly

implemented.

Speculation in the New York Herald noted that

"the seamstresses of that far day are seamstresses no

longer" and that Rhinebeck officials were eagerly seeking

"seamstresses enough" to secure the legacy.
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This

uncertainty spurred Colonel George W. Hooker,

a

former

selectman, legislative representative, and
head of the
Brattleboro Board of Trade, to secure the town's
share of
the legacy by supporting the interests of
Brattleboro 's

sewing women.

At a public meeting in August 1899, voters

agreed to support the cause with individual subscriptions.
With the leadership of Windsor County Probate Judge
Eleazer
L.

Waterman, Brattleboro 's representative to the Vermont

legislature, attorney Clarke C. Fitts, and Dr. Henry Holton,
the town successfully defended the interests of

beneficiaries.

During the process, two hundred potential

beneficiaries organized the Society of Seamstresses,
Needlewomen, and Shopgirls of Brattleboro to represent their
interests; on August 26, 1899, they elected milliner Mary J.

Donnell as president.

After the settlement of the will in

March 1901, the editor of the Vermont Phoenix assured
residents that only those seamstresses in "actual need"

would receive assistance and townspeople should not expect
"a throwing out of the money to all demands or that it will

be free to all comers.

"^^

Waterman and Fitts not only succeeded in securing the
charity for Brattleboro, but they also effected

a

reallocation of the funds between the two towns based on
population.

This result countered Thompson's direction to

divide the annual income "equally."

With a population

nearly twice that of "wealthy" Rhinebeck and with many more
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seamstresses, Brattleboro, according to Waterman
and Fitts,
rightly deserved two-thirds of trust income.Renowned as
the location of Ferncliff the estate of
William Astor, and
,

as a rural retreat for the wealthy of New
York City,

Rhinebeck remained a relatively pastoral site on the
Hudson.
Rhinebeck officials displayed far less interest in the
outcome of the litigation and left the defense of the
town's
sewing women to the state attorney general and Brattleboro
counsel.

At a time when Brattleboro was budgeting only

three thousand dollars on poor relief, its future share of

Thompson money, averaging over thirty thousand annually, was
well worth securing, especially for the local lawyers who

received $23,529 in fees from the trust.

Despite their

success, there was no question that the Boston court would

maintain final control over the fund through its appointed
trustees.

Boston residents, Richards Merry Bradley and

Lawrence Minot, began administering the trust in March
1901

.""^

As the chief architect of trust policy, Richards

Bradley sought to reconcile Thompson's desire to assist poor

women with the expectations of Brattleboro 's civic leaders
and his own understanding of the problem of poverty in an

industrialized society.

While Boston lawyer Lawrence Minot

monitored the trust's legal and financial affairs, it was
Bradley, with close family ties to Brattleboro, who directed
the allocation of funds.

Appointed after the death of the
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fund's original trustee in October
1900, Bradley entered a
situation of conflicting interests that would
mark his

administration of the trust for at least the
next twenty
years
Richards Bradley's biography resembles that of
other
progressive reformers whose experience of urban
life

engendered

a

nostalgia for a rural past.

Yet Bradley was

wealthier and better educated than most middle-class
reformers."" Descendant of prominent families in

Brattleboro and Boston, Richards Merry Bradley

(

I80I-194.5

)

,

had spent his boyhood in both places before graduating from

Harvard in 1882 and spending

a

year at Harvard Law School.

His Brattleboro connections and partnership in

estate firm made Bradley

a

a

Boston real

logical choice as one of two

trustees for the Thompson Trust, which had large holdings in
Boston real estate.

Married to sculptor Amy Owen Aldis

(1864-1918), daughter of a federal judge from St. Albans,

Vermont, Bradley and his family of five children lived in

Boston but took occasional trips to Brattleboro, where his
father managed a gentleman's farm." This upper-class

background insured that Bradley would maintain

a

sense of

nobles se oblig e in his new role, but it also meant he would
have to stretch his imagination to understand the needs of

Brattleboro 's wage-earning women and the town's social and
political life as well.
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Foremost a businessman, Bradley's view of the world
was
shaped by market principles and the maxim of efficiency.

in

his first report on trust activities, for example,
he

extolled the value of relief services when "more than
one
person gets the advantage of what is being done, and the

money is thereby made to accomplish more than in the case of
individual aid."^^ He believed in the necessity of hard

work to reap profits, abhorred waste, and sought

measurable output for his efforts.

a

Early in his

administration when he was pressed to allocate funds before

estimating their possible effectiveness, Bradley wrote his
wife, "I am threatened with some money to spend under the

Thompson will."

Like many other progressives, however, he

sought information and community cooperation in devising new
methods to address social problems.

His belief in the work

ethic enhanced the difficulties of administering direct aid
to the sewing women of both towns "without helping them to

become dependent."^'
To ease this dilemma, Bradley took full advantage of

the "kindred charitable purposes" clause of Thompson's will.

Reasoning that he could make "the conditions of life better
for the poor" in Brattleboro and always concerned with

efficient fund management, he resolved "to follow lines

where the needs of the community are the same as those of
the sewing women.

"*°

With this rationale, Bradley believed

he would not only provide improvements for the sewing women
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impossible with direct aid, but also reap more
benefits with
less money.
it solved the problem, in his
mind, of

satisfying the testator's desires as well as the
community's
needs without creating undue dependency among poor
women.

His approach appeared to match the expectations
oi

Brattleboro's civic leaders, but as trust operations
unfolded, Bradley found himself at odds with more than
one
local constituency.

Pressure from community members pulled Hrcuiley

different directions.

Early in his tenure as

a

in

trustee, he

recognized the need for community backing to develop "vital"
projects, like the hospital, but he feared the fund could

also become "a bone of contention in

a

town of that

size.""' During the heirs' challenge to the Thompson estate

and before any relief had been distributed to the

beneficiaries, Judge Waterman, Clarke Fitts ami

Di

.

iienry

Holton had solicited court approval for specific projects to
avoid "litigation or contention in the future" and to

preclude the use of funds "elsewhere."

As a result, the

court had sanctioned: the building and operation of

a

hospital, with preferenc:e for local residents; an old

ac^e

home; and a kindergarten or other schools as long as sewing

women received priority in these institutions."" Business
and professional men and prominent women had already

identified these projects as community concerns, and they

commanded Bradley's attention.
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In its first five months.

the trust paid $380 to the free kindergarten
of the

Brattleboro Woman's Club.

when an estate known as the

Hemlocks became available, local doctors encouraged
Bradley
to buy it for a hospital, rather than miss the
opportunity
to secure an adequate building.

organized.

Yet no hospital had been

At the same time, poor women began applying for

aid, and Bradley had no policy to insure that aid reached

the "right women."

Concern that funding for a hospital

might preempt the needs of sewing women prompted Mary
Donnell, President of the Society of Seamstresses, to write

Bradley noting that little had been done for the named
beneficiaries.

He assured her that he maintained "the

interests and rights of the women

.

.

.

very much at heart"

and claimed the purchase of a hospital building had been

forced upon him.®^

Dissension over the organization and funding of the
hospital set Bradley at odds with local business and

professional leaders frustrated by his control over Thompson
monies.

While they needed and sought the outside capital,

they also wanted to manage its use and resented Bradley as a

representative of the urban elite attempting to dictate the
organization of a local institution.

The community had

already experienced one threat to local control during its
effort to save the Brattleboro Retreat.

Bradley, on the

other hand, viewed these local jealousies with disdain and
feared that local doctors and their allies would drain the
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fund before he could direct its use himself.

During the

struggle over the hospital, he delayed and frustrated
the
organizing efforts of Dr. Holton, Judge Waterman and
other
lawyers by claiming that "the Sewing Women" had not
been

"given proper attention."

Then he dictated whom he thought

would make appropriate incorporators to represent the
entire

community and to offset the "possibly conflicting interests
of doctors, nurses," and other hospital personnel: a "few

men of independent position," others with "active business

ability," and most importantly, "a few efficient women who
are likely to do most of the hard detail work (even if they

don't get the most credit) especially in the organization of
the nursing department."

This remark was an important

indicator of the solutions Bradley eventually sought, not
only to solve poverty problems in Brattleboro but also to

avoid the competition for funds among the local male elite.

Turning to Boston experts for advice, he opened
infirmary for the sewing women, hired

a

a

temporary

visiting nurse from

Boston to supervise, and consulted Boston doctors and

architects on the construction and organization of the
hospital
In his role as Brattleboro's chief booster, the editor

of the Brattleboro Reformer focused and articulated mounting

discontent from the business community over the hospital.
In a campaign to discredit Bradley's administration and to

insure that the fund served the "best interests of
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everyone," Howard Rice, the newspaper's young editor,

published the trust's first financial account in full and
noted the long delay in hospital organization.

The

trustees, he claimed, were "unwilling to allow Brattleboro
to take the matter of a hospital into its own hands.

"«^

A

year later, he questioned, "Is the work being carried on in

Brattleboro on as broad

a

basis as it should be?" and cited

examples of sick women and a "young colored boy" who were
not adequately cared for at the infirmary.

Claiming

townspeople "have a right to know how the funds are being
spent" and that even the lowliest member of the community

deserved adequate health care, he implied that the

administration practiced discrimination.®^
The hospital controversy spilled over into all levels
of public discussion.

In April 1902, the Catholic Union

"made its debut" in Brattleboro with a minstrel show at the

auditorium.

Reciting "The Hospital Poem," James Ferriter

expressed optimism that after "the lawyers fees and other
expenses were paid there would be enough left of the

Thompson fund to erect a hospital" in his neighborhood.
At March Meeting in 1903, voters were divided over local

option and the use of Australian ballot for the town budget,
but they gave "hearty approval" to a resolution enforcing
the appointment of a local trustee.

As Howard Rice noted, a

local board with "representatives of all denominations"

would insure that Thompson money was used for the benefit of
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everyone.

Rice may have taken his cue from the wording
of

Thompson's will, which suggested that the trustees
of the
fund could employ "town officials" or
"corporations,
associations, or individuals resident" in Brattleboro
and
Rhinebeck to administer the fund.*^

Bradley eventually resolved these difficulties over the
hospital but not without incurring a legacy of distrust

surrounding the Thompson fund,

with the sanction of the

probate court he fended off the attempt to appoint local
trustees and incorporated the hospital with Thompson

trustees as permanent members of the hospital board.

A

board of local trustees determined admissions with free

treatment for "seamstresses, needle-women, and shop
girls.

"««

By 1905, the trust had spent three times as much

on the new Brattleboro Memorial Hospital as it had for

direct aid to sewing women, but this support did little to
appease the editor of the Reformer, who periodically

questioned the distribution of funds.*' Yet, by
incorporating the health care and childcare needs of poor

women within the hospital and kindergarten, institutions
that eventually served a broad section of the middle-class,

Bradley justified using Thompson funds for any worthwhile
improvement in Brattleboro and reinforced the town's claim
to trust benefits.

With minor exceptions, women who sewed for

a

living had

remained on the sidelines during this first round of debate
75

over charity in Brattleboro.

Prominent lawyers had appeared

to support their interests by insuring that
Brattleboro got
more than its share of funds, with their own
vision of

Brattleboro 's future, leading men and, to some extent,
benevolent women had defined the community's needs with
little consideration for the conditions of poor women.

In

the process, they challenged the big-city administration
of
the trust.

As poor women's experience with Richard

Bradley's system of direct aid and the community-run
hospital grew, they would challenge the operation of the

trust as well.
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CHAPTER

2

WORTHY AND UNWORTHY SEAMSTRESSES
think there is no one in town
who needs money more than I do.
I

A. P.

Annie Pope's lament echoed the refrain of numerous
other young women who sought aid from the Thompson Trust.

From the outset, applicants confronted Richards Bradley's
control over the legacy and the competition for aid in
Brattleboro.

Employing local agents, whom he trusted to

investigate and to verify women's needs, Bradley sought to
shrink the pool of direct beneficiaries to

a

subset of the

"seamstresses, needle-women and shop girls" named in

Thompson's will.

Disapproving of the dole, he preferred the

challenge of developing alternative services that might
prevent poverty.

To qualify for aid, women had to establish

residency, participation in the labor market, and "temporary
need" due to "want of employment, sickness or misfortune,"

which provided considerable leeway for interpretation.' On
the other hand, the will guaranteed a particular class of
women, if not specific individuals, access to money set

aside for support.

These provisions created the potential

for conflict between the trust's administrators and the poor

women of Brattleboro who, like Annie Pope, considered

themselves deserving of aid.
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As the trust evolved, many clients learned
to negotiate

for aid by attempting to prove their worthiness.

The

practice of distinguishing between deserving and
undeserving
clients had a long history among charity workers by
1900.

Poor widows and "respectable" mothers, considered
somewhat

dependent upon the community, had been favored candidates
for private and, in some urban areas, public relief during

the nineteenth century, but it was less clear whether young,

wage-earning women needed assistance. = The qualifications
Thomas Thompson had outlined were inadequate under the

circumstances of the early twentieth century because, as we
have seen, conditions in the garment industry had changed,
the numbers of wage-earning women had increased, and local

priorities had shifted the focus of the charity away from
the special needs of poor women.

The debate over a

community hospital and the availability of new kinds of
medical care meant that the negotiations over the

distribution of charity, and over

a

client's worthiness,

focused on women's health problems as well as their marital
status, age, and behavior.

Out of this subtle shift, some

poor women found effective ways to construct a new

definition of worthiness without qualifying as deserving
widows; others suffered from a complex mix of stated and

subtle discrimination.
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Charity Pol ny
i

Like many late nineteenth-century charity leaders,

Richards Bradley feared the pauperizing effects of
dependency.

This moral principle

-

that it was simply wrong

to give poor women aid because it would undermine their
work

ethic and their occupation

-

guided his policy and often

overshadowed his sympathy for those in need.

"It is work

not money," he told his wife Amy, "that seems to do good."'
It was not that he did not empathize with poor women;

it was

that he cared more about the importance of work and the

demoralizing effects of dependency.

Publicly, he insisted

that under no circumstances would he give "permanent aid" or
pay small expenses which "ordinary thrift" ought to cover.'
As he explained to his local agent, "it is not possible for
us to make it too easy for these poor women, for the

downward part to dependence is so easily smoothed."' Yet,
in determining aid limitations, Bradley also displayed

uneasiness about his role as "a little tin providence
setting himself as judge."

In the end, he concluded,

what is the use of what little minds we have
unless to use them to the best of our ability.
Even if we do not do the right thing that is the
only way to get nearer the right

Maintaining control of the allocation of

f

unds

,

against the

claims of women and community leaders, would insure both his
moral rectitude and his class prerogative.

With institutions that provided services, like the

hospital and the kindergarten, Bradley hoped to avoid direct
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aid to all but worthy widows

cind

"old sewinq women."

On

average, he allocated barely one quarter ol
the funds

available for Brattleboro for direct relief, but
this

percentage varied depending on requirements of his other
projects.

(See Appendix, Table 8)

From his business

perspective, Bradley argued that the fund had to have
limits, or every woman in New England might move to

Brattleboro, take up sewing, and seek aid when in need.

The

specter of this deluge gave him visions of an oversupplied
occupation, reduced work and wages for seamstresses, and

a

depleted fund, too small to be of any real help to so many
women and clearly unable to underwrite any other community
projects that might help them without the pauperizing effect
of direct aid.^ His policy differed little from that of

urban charity organization societies that sought to limit
"outdoor relief" and replace it with friendly investigation
of clients and cooperation among social agencies." Yet,

unlike most city welfare agents and the local overseer ol
the poor, Bradley did supply some women with money rather

than in-kind services.

This practice avoided paying

grocers, doctors, fuel dealers or landlords whom he thought

might drain the fund faster than women.
As wage-earning women, the Thompson beneficiaries posed
a

contradiction to turn-of -the-century concepts

of

wt^lfare.

They fell somewhere between paupers, considered permanently

dependent due to physical or mental disability, and the

able-bodied poor.

Whether public relief or private charity,

nineteenth-century practice had sought to eliminate the
able-bodied from direct aid while keeping the truly
needy
from starving.
But female dependence within marriage
complicated this formula.

Through inheritance laws and

Civil War pensions for widows, the state had sanctioned

female dependence.' With the spread of industrialization
and the invasion of middle-class women into charitable

organizations, private charities also favored widows and

other female dependents because charity workers held men
largely responsible for family income.

became women's work.

Seeking charity

To establish worthiness, a client was

expected to demonstrate piety, motherliness

,

and her

willingness to work within or close to her household.

If

married, she was expected to exhibit industriousness while

supervising her children and household; if single, she was
expected to work to help support her parents and to avoid

unsavory neighborhood activities.^" By 1900 reformers,
focusing on the evil effects of industrialization on women
and children, began enforcing middle-class family norms

through systematic casework among the poor and neighborhood
educational programs.

Sympathy for widows and poor mothers,

bulwarks of the beleaguered family, rose incrementally with
the development of family-wage ideology.

In 1904 New York

charity leader, Edward T. Devine even recommended old-age
pensions for widows, whom he characterized as "most often
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legitimately entitled to relief."

ThSr,

attention generally

excluded self-support! nq younq women who were
assumed to be
laboring for "pin money.
Single women without male breadwinners either pooled

their resources or borrowed from relatives or friends
rather
than face the stigma of poor relief or institutional
care.
The association of custodial care, available in poorhouses,

hospitals, female asylums or orphanages, with prostitutes,

unwed mothers, child abuse and the insane stigmatized
inmates and rendered them unworthy by community standards.

Progressive reformers attempted to transform the horrors

ol

poorhouses by separating the needy into categories for
special treatment; they sought to protect children and to

isolate the "feeble-minded."

In an effort to save children

from institutions and to address the economic problems ol
poor single mothers, they campaigned for mothers' pensions
in the 1910s; sociologists alerted the nation to the Jow

wages and poor working conditions of single women.

While

the latter "hardworking girls" were subject to intense

scrutiny about their work habits and recreation, they were
rarely considered objects of charity.

To the contrary, the

"charity girls" of the city were associated with the dangers
of trading sexual favors for the pleasures of

entertainment." Meanwhile, many unmarried women relied on
friends and relatives, sisters, aunts or nieces, with whom
they might share the burdens of making a living.
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Unlike public relief and most other charity
operations,
Thompson's legacy suggested an entitlement for
wage-earning
women because it created conditions under which they
could
expect assistance without losing their self-respect.
Indeed, when applying for help, clients often used
the

stigma of public relief to express their respectability
even

while they claimed a right to assistance.

"if Mr. Bradley

can't help us," one applicant bargained, "it just means that
the town will have to and
on the town if

I

I

dont like the disgrace of being

can possibly do any other way."

A deserted

wife explained her sense of entitlement more explicitly, "It
does not seem right to me that myself and children should be

taken care of by the town when we are not to blame in any
way and

I

have been told it is such a disgrace to have one's

name on the town book."" As a mother, she placed the

responsiblity for breadwinning on her absent husband and
established her deserving status by contrasting her position
to that of a town pauper.

Unlike public relief, the

Thompson legacy was a kind of free insurance policy for
sickness and unemployment that women believed they could
call upon when in need without having their names listed in

the town report.

Moreover, the legacy represented a legal

right to support as long as a woman met the eligibility

requirements.

"It seems to me, some of the Thompson Fund

belongs to me if it ever did to anybody," Betsey Farnsworth
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asserted, "and that

I

ought not to be obliged to beg for

it."^*

This sense of entitlement complicated Bradley's

administration of the trust because it threatened to erode
his prerogative in determining deserving cases. To
further
that goal, he enlisted the services of local women to

investigate applicants and to coordinate with existing

charity services in Brattleboro.

Accordingly Jane Tyler,

head of the town's Associated Charities, began processing

trust applications and compiling a list of potential
beneficiaries.

Wife of a local judge, Tyler held leadership

positions in ladies' societies of the Unitarian Church and
the Brattleboro Woman's Indian Mission Association before
she became president and treasurer of the Associated

Charities.

In the spirit of women's benevolent work, she

volunteered her services; Augusta Wells, whom Bradley hired
as his chief agent, received a salary of fifty dollars a

month.

Tyler, who appears to have been extremely

conscientious about her work and sympathetic to the needs of
poor women, resigned in August 1903 because she felt

overextended
Sixty-year-old Augusta Wells, daughter of a local
educator and wife of a retired carpenter, had been active in
nearly every philanthropic organization in Brattleboro.

Member of the Centre Congregational Church, the Women's
Christian Temperance Union (WCTU)
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,

the Brattleboro Woman's

Club, and incorporator of the Associated
Charities, Wells
was described as "fearless in her pursuit of
right and

justice."

Although Bradley never gave her discretion to

allocate funds, Wells assessed whether applicants were
prudent, industrious, devoted to their families and
thus

deserving of aid.

Carefully deliberating each woman's case

by mail, Bradley and Wells often delayed the allocation
of

funds needlessly as Bradley demanded excessive details and

clarifications of each case."
Meanwhile, Thompson beneficiaries who qualified by

residence and occupation registered with the local agents to
assure their future benefits if the need arose.

In so

doing, they became members of the Society of Seamstresses,

Needlewomen, and Shop Girls, which had been organized in
1899 during the settling of the will.

With 323 members, the

society included approximately 40 percent of female wageearners in Brattleboro.^"" President Mary Donnell, who

commanded respect as a middle-aged, successful milliner with
a shop on

Main Street and several employees, occasionally

communicated with Bradley on behalf of the society but only
rarely became involved in the problems of particular
applicants.

There is little evidence that the Society of

Seamstresses was active in the first few years; later, as

discontent began to emerge, it would provide the vehicle and

constituency to challenge the trust administration.
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Applicants accepted as Thompson Trust clients were
mostly under forty-five, single, and native-born.

(Table 4)

This profile reflected both the distribution of
wage-earning

women in Brattleboro and eligibility standards.

Married

women were excluded not only because fewer married women

qualified as wage-earners, but also because Bradley refused
to aid women whom he believed were largely dependent upon

husbands.

About 60 percent of clients stated that they

worked in the needletrades

garmentworkers

.

,

including 38 percent as factory

This statistic did not mean these women

participated fully in the trade because almost any woman who
sewed at home could claim status as a seamstress.

About ten

percent were clerks and other factory workers, and 21
percent worked as laundresses, cooks, waitresses, nurses or
in other domestic service.

Household servants did not

qualify by occupation under the Thompson will, and they were
rarely considered deserving as charity clients because of
the protection employers supposedly provided and their low

status in the female work hierarchy.

The percentage of

foreign-born women and daughters of immigrants who became
clients was slightly less than that of Brattleboro's

population as

a

whole, but foreign-born clients represented

only half the proportion in the local female wage force.

These women met the qualification as wage-earners but

received only token amounts of aid.
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Table

4

Thompson Trust Beneficiaries, Brattleboro
By Age, Marital Status, Ethnicity, 1901-1921
N=317

N

%

Age at Application

Under 25

60

19%

25-34

79

25

35-44

66

21

45-55

34

11

55-64

34

11

65 and over

37

12

6

2

138

44

Married

54

17

Widowed

79

25

Divorced

16

5

25

8

5

1

218

69

47

15

Foreign born

34

10

na

18

6

na

Marital Status
Single

Separated
na

Ethnicity
Native, wt.
Native, for. par.

Source: Thompson Trust Case Records; Federal Manuscript
Census Population Windham County Vermont 1900
1910, 1920.
,

,

,
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Indeed, the profile of charity clients reveals
only the

base level of worthiness.

Clients who received the most aid

were native-born and elderly.

Between 1901 and 1921,

approximately 403 women received direct aid from the trust,
according to a 1922 study of trust operations by the Women's
Educational and Industrial Union (WEIU) of Boston.

Concluding that "women whom Mr. Thompson most desired to
assist have been the chief beneficiaries of the Fund," the
social researchers noted the charity's preference for

native-born elderly women.

While half the clients were

under forty years of age, those over sixty, representing 24
percent, received 46 percent of total aid.

On a per capita

basis, this meant that a woman in her twenties could expect

about 15 percent of the amount of aid a woman in her

seventies received.

(Table 5)

For the "old sewing women,"

Bradley allocated approximately twenty-five dollars

a month;

others applied and explained their situations repeatedly to

receive five or ten dollars to cover unusual expenses; most

collected less than a hundred in total dollars.^® These
statistics do not reveal the extent of need among women in
Brattleboro, for there is no record of total applications
that would indicate how many women were refused aid.

But

the portrait does identify whom Bradley and his agents

considered most deserving.
As applicants encountered restrictions regarding

residency and occupation, dissatisfaction with the trust
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Table

5

Thompson Beneficiaries Direct Aid
Per Capita, 1901-1922
N=403

Age

Amount

Under 21

$

80

21-30

172

31 — 40

265

41-50

326

51-60

253

61-70

663

71-80

1,158

81-90

613

Source Eaves
Women 61
:

,

Legacy to Waae-Earning

^

slowly mounted.

Some women discovered that Bradley required

residence in town and work as a seamstress in 1901, when the
fund had begun.

Sewing, either for family or neighbors, was

such a common female activity that adopting the title of

seamstress came easily.

For many women, work as a

seamstress was just one of numerous ways they had made a
The non-specialized career of Sally Hard presented

living.

Bradley with an opportunity for disqualification.

Trained

as a dressmaker,

she couldn't earn enough to support herself so
worked in factories at web drawing for sometime.
Because she could earn more she went into the
laundry but this was too hard for her and she then
worked in Leonard and Roess' tobacco shop. She
.

•

.
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had to give that up because the odor of the
tobacco.
She sewed a little as she could.
As another woman put it, "I am one that has
worked here and
there nursing the sick and sewing for those that
needed and

worked doing house work here and there."

Swedish-born Elsie

Sommer, who applied for aid in 1905 after having lived in

town twenty-three years, described a similar alternation

between nursing and sewing.

According to Augusta Wells, she

was a nurse in 1901 and therefore "not a beneficiary as she

was not sewing when the Fund came." Wells used Bradley's
rule to eliminate Sommer, whose behavior or ethnicity

disqualified her in Wells's own estimation.^'
Other women found that factory work, even before 1901,
did not qualify them as either "needle-women" or "shop

girls."

This distinction between seamstresses and clothing

factory workers would have effectively eliminated the

majority of women in the garment trades, most of whom did
not match either Bradley's understanding of those in need or
his vision of bucolic Brattleboro.

Female employees in

Brattleboro's overall factory, he reasoned, were "not
exactly the occupations that the testator had in view," and
in any case they were mostly "unmarried women, not likely to

want aid."^° Bradley's prejudice against "factory girls"
arose from his knowlege of working-class women in Boston.

Mostly young, Irish and living with their families, they did
not resemble the isolated, widowed sewing woman of his
imagination.^' Brattleboro's factory workers included a
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greater proportion of women from Irish or Swedish
families,
and it was largely these immigrants and their
daughters who
were denied direct aid, although neither Bradley nor
Augusta
Wells identified the women they considered undeserving
by

ethnicity.
Instead, they practiced discrimination against women if

they disapproved of their lifestyles or families and used
the factory rule as a reason to exclude them.

As a result,

only some factory workers were denied trust benefits.

Swedish-born Clara Harris, thirty-eight, had been a
seamstress for fifteen years before taking a job at the
factory.

With seven children and an invalid husband, she

qualified as the family's breadwinner, but Augusta Wells
denied her help, claiming Harris "worked in

a

factory and

was a factory girl" not covered under the will.

But Wells

was even more concerned about Harris's husband who was

"mentally incapacitated for properly supporting
and yet continued to propagate.

a family"

On the other hand, Marion

Smith, a Brattleboro native who diligently supported her

mother and sister with factory earnings, had no difficulty
securing aid.^^ As a solution, Bradley claimed that factory

workers were "kindred objects" and provided free medical
care for their health emergencies at the hospital.

This

subtle distinction between direct beneficiaries and hospital

clients only confused and annoyed poor women.
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Bradley's interpretation of the term "shop girl"

baffled wage-earning women even further.

His upper-class,

urban experience led him to believe the term applied only
to

women employed in small sewing or retail shops, a small
fraction of the female labor force in Brattleboro.

Given

its derivation in 1869, the term obviously referred to

manufacturing shops, particularly tailoring, dressmaking,
and millinery, the occupations open to respectable women at
the time.

When Bradley refused to help factory workers,

claiming they were not "shop girls," he confounded
Brattleboro 's wage-earning women, who had considered
themselves shop girls for years.

Laura Dunn, an overall

stitcher, complained that she had been denied aid because,
"I was not a shop girl but a factory girl."

Moreover, some

women complained they were refused aid because they were
"power stitchers" and not "hand stitchers."" This attempt
to fix eligibility by nineteenth-century standards ignored

changes in technology and working conditions in the garment
industry and served only to limit the number of applicants.
To that end, Bradley also profited from Augusta Wells's

moralism, which served his desire to limit benefits in the

name of efficiency.

She fit the model of a "friendly

visitor" common to urban charities, but the predominance of

face-to-face relationships in Brattleboro enhanced her
ability to know her clients.

By the early twentieth

century, urban charity leaders were questioning the practice
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of sending untrained volunteers to poor
neighborhoods to

determine a family's good character because
they lacked the
professionalism of trained experts and often
discriminated
against immigrants. Visiting nurses and trained
social

workers gradually replaced friendly visitors by the
19205.^* But the investigation of clients'
relatives

remained paramount, ostensibly to test

a

client's

truthfulness and often to seek support from relatives as
well.

In Brattleboro, Wells based her assessment of a

woman's eligibility on the moral character of both the

applicant and her family members.

In this way, she not only

reduced the number of beneficiaries, but also maintained her
own standards of charity allocation and taught the poor

women of Brattleboro about middle-class values of thrift and

self-respect
While Thompson clients often had difficulty convincing
Wells of their worthiness, they found a sympathetic ear in

Mary E. Currier, who became president of the Society of
Seamstresses.

Hoping to stem complaints about Wells,

Bradley allowed the society to appoint its own agent in
April 1904 to help screen applicants.

Mary Currier, a

dressmaker from nearby Hindsdale whose husband worked at
Estey's organ factory, had not been involved in charity
before, but she was active in the local chapter of the

Women's Christian Temperance Union and later organized
Girls Club at the WCTU Restroom for women.
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An advocate

a

for needy seamstresses, Currier found herself
at odds with
Wells, especially when younger women who had been
denied aid

sought her assistance.

While she rarely succeeded in

reversing Bradley's decisions, Currier sought to resolve
differences through compromise.

Her powers of persuasion

rested on her grasp of Bradley's point of view.

"Just

think," she told him, "how cheaply you are getting our
'regular sewing woman' off your list of beneficiaries.""

Despite her rare success as an advocate for women. Currier

usually failed to convince Bradley that women's needs were
genuine when Wells insinuated that their behavior was
unacceptable.

But he also worried about disagreements

between his agents and questioned Wells's judgement.

"Of

course," he warned Wells, "I am entitled not only to the
truth, but to the whole truth with regard to these girls,

and if

I

do not get it

I

shall have to make trouble."^*

Independent Workers and Dependent Daughters

While some applicants easily identified and eventually

complained about the stated reasons for their exclusion from
benefits, they did not perceive how differences in age,

marital status, ethnicity, and lifestyle underlay the rules
and ultimately determined their undeserving status.

Bradley

couched his moral righteousness in terms of family
obligations.

"No greater injury could be done to the

community," he asserted, "than to turn this fund... to uses
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which would weaken the foundations of character and
of
family life." Family support, he argued, was the first
recourse for those in need even under Vermont's poor law.
"The members of your family are morally, if not legally

bound to help each other," he informed one client.

Even

if a woman could show that her earning ability was impaired,

her needs were rarely assessed without an examination of her

family context, part of every woman's identity.

As two

early twentieth-century observers noted, women were "married
to a family" in one way or another. ^° In practice,

Bradley's philosophy required poor women's commitment to

household support, hard work, thrift, and sexual control.
Bradley's and Wells's support of older women, whether

widows or never married, aligned them with concerns about
family breakdown.

"A widow with a family of children to

support might often need help," Bradley concluded in his
first public report, but "an unmarried girl could take care
of herself.

"^^

Despite these public statements and the

growing public sympathy for poor widows with young children,
it was only widows over fifty among Thompson beneficiaries

who received substantial aid.

Older women who adhered to a

nineteenth-century concept of female virtue could merit
permanent aid without even claiming ill health, even though
the fund supposedly provided only temporary assistance."

Seventy-four-year-old Sally Frost, for example, who
applied for help as soon as the fund began, fit an earlier

image of middle-class respectability.

An experienced

tailoress, Frost had moved to Brattleboro in
1849; she and
her sister Henrietta had taken positions at the
Cune &

Brackett tailoring shop.

Having befriended Elizabeth and

Thomas Thompson when they visited the town, the Frost

sisters were considered "old sewing women" of "fine

character."

They possessed "a liking for and enjoyment of

all the best things of life" and read "good books as far as

they had time," yet they were "still obliged to toil every
day for the necessities of life."

After Henrietta's death

in 1903, Sally continued to receive fifty dollars a month

until her death in 1915, despite owning her own home and

regular income from two small savings accounts." Seven or
eight other women in town received similar preference

because Wells favored these women over others whom she
suspected of questionable character.
Eva Wood, a widow, former dressmaker and factory worker

who strove "to keep independent," according to Wells, began

receiving small amounts of aid from the trust at age fiftythree.

After she moved to Springfield, Massachusetts, to

live with her daughter, the trust continued to reimburse her
for doctors' bills.

In 1919, when Wood's daughter, a

stenographer who had not lived in Brattleboro since her
marriage, became ill, the trust paid for her operation.

Despite the elaborate rules they had devised to limit direct
payments, Bradley and Wells could ignore their own
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regulations if they sympathized with
woman.

hard-working

a

Their uneven treatment of women only magnified

local gossip about the trust, intensifying
resentment among

those who were denied aid against both the administration
and the so-called deserving.

Married women who provided partial support for their
families applied for assistance, but they more often

received hospital or nursing services than direct aid.

Bradley refused to support women with husbands no matter
their particular circumstances.

Married women represented

22 percent of Thompson beneficiaries, according to the WEIU

researchers, but they received only

4

percent of direct

aid.^^ Once this policy became known, most married women

declined to apply, but

a

few persisted.

Laundress Nora

Chase, one of the trust's regular applicants, sought to

prove that her adopted niece, who "gets all her cloths by
the needle" deserved aid.

Augusta Wells explained that

Chase's niece was mentally disabled, making her
and Mr. Chase was "born tired."

a

town case,

After eight years of

refusals and referrals to the Associated Charities and the
town, Nora Chase expressed her frustration to Bradley:

don't suppose you would let us have a cent from
It does
the Thompson fund if we starved to death.
not matter to us when we are helped whether it is
coal or wood or Grocerys of course we did not
expect any one to pay our rent but did not know
but they would help little, you know the Town does
not give any money.
I
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other married women sometimes received aid through
their
daughters; if a daughter was temporarily out of work
and

could prove she supported her family, she could gualify
for
help.

Deserted, separated, or divorced wives rarely received

relief because Bradley feared aid from the trust would

absolve a wayward husband of his duty to support his family.

Defending his refusal of aid to one deserted wife, he noted,
"if the Thompson Trust helps husbands and sons to desert

women, it will put a premium on desertion.

That is the

distinction we have made between one woman and another, who
are otherwise situated exactly alike."

Thus Bradley

excluded these women as direct beneficiaries of the trust
but allowed that they might qualify as "kindred objects" to

receive free hospital treatment.

In this way, he reasoned,

"we shall avoid a great deal of demoralization

"^"^
.

In this regard, Bradley maintained an accomplice in

Augusta Wells.

It was dangerous to support a family with an

able-bodied man, Wells insisted "for it puts temptation in
their way.

They feel free to spend their money in ways that

lead downward."

Alternatively, she would classify men as

intemperate or shiftless, thereby rendering their wives

unworthy of help.

In her efforts to set up a laundry

business in her home, Eloise Barcom failed to get help

because Wells knew her male relatives had once sold illegal
liquor.^* Deserted or divorced women, in Wells's
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estimation, were largely responsible for their
own poverty.
Even if they were not, she insisted the fund
should not

replace a husband's support,

with little sympathy for a

separated woman, Augusta Wells explained, "if Mrs. [Draper]
had done as she ought, she would still be living with
her

husband who is a decent industrious man.

It is not well to

encourage separations."^^ In her zeal to punish male
behavior, she blamed women for their own predicaments.

While Bradley allocated benefits based on their family
status, applicants' evidence of self-support represented a

fundamental criterion for aid.

This message of self-help

coupled with women's dependence within the family remained
the central paradox in Bradley's policy.

Based on the

prevailing family-wage ideology, it neatly solved the

contradiction between breadwinner and woman.

Wives and

daughters should work temporarily to help their families

without necessarily commanding a living wage.

The theory

excluded married women from benefits because their husbands

would be denied the obligation to support them.*° Women
with able-bodied relatives also failed to receive aid

because Bradley believed husbands and grown children should
provide support.

While this philosophy recognized common

practices within working-class families, Bradley used the
principle to enforce family obligations and thereby restrict
aid

Ill

When it came to young, single women Bradley tried
to
deny that they might have financial needs unless
they were
sick.

On the one hand he pronounced they could simply
take

care of themselves, but on the other, he expected them
to

support their families.

Augusta Wells appreciated

hardworking, dutiful daughters and often rewarded them with

assistance for a time, but as soon as a young woman began to
expect aid. Wells began reporting less favorable behavior.
The story of Annie Pope shows how a young woman lost her

deserving status.
Like most applicants, Annie Pope hoped to convince

Richards Bradley and his agents of her need for money.

Born

and raised in Brattleboro, the twenty-six-year-old

dressmaker lived with her parents on High Street, well
removed from the town's industrial neighborhoods.

She and

her mother sewed for nearby clients, but their seasonal work

hardly provided a living for the family; poor eyesight
limited Mr. Pope's earnings.

After her only sister died of

tuberculosis in 1901, Annie sought help from the Thompson
Trust to pay doctor's bills and funeral expenses.

When her

father needed an operation in 1905, she turned to the trust

again because her neighbor, Augusta Wells, sympathized with
the Popes' situation.

Mrs. Pope had already received

occasional aid from the Congregational Church fund under

Wells's direction.

Annie had supported her family for years
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and according to Wells, "a good deal of her
trouble [was]
anxiety, and hard work."*^

Pope's fruitful relationship with the trust lasted
over
six more years, during which she received over
$1,630 in
aid, despite Wells's waning sympathy for her case.

Increasingly assertive in her demands for help, Pope

explained that "a family of three can't live on nothing."
When work slackened during a smallpox epidemic, she sought

permanent aid, claiming:
my friends can't understand how I have
managed to even get along with what little
help I have had, and I hardly know my self, the
work and mostly the worry has some times been
almost to much for me.
If I could have an
allowance to look forward to without knowing I
must ask for every cent I have from the Thompson
Fund it would take away a good part of the
worry

After her mother's death, however, Annie Pope appeared
far less deserving because she abandoned her father to the

town poor farm and went to live with a relative in

Massachusetts.

Bradley reluctantly agreed to continue aid

until she could get started in business, but a letter from a

questionable Boston boardinghouse
abruptly ended further aid.

,

where Pope lay ill,

Once on her own. Pope appeared

spoiled and in danger of becoming a lifelong dependent.

As

Wells explained, "The great trouble is [Annie] has the idea
that she must have the best of everything and the Fund is

obliged to pay."*^ Despite her temporary success at shaping
her needs to fit trust expectations, Annie Pope eventually
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lost her identity as a dutiful, hardworking
and humble

daughter.

Once she began to assume

a

stronger claim on

trust benefits, she slipped outside the deserving category
and appeared to have fallen into complete dependency.

Other poor young women supporting their parents also

assumed the Thompson fund was "obliged to pay," but they
were unable to match Pope's partial success.
family provides a case in point.

The Leahy

Born in Holyoke,

Massachusetts, of Irish parents, Meg Leahy had migrated to

Brattleboro with her husband.

After his death from

tuberculosis, Leahy, who at fifty could no longer work as

a

laundress, relied on her oldest son and two of her daughters
to support her family of six children.

As garment stitchers

at Hooker, Corser and Mitchell's overall factory near their

home, her daughters qualified by occupation for aid during

sickness or unemployment, though Meg did not.*" But when

twenty-two-year-old Minnie Leahy, a buttonholer averaging
$7.80 a week, became sick and requested aid, Bradley

insisted that she had not worked at the factory long enough
and refused to accept the legitimacy of her

week board to her mother.

f ive-dollar-a-

The trust would not pay a

daughter's board, he replied, refusing to substitute trust
dollars for Minnie's family obligations.

Bradley's

discovery that Nora Long, one of Leahy's twin daughters, was
separated from her husband and living with her child at her
mother's, sharpened his disapproval of the family.
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Nora

claimed she could only maintain herself and
her child and
was unable to help her sick sister by increasing
her

payments to the household; Bradley exploded:
If these girls are to be persuaded that
whenever
they are sick, they have a right to draw on the
fund regardless of other circumstances, and that
the proper use of this bequest is to take the
place of common family obligations which every

christian community recognizes, those who so
persuade them are taking upon themselves a heavy
responsibility of evil."^
With bitterness, Minnie threatened the trust agent, "You

would not like to see me thrown out into the street."

Her

mother lamented, "It is too bad to have me suffer and beg
for what belongs to my poor girls.""*

These direct confrontations and Mary Currier's

painstaking explanations of the family's finances yielded
little direct aid until Nora Long, the married daughter,

employed a more conciliatory tone:
thought I would write you a few lines and let
you know that I have been sick and unable to work
and as I have a Little boy to take care of and
Support it is hard to get along I have never asked
you for any help before but as I know I am
entiteled to [?] it I thought I would let you know
I would like to have my board and my little boys
paid untill I am able to go back to work which I
hope will be very soon and also my doctors bill
I

paid.

Somewhat sympathetic to

a

hardworking, sick mother,

despite her assertion of entitlement, Bradley agreed to give
Long fifteen dollars, but he continued to distrust the
family.

Though he paid little attention to the failed

obligations of Long's husband, he concluded that her mother
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"lets her boys get drunk and then expects to be
helped."

With grateful, nearly unctuous letters, Long continued
to
elicit moderate sympathy for health complaints, while

Bradley responded, "They will have to stand together as

a

family and help each other out.""'

Despite his outburst, it was not the Leahys' lack of
family responsibility that limited Bradley's sympathy; it
was the family's living arrangements and their Irish habits

that did not meet his approval.

Nora Long's status as a

deserted wife in an Irish, Catholic family and her family's
assertive behavior annoyed him.

Claiming this female-headed

household had been "semi-dependent" for years and needed no
encouragement, Bradley suggested his agent contact the local

priest to explain "those duties between people of the same
blood that even heathen people recognize." Long's sister and
her mother had appeared "grasping" and assumed "rights on
the Thompson fund."*' When it came to native-born,

Protestant women, especially those who appeared hardworking, humble, and self-sacrificing, he expressed far more

sympathy
Bradley used this notion of the family to justify his

discrimination against Irish Catholic women.

Because Irish

family patterns often varied from the native, Protestant
norm, Brattleboro's Irish women more often appeared

undeserving.

Not only were female-headed households more

common among Irish families, but Irish women's tradition of
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breadwinning and control over household earnings
ill-suited
some of them to the task of negotiating for aid.^*=*
They
simply had difficulty presenting themselves as dutiful
but

helpless daughters rather than wage-earners who controlled
the allocation of their own earnings.

While Irish-born

women and their daughters represented 15 percent of
beneficiaries (Table

4)

they received only 5.5 percent of

direct aid.
In this way, Bradley's policy reinforced women's

familial roles and discouraged their economic
independence.

Autonomous women, who challenged family norms

and obligations, not only contradicted Bradley's assessment
of women's familial role, but also threatened his own

position as male protector and provider.
in this response.

He was not alone

Shoring up working-class families as a

means of countering the results of industrialization was one
of the dominant responses of urban progressive reformers.

Ironically, as more women participated in new forms of

work and consumer culture in the early twentieth century,
those family obligations were being redefined." In
Brattleboro, it was not only new work opportunities that

influenced women's attitudes toward their financial
obligations, but also the availability of ready-made

clothing and new local amusements.

Movies, both at the town

hall and the Princess theater, and summertime sports and

dancing at Brattleboro 's Island Park on the Connecticut
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River provided young factory women with new ways to spend
money.

While recognizing their need to support their

mothers, some women were torn by desires to use their money
for personal needs.

I

"haven't a suit that is respectable

to wear on the street," Frances Stoddard lamented,

indicating that her display of clothing would also establish
her status in the community."
At the same time, Augusta Wells used a woman's interest
in clothing or her attendance at the movies to assess her

character.

Wells cast doubt on Frances Stoddard's need for

aid because she had seen Stoddard "Christmas shopping."
She convinced Bradley that Stoddard was undeserving by

explaining that "there seemed to be nothing lacking in her
outward appearance.

In fact she was better dressed then

was - and she did not look old fashioned either."

Clearly,

Wells believed that a charity client should maintain her

humble status if she expected to receive aid.

Chief

evaluator of a woman's thriftiness, Wells could eliminate
female applicants whom she deemed "improvident."

For

deserted wife Matilda Chase, who displayed "a fur for her
neck and a new hat," fancy clothes led to a charge of

untrustworthiness .^^ For Wells, displays of clothing only
indicated extravagance and pretension.

Sensitive to this

complaint, some clients learned to use their lack of

consumption to verify their worthiness.
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I

Nancy Russell

defended her good name by claiming, "I do not wear long
f ethers

on my Hats, and never go to Shows.

"^^

To a considerable extent, the problem of certifying

worthiness was dependent upon community norms, and
unfortunately for clients, Brattleboro was too small to
avoid scrutiny.

A woman's respectability was often defined

by what people said about her.

Augusta Wells used these

norms to define and to verify a woman's worthiness for
Bradley.

She informed him about one woman's family by

explaining, they seem "to have things the ordinary working

people deny themselves."

In a more dramatic example, Wells

carried out an unspoken local boycott against dressmaker
Anne Stone.

Having disagreed with an influential female

customer. Stone responded sharply when she found herself

ineligible for help from the Thompson fund:
do not think that the personal private affairs
of the Needlewoman should be inquired into and
commented upon. It is humiliating & an
inquisition. The day is coming in Brattleboro when
no Needlewoman will apply to Mrs. Wells for Aid.
She evidently is not the one who should dispense
the Fund."
I

Members of the community, however, could also establish
clients' worthy reputations.

In the case of Meg Larkin, her

boardinghouse keeper requested aid because Meg was sick and
unable to earn money for her board.

By claiming that Meg

had never asked for aid in the past and was unaware of the

application, her hostess testified to Meg's character and

self-respect and procured the board.
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In another case, the

trustees of the old age home who hoped the
Thompson Trust
would help a woman with the home's entrance
fee verified her

qualifications.- Bradley often greeted these supplications
from community members with suspicion.
For example, he
rejected the efforts of selectman James Hooker, president
of
the overall company, to intercede on behalf of two
clients
in 1905 and 1906 because he suspected the town was
trying to

shift its responsibility to the trust.
even preferred Wells's judgement that

suffering" over the pleadings of

a

In another case he
a

dressmaker was

" not

wealthy patron from

Boston.^* To a considerable extent, Wells buffered Bradley

against the pressure from the community.
In 1908, when Bradley replaced Mary Currier with Sophia

Stedman from Northampton, Massachusetts, clients became

somewhat less subject to local gossip.

In her mid-fifties,

Stedman lived with her librarian sister and traveled to

Brattleboro by train twice weekly to meet with clients.
With a clear understanding of how to portray a woman's

worthiness and adequately humble herself, Stedman described
women's problems with painstaking care.

"She has not had

sufficient nourishing food," Stedman noted about an
applicant, "and, from what she told me of her diet,
she is probably right about it.

I

think

...It was pathetic to hear

her tell of her small economies."^' Aware of her need to

please her employer but anxious to befriend poor women as
well, Stedman became a consummate negotiator.
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Other women tried subtle threats.

Eva Wood, for example,

praised Wells for her continued kindness and, after

demonstrating her own efforts at self-reliance warned, "If
can not have it [aid],

pay it and
other."

I

I

i

will surely have to ask the town to

dislike doing that as badly as asking for the

Wood implied that a denial might push her to

pauperism.*^

Some applicants assessed Bradley's proclivities

cleverly and used them to their own advantage.

Dressmaker

Margaret Wing applied for aid, hoping to get help to pay off
debts and procure a few things she "had to have" to remarry.
Bradley, who had helped Wing in the past and had been warned
of her arrogance, promised to help settle her bills and

furnish a "trousseau."

As he explained to Wells, "if we can

help her to a start with a supporting husband it will be
money making venture."

After her initial wedding plans fell

through. Wing reapplied, insisting, "tell Mr. Bradley

want to be Mrs.[
expect to pay

married at all

.

.

]

.

- I

until

a

I

I

can pay several little bills

and it looks as though

I

dont
I

would not be

shall not want to ask him [her future

husband] for some money to get off with."" Eventually,

Thompson money secured her debts, her new clothes, and her
new husband.
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While Margaret Wing was successful at manipulating
what
at best could be considered a difficult situation,
others

expressed only frustration at their inability to cope with
trust requirements.

In addition to discriminatory

treatment, Bradley's insistence on thorough investigation of

male relatives provoked the most anger.

Women commonly

expected and received help from their daughters, sisters,
and sometimes from aunts and nieces.

But when Bradley tried

to solicit help from sons who lived out of town or brothers,

some women balked.

Nan Russell absolutely refused to have

him track down her brothers; Laura Olive explained that she

would rather ask the town for help than her sons." Most
women expected their sons to become independent, to pursue

work or careers, and to support families of their own.
Daughters, on the other hand, could always be relied upon,
for physical care or psychological support, if not for cash.
To a considerable extent the Thompson Trust clients

assumed a common identity and a contradictory status as

beneficiaries from Thompson's will.

Defined specifically by

residence and occupation, they were independent, yet their
sex and temporary condition of need also rendered them

dependent.

Eligibility requirements and

a

variety of

unstated discriminations based on age, marital status, and

ethnicity effectively limited the group of possible
recipients.

Despite small victories for some women, the

overall pattern of client relationships more often resulted
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in declining levels of assistance.

No matter how adept a

woman became at negotiating the contradiction between
her
economic need and the administration's interpretation

of it,

over time her individual bargaining power would lessen.

For

women who mastered the subtle art of personal negotiation,
however, real benefits might result.

Female Poverty as Illness
By far their most effective bargaining tool was their

health.

As Nora Long explained, "Mr. Bradley knows and

understands what sickness is, and

I

know he will try and

help me a little more."^* Long's insight not only reflected
a growing understanding among Thompson beneficiaries, but

also the direction of Richards Bradley's charity policy.
Once they learned that with the exception of old age,

illness was the only "misfortune" Bradley recognized,

Brattleboro's laboring women learned to shape their
identities as the deserving sick.
Medical solutions to poverty had dominated the

operations of the Thompson Trust from its beginning, and as

Bradley faced the complex needs of poor women, health
services became even more appealing to him.

Bradley

envisioned the hospital and district nursing as efficient
means of addressing the needs of poor sewing women and the

priorities of civic leaders and doctors as well.

In 1902 he

hired a visiting nurse from Boston, who cared for patients
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in their homes and eventually supervised the
hospital

nursing staff.

For health emergencies and the care of old,

sick women, this institutional solution proved effective.
But younger women, especially native-born Protestants with

whom he expressed sympathy, presented

a dilemma:

how to

provide care without resorting to permanent aid and its

accompanying dependency?
It was Frances Stoddard's illness in April 1905 that

began Bradley's search for long-term care for young working
women.

Like other young women in their early twenties,

Frances and her sister Ellen had migrated to Brattleboro
from their family's farm in an outlying town.

Boarding in

the working-class neighborhood on Elliot Street, Frances

worked in Mary Donnell's millinery shop for

a

time and then

as a seamstress, before entering the overall factory with

Ellen.

After experiencing a series of health-related

complaints that kept her from work, Frances applied for aid.
First diagnosed with "kidney," "organic," and then "ovarian

trouble," she eventually had an operation at the hospital
but remained incapacitated with "nervous prostration" six

months later.

Despite Augusta Wells's advice that she go

home to her parents' care, Bradley hoped he could find a

place for Frances to rest without giving her money for
board.

On the advice of agent Mary Currier, who believed

Frances was "making a brave effort to support herself," he

offered to board her at the Brattleboro Retreat, formerly
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the state insane asylum.

There she could rest under the

care of its medical director, Dr. Charles Lawton, who

advised that Stoddard's "nerves require

Despite a six-week stay and

a

a

perfect rest."

series of electric treatments,

the Retreat proved less than satisfactory.

Stoddard felt

confined and stigmatized with mental deficiency; Bradley
disliked the expense and the precedent of supporting a
factory worker.

Moreover, Lawton, whom Bradley trusted

implicitly, became impatient with Stoddard and decided that
she was simply malingering.^^

As her debts and her worries mounted, Stoddard

conflated her physical, mental, and economic difficulties.
Hoping Bradley would pay her back bills, Stoddard complained
that she had "organic trouble but this is entirely nervous,
so

I

am sure that if

worries me

I

I

can get rid of the only thing that

can gain bodily.

"^^

Stoddard muddled along

until the following winter, when once again she fell ill,
and her doctor advised Bradley that she could no longer
work.

This time Bradley sent her to Dr. Alfred Worcester's

sanatorium in Waltham, Massachusetts, where he had already
placed another young, "overworked" woman.

This solution not

only satisfied his need to watch over his clients but also

removed them from mounting gossip about unequal treatment.
Worcester, who diagnosed Stoddard with severe

"neurasthenia," doubted she would "ever be worth much" at

factory work but "might be saved and made into
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a

valuable

nurse or child's maid."

Noting that she was "depressed more

over her poverty than by her aches and pains," he

recommended "some training school.

"^«

After two lengthy

stays at the sanatorium with light duties tending other
patients, Stoddard remained discouraged, "I find
the little

I

I

cannot do

have been doing and gain anything," she

complained to Bradley.

If only he would pay her bills and

her expenses home, he could "drop [her] from the list of

beneficiaries for

5

years."

Bradley paid her travel

expenses but little else, partly because her older sister,
Ellen, was "breaking down."^'

Both Stoddard sisters requested financial help, but

Bradley was far more attuned to physical than economic
problems.

Diagnosing Ellen Stoddard with neurasthenia.

Dr.

Lawton insisted that she too leave the factory because the

work was far too strenuous for her condition.

Both sisters

soon requested help to improve their earning power.

Ellen

requested training at the local business college, while
Frances wrote insisting,

I

can "take care of my self if "

Bradley would get her started again in millinery.
Reluctantly, he paid for Ellen's training, but worried about
its usefulness because, he explained, "I have seen a number
of cases where a nervous girl got into positions which were

too much for her, and taking down quick dictation is nervous
work."""" Later,

after she secured a job, he worried that

Ellen would exhaust herself pulling file drawers in and out.
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For the next ten years, the Stoddard sisters moved from
job to job and between their parents' home and

boardinghouses in Brattleboro.

While they recognized past

"favors received," they remained financially strapped and

dissatisfied.

"Does Mr. Bradley understand that

I

am still

treating the direct result, of neglect, following an
operation," Frances complained in 1916; "The first year
ought to have put me on my feet again."

For his part,

Bradley had concluded nearly eight years ago, this "is where
we need a nurse.

If we had one on the trail of some of

these girls, there would be fewer doctors' bills and fewer

break-downs

"^^
.

Even while Augusta Wells persisted with a moralistic

approach to charity allocation, Bradley shifted his focus
from a woman's behavior to her physical condition.

"What we

are chiefly concerned about," Bradley informed Sophia

Stedman who sought his advice about

a

difficult case, "is

this woman's health; and if you can make her believe that,
you will have gone a long way toward the solution of the
problem."''^ In this way he reconciled his genuine concern

for women's health problems and his faith in new medical

science with his policy of denying direct aid.^^ For poor
women, Bradley's personal attention and doctors' advice

temporarily satisfied their needs for help, though the end
result was often mixed.

While his medical definition of
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poverty operated to expand the possibilities of assistance,
it also limited their pathway to independence.

Clients participated in this shift by presenting their

physical problems as the source of trouble.

To say that

women used the language of physical frailty and dysfunction
to describe their needs is not to imply that they practiced

deception.

Rather, these women began to understand their

physical problems in a way that took maximum advantage of
what the trust offered.

Annie Pope, for example, received

special attention after an extended period of sore throats.

Fearing tuberculosis, local doctors recommended
specialist.

a

Boston

Bradley sent Pope to Boston for medical

consultations, paid for a three-month stay for the young
dressmaker, and lent her his wife's carriage.

Fully

appreciative, Pope informed Bradley, "Dr. Goodale thinks my

throat is some better but that
I

I

am very much run down, but

hope for better things before long as you are doing so

much to help me to feel better."

But after Annie returned

to Brattleboro, she developed neuritis.

"My head and back

of my neck is very weak and very pinful," Annie explained,

"my arms

I

can only use for a short time as the neurosis is

in them but my limbs ache most of the time and

but for all this
as

i

I

can see

i

i

can't step,

am stronger and do not suffer

have for the past two months." Pope's self -presentation

reflected both the treatment she received from doctors and
the success she achieved in describing her physical
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difficulties and her bravery.

Meanwhile the trust paid all

her medical expenses.'"
In Bradley's mind, sickness was a legitimate excuse for

young, native-born women to remain idle; free medical

services failed to tarnish their respectability.

As a

result, health became a common ground for negotiations

between Bradley and many of his female clients.

Rose

Atwood, another young woman who became worn out with factory
work, requested money to get started in millinery.

Unable

to justify this expense, Bradley rationalized.
It is a little difficult to work out the reasons
for furnishing money for a business enterprise to
a young woman on the ground of her health, but I
shall turn the matter over to Dr. Lawton, and will
probably follow his advice as to the best method
of helping her to regain her health and full power
of self-support.

With Lawton 's approval, Bradley proposed the Walthara
sanatorium, and Atwood agreed to the treatment as long as he

would pay a back bill.

Agent Mary Currier explained, "this

bill would worry her and retard her recovery and she is very

very nervous now."

Restless at Waltham, Atwood requested

money to return home, claiming she would not bother Bradley
again for a long time and "I'm so nervous without
do,

I

a

thing to

just can't stand it."'^ Atwood eventually received

$50 but not until she had threatened Bradley with a return

to the factory, which both her doctors had explicitly

prohibited.
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Bradley's medical solutions to the problems of poor

women substituted scientific expertise for the morally-based
charity that had dominated the nineteenth century.

His

approach mirrored that of social work professionals and
doctors with whom he associated in Boston, like Dr. Richard
Cabot of Massachusetts General Hospital.

A personal friend

of Bradley's, Cabot argued that "disease is the common enemy

of mankind" and advocated the

" medical

method of approach "

as a means of bringing the classes together on neutral turf.

Bradley also witnessed the lectures of the prominent Mary
Richmond, whose Social Diagnosis reflected the medical

treatment model.

""^

To the extent that medical treatment

rested on the idea that women were too weak to work and not

meant to be fully self-supporting anyway, medical casework

reinforced the notion that women's contributions in the
labor market were marginal and identified ill-health rather

than low wages or lack of employment as the cause of
poverty.

As victims of disease and overwork, poor women

might gain sympathy, but how would they make a living?
Like family-wage arguments and protective labor

legislation of the period, this diagnosis helped shift the

concept of invalidism as

a

condition of middle-class women

to one affecting poor and working-class women.

The latter

had not been considered candidates for the attention and

treatments that doctors bestowed on middle-class women
during much of the nineteenth century.

By the 1910s, the

Women's Trade Union League, which joined middle and
workingclass women in efforts to improve working conditions and
wages, used the potential health problems of mothers in

factories and tenements to gain sympathy for wage-earning

women and thereby reinforced the notion that ill-health was
the plague of female wage-earners."^ Concern over the

effects of industrial conditions on women and the specter of
female independence collided with the increasing authority
of doctors and the development of modern medical practice to

label poor women "neurasthenic."

The expansion of hospitals

and health services increased their exposure to middle-class

physicians, who tended to expect women to be nervous because

their systems were supposedly weaker and dominated by the

reproductive organs; overwork, anxiety, or gynecological
problems could trigger breakdowns.

At the same time a new

breed of psychiatrists, who were shifting their focus from
the insane to the nearly normal, began locating the "ills of

modern society" in individual patients.'® In 1922, the WEIU
researchers who examined Thompson Trust operations noted,
"that by far the largest group [of clients] was afflicted

with diseases of the nervous system.

"""^

Just as poor women

were deemed sick, middle-class women were encouraged to
exercise, to eat nutritious foods, and to become active as

scientific and social housekeepers, which helped erode the
image of invalidism that had become attached to their mid-

nineteenth-century counterparts.
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Discovery of germ theory

and new medical technologies convinced many Americans
that

sickness could be overcome or even prevented through

cleanliness and proper diet."° But laboring women had

difficulty meeting these standards while physicians failed
to adjust their typical cures

-

sanatorium treatment

practical realities of making

- to the

bed rest, tonics, and

a living.

Poor women's participation in the redefinition of

poverty as a medical problem is evident in the Brattleboro
narratives of illness.

As the deserving sick, they could

aspire to the respectability middle-class women achieved by
not working.

Many women learned their stories at the

doctor's office.

I

"am having a bad time with my stomach,"

Frances Stoddard complained, "haven't been able to retain
any solid or nourishing food, so

am simply weak, and

I

nervous, and must have tonic open air and rest.

says

I

Dr. Rice

am not able for any work, and must get built up."®^

Offering a medical rationale to avoid the factory, local
doctors helped women meet their own and Bradley's standards
of womanhood, but they increased the trust's burden. "I had

fully intended to go back into the shop after Thanksgiving,"
one applicant explained, "until

I

talked with Dr. Hamilton

and he told me as he told you it was the worst thing
do just now."

I

could

With the authority of her doctor, she could

justify not working, but, as she explained to the local
agent, her family economy suffered:

think as Mr Bradley does that perhaps it would
be best not to work in the shop at present if I
should lose all I have gained, but if I do not go
in at present it will be necessary to ask for more
aid immediately as there are a great many things
we really need
for my daughter hardly ever has
enough work to earn more than five or six dollars
a week and that is a pretty small amount for four
people to get along on.*''
I

.

.

.

In this way poor women used experts' advice to their own

advantage
Local agents Currier and Stedman, in their zeal to

procure aid for women and in their sympathy for overworked
wage-earners, also reinforced the diagnosis of sickness.

Augusta Wells, whose role as an agent diminished in the
1910s, recognized physical frailty only if a client proved

to be dutiful and industrious.

After analyzing the trust's

case records, Boston's WEIU researchers concluded that

sickness was the chief cause of applications for aid and
that medical treatment was granted more often than any other

Their analysis indicated that approximately 60

relief.

percent of applicants cited bad health as the chief reason
for aid; only 16 percent of applicants exhibited good

Women not afflicted with specific health problems

health.

were described as "frail," "weak," "overworked" or "not
These conclusions not only reflected the results

strong."

of negotiated charity in Brattleboro but the expectations of

the WEIU's female sociologists who interpreted the case

records

®^
.
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While many women accepted diagnoses that relieved them
of wage-earning, some were not as eager to agree to the

accompanying treatments.
a

One Irish dressmaker, considered

chronic case, was denied help because she refused to see

Dr.

Lawton or go to the Retreat.

Martha Allen complained

that Lawton 's electric treatments were "so powerful it like
to paralized me all over for

die Just yet so

I

2

or

3

days so

I

dont want to

haven't been up since." Allen also

preferred patent medicines to the operations of local
doctors.

Insisting that Mrs. Pinkham's medicine would cure

her, she argued that at five dollars for two bottles it

would be far less expensive than another operation.®" Some
women requested money for care at home rather than at the
hospital, where they feared unknown doctors, risky

operations, and perhaps the stigma of the charity ward.

The

few women who insisted on their own medicines and cures

received little help from the trust. ®^
Not only did women resist new treatments, they insisted

upon choosing their own doctors, hoping the trust would pay
their fees.

Most women wanted to continue using the

physician they had consulted in the past, but Bradley
refused to support any "private medico-surgical

enterprises."

Alert to the problem of disreputable

"travelling doctors," Augusta Wells lamented, "Cannot

something be done to prevent poor women from paying their

money to these quacks."

After saving Anna Foster from
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a

botanist who charged her five hundred dollars for

a

cancer

cure, Bradley alerted other women that the trustees would
"be responsible for no liabilities to physicians not

previously sanctioned by them."^^ Most Brattleboro doctors
were optimistic that the Thompson fund would subsidize their
service to charity patients.

While some continued to bill

women on a discounted fee scale, others did not, believing
the fund could pay the full rate.

Bradley countered this

apparent attempt to expropriate Thompson funds, by refusing
to pay doctors' bills directly.

Augusta Wells adamantly

refused to pay any woman's doctor bills because Bradley
insisted that sewing women were supposed "to insure their
own liabilities and take care of their own bills.

"*^

Fearing that doctors could drain the fund as fast as women
themselves, Bradley believed poverty should temper doctors'
greed.

Poor women were often left to negotiate the

difference between a doctor's bill and what he deemed
appropriate.

While Bradley adhered to doctors' advice, he

used Thompson clients as a buffer against physicians' bills.
Nonetheless, this practice also gave women the discretion to
use their aid money as they needed.

Unfortunately, it was

rarely enough.

Through a process of negotiation, both providers and
the needy constructed charity policy in Brattleboro.

Ideas

about gender, class, and ethnicity intersected with advances
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in medical technology and improved access to medical
care.

Middle-class notions of hard work, normal family life, and
women's role in the workplace revealed themselves in
Bradley's restrictions on direct aid and in Augusta Wells's
character assessments.

While these moral and social values

did not disappear from aid determinations, health care

became an arena to negotiate differences between the needs
of working women and middle-class estimations of deserving

behavior.

This development emerged because in the early

twentieth century medical treatment suddenly appeared as
means to prevent poverty.

a

It allowed Bradley to extend his

notion of appropriate female behavior to working-class
women.

In general, medical solutions were applied more

regularly and adopted more readily to the problems of
native-born, Protestant women than to those of Irish
Catholics.

For example, Bradley did not send any Irish

women to sanatoriums.

The latter also resisted diagnoses of

nervousness and frailty and the advice of middle-class
doctors.

But even the most resistant women from Irish

families used the language of sickness to adhere to middleclass gender norms, to guarantee their respectability, and
to secure aid and access to the medical services of their

own choosing.
To some extent, Bradley's definition of country girls
in Brattleboro as frail and sick reflected his perceptions

of rural life in general.

At the turn of the century,
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notions of rural backwardness dominated urban views
of

northern New England.

For urbanites, rural residents who

had "stayed behind" in the country were somehow lacking
the

energy and intelligence of migrants to the city.®^ Yet
those of "native-born stock" were also more easily redeemed
than the immigrants who crowded Boston and the mill towns of

southern New England.

For Bradley, Brattleboro

'

s

native-

born women contrasted sharply with the immigrant garment

workers of the city, whom he categorized as "cheap foreign
labor" threatening the health of the economy and who were

beginning to appear in leadership roles in the great garment
strikes of the era.®* By attending to women's health,

Bradley hoped to solve the problems of rural women.
Like the child-centered programs that increasingly

became reformers' answer to poverty, medical solutions
offered

a

form of charity that did not necessarily match

women's needs.

Women's narratives of illness created worthy

identities, but their increased access to health providers

also magnified their exposure to expectations of women's

physical and mental weakness that ultimately undermined

their sense of independence.

The substitution of modern

medicine for the moral tests of the past not only subverted
poor women's sense of self-sufficiency, but also focused on

their physical condition, rather than low wages and

irregular work, as the cause of poverty.

While the outward

goal of Bradley's form of charity was independence, it
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rewarded evidence of helplessness.^^ For his part, Richards
Bradley thought he had found

a

solution in the expertise of

doctors and nurses and the comfort of hospital walls.

Throughout the Thompson Trust's first years of
operation, Bradley and Augusta Wells found themselves at

odds with both poor women and the community at large.

Unequal treatment meant that elderly widows and "old sewing
women" had reaped benefits, while many younger women

believed they had been denied aid for illegitimate reasons.
For those who knew how to negotiate, the trust had provided

fertile ground for attaining both help and respectability

through illness, but resentment smoldered among others.

For

the community elite, controversy surrounding the Thompson
legacy focused on the governance and cost of the hospital,

which continued to cause discontent.

In the end, the trust

had raised the expectations of health services without

matching those expectations with appropriate care.

Bradley

had enhanced some women's sense of entitlement to the fund,
not on legal grounds, but on the basis of their physical

frailty and dependence, whereas he engendered resentment
among others by not providing sufficient aid.

In 1907 some

poor women decided to take matters in their own hands.
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CHAPTER

3

CHARITY IS NOT A RIGHT

Working Girls Want Fund Held By Millionaires
Boston Sunday

Post.

On a Tuesday night in raid-March 1907, female garment

workers at Hooker, Corser, and Mitchell gathered at the

three-story wooden factory to talk about the Thompson Trust
and Mrs. Augusta Wells.

Complaints about Wells and the

difficulties of getting aid from the trust had circulated
around the shop floor for months.

Some women who worked at

the factory had received help but others had been denied aid
for no apparent reason.

Convinced of their legal rights to

the fund and that Wells openly discriminated among

applicants, factory workers gathered to voice their

frustrations collectively and to consider legal means if

necessary to resolve these difficulties.

The initial

gathering spawned a larger meeting a week later when three

hundred members of the Society of Seamstresses convened in
Festival Hall to confront Mary Currier and other officers

with their complaints.

Charged with protecting the

interests of all "seamstresses, needle-women, and shop
girls," the leaders of the society had apparently failed to

ensure that the largest group of garment workers in town had

received help when in need.

Thirty-four-year-old Maude

Welcome encouraged other women to organize
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a

committee and

.

to hire

a

.

lawyer to determine "what are our rights under the

Thompson will
The ensuing legal conflict engendered an unusual

alliance between working-class women and some of

Brattleboro's leading men.

As a reporter from the Boston

Eogt later remarked, "Brattleboro is sitting up and showing
its sympathy in many ways over the troubles of its fair

population of needle workers.

Both groups challenged the

concept of noblesse oblige displayed by Richards Bradley but
for different reasons.

The garment workers sought easier

access to aid and the medical services the trust had
promised.

Their individual efforts at negotiation had

either failed or they were unwilling to fashion themselves
to meet the charity ' s expectations of deferential behavior

Some of Brattleboro's civic leaders, on the other hand, were

frustrated by Bradley

'

s

control over the trust

;

doctors and

others grumbled particularly about the operation of the

Brattleboro Memorial Hospital

.

The frustrations of these

men and poor women converged over medical care.
To a considerable extent the contentious relationship

between the Thompson Trust and civic leaders had fostered
climate conducive to women

'

s

claims of injustice

.

a

Criticism

of trust operations abounded, both in private conversations

with doctors and in public discussion.

At town meeting in

1905, for example, a proposal to appropriate money for

portraits of the Thompsons created

a

heated debate.

One

irate voter protested, the "lawyers who benefitted from
the

Thompson fund could afford to pay for them."

BrattleborQ

Refornifir

Howard Rice o

galvanized linqerinq resentment

over the building of the hospital, scrutinized its operatio
and questioned the distribution

ol

Thompson income with

annual reqularity.' His criticism converged on

a

key

question: who deserved free treatment at the hospital and

who should pay?

Free and Paving Patients

Rice's concern arose from his belie! that the

trur.t was

not providing adequate support for the hospital, which

denied the benefits of the trust to all who needed care.
The Thompson Fund had provided over $75,000 of accumulated

income to build the hospital, which opened in November 1904,
and Bradley had aqreed to pay the cost

beneficiaries.

of

treatinq Thompson

After its first year, the trust covered

approximately 60 percent

of

the hospital's operating budget.

The hospital provided free treatment for charity patients
from the "doctor on duty" or the district nurse.

Bradley

believed this arrangement would provide the medical care
women needed without payinq specific doctors.

Charity

patients were not to be charqed by either the hospital or
doctor.

This practice stemmed from the nineteenth-century

tradition of charity hospitals, where doctors had earned
status and experience throuqh hospital practice but not
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fees.

Even if privately funded, hospitals were assumed to

operate in the public interest with a few paying patients to

bolster finances.

By the turn of the century, however,

improvements in surgery and x-ray techniques were drawing

middle-class patients and transforming hospitals into modern

health-care institutions.

Hospitals sought paying patients

to support rising costs, and doctors were creating fee-based

hospital practices." In Brattleboro, hospital directors.
Dr.

Shailer Lawton of the Brattleboro Retreat, businessman

George L. Dunham, and Congregational minister Harry R.
Miles, recognized that expenses were "greater than

earnings," but they hoped that the institution could serve
all charity patients and become self-supporting as well.^

Yet there were not enough paying patients or other

sources of funds in Brattleboro to subsidize charity cases,
leaving the Thompson Trust with the entire burden.

Bradley

spent nearly half Brattleboro 's income allocation on the
hospital.

He resisted pressure to increase the amount for

he believed the fund had spent enough on the hospital, and
he failed to see why it should subsidize the care of every

poor person in Brattleboro.

"I do not believe that the

people in the town who have always hitherto been ready to

help such cases," he told Augusta Wells, "are now going to
shirk this responsibility and call upon the Thompson fund to
do what it cannot and should not do."
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Meanwhile, Howard

Rice, questioned why some poor patients
were free and others
were not.^

The interests of hospital trustees, doctors,
Thompson
trustees, and poor women met head to head at
the hospital
door.

Bradley instructed his local agents to send

a list of

qualified beneficiaries to the hospital trustees to
assure
free treatment.
But the list was rarely up-to-date,

and it

was ineffective in emergencies.

Thompson beneficiaries

often complained that they had gone to the hospital on
their

doctor's advice, only to be informed that they must pay

fifteen-dollar entrance fee to be admitted.

a

Alternatively,

they could become ward patients, with the accompanying
stigma and no choice of doctor.^ In 1905, the first year
after its opening, the hospital admitted fifty-two charity
cases out of 217 patients.

Over 70 percent of patients paid

the full hospital rate.* After women complained about

hospital charges, Bradley blamed hospital trustees for
failing to provide free treatment.

Caught between the

hospital's need for paying patients and Bradley's refusal to
increase funds for the hospital, poor women were often left
to pay the bill or seek the mercy of hospital trustees.

Howard Rice sympathized with their plight, suggesting that
if Thompson beneficiaries were given proper preference in

the hospital they would be treated in private rooms for

free

.
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Moreover, in most cases if they wanted
their own
physicians, Thompson clients had to become
paying patients.
Reluctant to relinquish their fees entirely,
doctors either
kept their charity patients out of the hospital,
or admitted
them as paying patients and hoped Bradley would
help women
pay their bills.
in his anger at doctors, Bradley refused
to reimburse women for home care.

absolutely

a

"it seems to me

wrong line of action to take, to pay money out

to people whose doctors for mercenary reasons keep them out
of the hospital," he complained in 1906.

"if we take the

line of helping people whose doctors keep them out of the

hospital, we shall simply be working against ourselves, and

helping along a state of things which needs to be cured as
soon as possible.

"'°

Thus even doctors on the hospital's

medical board were at odds with the trust's hospital policy

because it meant they might lose both their patients and
their fees.

In frustration over charity service and

inadequate reimbursement from the trust, local doctors

signed an agreement in January 1906 not to charge poor

patients less than the "regular rates.

"^^

Whether a doctor got paid often depended on the

worthiness of his patient but might also reflect his own
position in the local profession.

Hospital affiliation

functioned to screen doctors; those without attending or

consulting status with the hospital were excluded from the
trust's list of approved doctors.
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This arrangement

eliminated Dr. Edward Lynch, who served many of
Brattleboro's poor Irish women at

working-class neighborhood.

a small

infirmary in the

After Lynch performed an

appendectomy on Mary Bean, Bradley denied her aid with
the
sanction of other local doctors who guestioned Lynch 's
medical expertise.

Confronted by Mary Currier and Bean's

landlord, Bradley insisted that Bean should have gone to the

hospital if she wanted help.

"if she did not choose to do

this," he insisted, "it would be foolish for the trustees to

pay the expenses for what was her own choice.

"^^

Lynch

resented the "closed operation" at Brattleboro Memorial and
his exclusion from the list of approved doctors.

purchased

a

In 1906 he

building in West Brattleboro and opened the

Melrose Hospital, but Bradley refused bills for treatment at
Melrose as well.

Anger over Edward Lynch's exclusion from

the hospital resulted in a petition to the hospital trustees
from "needlewomen, citizens, doctors, and others" in January
1906.

The hospital was practicing discrimination against

patients and discrimination against doctors."
By providing new health services for everyone in town

the Thompson Trust had sparked a political controversy over

medical care.

The trust's support of health services

confronted Brattleboro with the kind of dramatic changes
that were sweeping the country.

While urban hospitals were

shifting from charity operations to

f ee-f or-service

medical

institutions, rural hospitals like Brattleboro's multiplied

s

rapidly, luring private patients with new
surgical

techniques and levels of care.- Local doctors,
threatened
with losing control of their patients in the
hospital
setting yet buoyed by the prospect that Thompson
money would
help them compete with new urban specialists, jockeyed
for

position between the fund and local elites on the hospital

board who promoted the hospital as part of their efforts
to
raise Brattleboro to the standards of a small manufacturing
town.

Buried in the midst of this conflict were the needs

of poor women.

In general, they feared hospitalization and

preferred home care; new surgical techniques often left them

convalescencing for months and unable to work.

In the end,

they carried large debts for new services they could rarely
afford.

These complaints fed Howard Rice's press coverage,

which commingled the concerns of doctors, the troubles of
poor women, and the ambitions of civic leaders against the

arrogance of Thompson trustees.

Disagreements over free and

paying hospital patients and the drama of sick residents

denied treatment circulated around Brattleboro to muster
local indignation.

Quick to pounce on the slightest defect

in the administration of the Thompson Trust, Rice challenged

Bradley to file proper financial reports and notices to the
public specified in Thompson's

will.*''

At twenty-nine, Rice

was a young journalist clearly connected to Brattleboro

'

business development, but he knew something of its working155

class population as well.

He had lost his father as a boy,

but his uncles Edward C. Crosby, who
built the town's
trolley, and grain dealer Charles R. Crosby
were two of the
most successful businessmen in town. As a
census taker in
1900, Rice had covered the working-class district.

His

mother's servant became a Thompson beneficiary; and
her
niece worked as a compositor at the Reformer." Rice's
reporting reflected a complex mix of journalistic activism
and his sense of his role as community watchdog melded
with

class resentment.

Not only did Bradley represent the

wealthy elite, but also urban culture and outside money that
might erode local control.

By contrast the editor of

Vermont Phoenix, the town's longtime Republican paper,
simply reported Thompson Trust news releases.

By hammering

away at Bradley's administrative errors and alluding to

discrimination at the hospital. Rice sufficiently undermined
the credibility of the trust and encouraged factory women

that they might expect community support.

On the other

hand. Rice's minimal coverage of union activities at the

overall factory indicated his alignment with the

management's point of view and his continued insistence upon
Brattleboro's business progress.

It was not surprising that

when the Society of Seamstresses decided to pursue legal
measures against the Thompson Trust, the editor of the

Reformer endorsed the effort.

"The majority of the people
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in the town," he averred,

"doubtless believe that the action

of the local shop girls will
result in much good."-

The Meani ng of Charity

When the Society of Seamstresses gathered
in Festival
Hall, questions surrounding the meaning
of charity surfaced
immediately. Members interrogated Augusta
Wells
and

President Mary Currier about their methods of
investigation.
Why, the garmentmakers inquired, did the
trustees contend
that a woman had to have been living in Brattleboro
in 1901

to receive aid?

stitcher" and

a

What was the difference between a "power
"hand stitcher" in the factory?

Disclaiming

any responsibility for decision-making, both agents referred
to the trustees as the source of all policy and

determinations of eligibility.

While Wells insisted that

she only delivered "facts," Currier attempted to stem the

movement toward legal proceedings.

As frustration mounted,

one woman noted with dismay, "If Mrs. Wells gives us

anything, she gives it to us 'as charity.'" Asked to define
the meaning of charity. Currier replied, it is "the spirit
of love instead of alms-giving."

Unsatisfied, the women

appointed an eight-member committee to determine their legal
rights to partake in the fund's distribution.

According to

Maude Welcome, whose husband sold newspapers for the

Brattleboro News Company, members of the community had
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already pledged money to help defray
the cost of a
lawyer
Significantly, leaders Maude Welcome, Mary
Donnell
and Nellie Streeter, chair of the committee,
were not
Thompson beneficiaries, but they advocated on
behalf of

other women.

in addition to milliner Mary Donnell, the

investigating committee included six factory employees
and
retail clerk. Streeter was not a resident of Brattleboro,

a

although she was listed as a member of the Society of

Seamstresses in 1901.

Henry L. Streeter,

a

The forty-eight-year-old wife of

farmer across the Connecticut River in

Hinsdale, New Hampshire, native-born Nellie (Helen) Burnham

Streeter may have boarded in town seasonally or commuted to
the factory daily.

There is no doubt she was a leader among

factory women, for Augusta Wells referred to the Streeters
as "among the prime movers in the investigation," and by

1910 Streeter was the forelady at the overall factory.

was unusual that, as

a

mother of five and wife of

a

It

farm-

owner, Nellie Streeter left her domestic and farm

responsibilities to work in the factory.

Her wages may have

facilitated the farm purchase, which the Streeters achieved

sometime between 1900 and 1910, or helped educate her
daughters who remained in school.

Of her three adolescent

daughters, one eventually worked at the overall shop as
well.^' Streeter 's leadership on behalf of other factory

women is even more remarkable.
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Perhaps it was easier for

a

woman of her age and status as

a

farmer's wife to gain

support for the cause among Brattleboro's
leading men.
The committee hired lawyers Kittredge
Haskins and
Anthony Schwenk to gather evidence and to
prepare legal
documents for a formal hearing with the Thompson

trustees.

Haskins, who had practiced law in Brattleboro
since 1863 and
held numerous local offices, was a U.S. Congressman,
and
Schwenk, his young law partner, gathered affidavits
from

women who explained their mistreatment at the hands
of

Augusta Wells.

Clarke Fitts, who had represented both the

town and the Society of Seamstresses during the settling of
the Thompson Will, submitted an affidavit opposing the

factory rule.

The large number of factory workers, he

reminded the trustees, had been used as evidence for

allocating two-thirds of the income to Brattleboro in 1901.
Meanwhile, Howard Rice detailed the preparation of the case
in the Reformer, and gave free expression to Congressman

Haskins 's opinions regarding the arbitrary residency and
factory rules Bradley had instituted and the slowness with

which aid had been delivered. ^°
On May 17, 1907, committee leaders Nellie Streeter and

Katherine Dwyer traveled to Boston to represent the
seamstresses at the hearing in Richards Bradley's office.
At thirty-three, single, of Irish parentage and employed at
the overall factory, Katherine Dwyer more accurately fits

the activist profile than Nellie Streeter.

Most of the

thirty-one women who provoked the controversy,
those who
appeared in news accounts or agreed to
provide testimony,
worked for wages outside the home and had
experienced some
form of discrimination at the hands of
trust administrators.
A third had received some aid from the trust
but were
subsequently denied additional help; others had been
refused
altogether based on trust rules. Overwhelmingly
single with
an average age of thirty-five, half of these women
were
factory workers.

Of the six married women in the group,

most were either currently working outside the home or had
worked in the past and been denied aid.

While Hooker,

Corser, and Mitchell's overall factory had been the seedbed
of complaint, the movement was not limited to factory

workers.

Clerks and seamstresses in the alterations

department of the largest retail store in town, Houghton
Simon,

joined the protest.

&

Over a third of all activists

provided substantial income to their households by

supporting their mothers or aged parents; another third

boarded in town on their own or with distant relatives.
Daughters of Irish immigrants, whom the trust had been

reluctant to help, dominated the group.

Half of the

committee members and nearly

a

could claim Irish heritage.

These women had not only

third of the other activists

experienced the most discrimination from trust agents but
family expectations also led them to

a

keen sense of their

responsibility for household income and mutual support.
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in Mary J. Donnell, the leading
milliner in town and at

fifty-four the oldest member of the
investigating committee,
they found a successful role model. She
had supported her
Irish mother with her millinery business
for years
and had

occasionally intervened to procure aid for needy
seamstresses since 1901.

Listed as one of the wealthiest

taxpayers in town, she lent legitimacy to the
women's

complaints." These Irish Catholic women were particularly
critical of agent Augusta Wells. One garment worker,
for

example, complained that Wells insisted, "I had earned
money

and had spent it when

I

should have saved it."

noted how Wells, "thought

I

Another

was very extravagant," and

complained that, "It was always very aggravating the way
[Wells] put it to me as being a subject of charity simply

instead of representing that it was something to which

entitled under the provisions of the Thompson will."

I

was

Not

willing to present themselves as passive victims, these
women asserted their rights to control their own spending
and their entitlement to aid.^"

They forged

a

group identity with Protestant women of

New England ancestry based on the terms of the Thompson
will, which classified them as needlewomen in need of

temporary assistance.

Moreover, these women had common

work, household and neighborhood experiences coupled with a

consciousness of unfair treatment that distinguished them
from favored widows and aged women.

Finding opportunities

to share stories about the Thompson
fund both at work and in
their neighborhoods, most women knew who
got aid and who did
not.
One inquiring dressmaker expressed a
common problem,
"does the Thompson help people who really need
aid? There
is so much talk here that

I

cannot tell although

I

know that

Mr. Thompson intended to help just such woman
as myself."'*^

As part of a network of women who supported families
but

could not survive on their wages alone, the protesters

believed their economic needs should be met just as those of
poor widows, but there is little evidence that they

complained about the aid the older women had received.

By

contrast, older widows and other favored Thompson

beneficiaries who met Bradley's test of worthiness remained
mute during the conflict.

In this way, the Thompson Trust

had created conflicting interests among laboring women based
on their age, marital status, and working conditions.

The nine women who submitted affidavits in the case

demonstrated their breadwinning status, their inability to
fulfill that role because of illness, and evidence of

discrimination.

Twenty-year-old Miss

L.

,

a fatherless,

"poor girl" whose mother was "obliged to work out,"

supported her family with earnings from the overall factory
until she became sick with pneumonia and then appendicitis.

Unable to pay her doctors or the hospital, she had applied
for aid, but Bradley had concluded, "nothing could be done"

for her because she had not been treated at Brattleboro
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Memorial Hospital and she had begun work
after 1901 when the
fund began. Another young factory
stitcher, whose parents
were "dependent upon [her] for a good
share of their
support," had an operation at the hospital
under Dr.

Miller's care.

The trust had refused to cover her expenses

because Miller was not the house doctor at the
time and she
had not worked in the factory in 1901. A third
young woman
"dependent upon her wages," had been a victim of measles

and

out of work for six weeks, when she applied to
Mrs. Wells,

who refused aid because she was "a factory girl."^^
By presenting themselves as hardworking women and

victims of illness and unjust treatment, the petitioners
shaped their complaint to match the requirements of

Thompson's will and the portrayal of discrimination Howard
Rice had displayed in the Reformer

.

Their dismay at unfair

treatment stemmed partly from their responsibility as
breadwinners, either for themselves or relatives, and from

their customary relationship to the market for goods.

Poor

women traditionally negotiated with food, fuel, housing and
health providers, and the agents of the trust had become
intermediaries, shifting the balance against them."^ To a

considerable extent, the image they presented also reflected
Bradley's definition of worthiness and their own

construction of the deserving sick.

These women demanded an

explanation of their unjust treatment because their varied
experiences with administrators of the trust did not match
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their expectations of health care.

Both the wording of the

Thompson will and local publicity about
the trust and the
role it would play as a health-care
provider for the poor
had led them to believe they could receive
assistance when
in need.
in bringing their complaints before the
trustees
and the community, the petitioners sought to
gain respect
for their position as wage-earners who
contributed
to

households while also appealing to women's vulnerability;
they implied that low wages kept them poor and
sickness

rendered them helpless to compete.

Their effort to gain

deserving status as charity recipients meant negotiating the

difference between worker and woman.
The garment workers' petition to trustees Richards

Bradley and Lawrence Minot sought to achieve that goal by

coupling this image of hardworking, vulnerable women with
evidence of discrimination.

In an appeal to fairness, the

petitioners argued that arbitrary judgements, unrelated to
their economic needs, had resulted in inadeguate aid.
Insisting that factory girls were just as deserving as old
sewing women, they demanded an end to the arbitrary

residency and factory rules used to discriminate among
applicants.

The "true rule for granting relief," they

argued, "should embrace all such women and girls as are

actual residents ... at the time the aid is required" and
"no discrimination [should be] made against the female

employees of the overall and shirt shops" nor between "those

who use the hand needle or foot power sewinq
machines."
addition, they insisted upon an end to
discrimination based
on "religious belief," which reflected
the concerns

m

of

Catholic women.

Irish

With regard to health care, they demanded

a

"right to be treated" either at the hospital or
at home and
by their "own physician." To monitor trust
activities, they

requested

a local

representative who would have the

discretion to provide "immediate relief" and an annual
accounting to the Society of Seamstresses of those who had
received aid and why.'"

Underneath these demands for

a

role in monitoring the

distribution of aid, lay the petitioners belief
legal entitlement to assistance.

in their

The concept appeared most

clearly in their request to replace Augusta Wells with:
younger woman, of greater benevolence, and
possessed of a much broader mind ...who knows
something of the conditions of working women, has
tact and some degree of sympathy with seamstresses
and shop girls, and who ... will not make a woman
or girl feel that she is a pauper, beggar, or
purely a subject of charity when applying for
relief from a trust fund set apart lor their use
when in need.-"
a

This argument that the fund resembled an inheritance rather
than a charity provided the legal basis for their demands
and their confrontation with Richards Bradley.

Asserting

that the trust property belonged to the beneficiaries,

Haskins and Schwenk argued that appl icants should not be
treated as "mendicants" or "paupers askincj lor bread in the
sense of

a

poor person becoming chargeable to a town or
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municipality."

As one applicant later exclaimed,
"I am only

asking for what is mine by right of
inheritance."

The

assertion echoed the compliant of an Irish
woman that she
was not "a subject of charity" and that
Wells was arrogant
when she implied that "it was simply as a
matter of charity
that she was furnishing me anything." By contrast,
Bradley
lamented that women expected to "be treated

independent citizens who have received

a

...

as

bequest from their

great-uncle, which is their private property."

Howard Rice

retorted, "The sewing women of Brattleboro are no such
fools
as to hold for one moment the belief that they can all

retire from active work and be supported by the Thompson
Fund.

"''^

The inheritance claim was a logical, and the only

approach, they could use within the structure of the legal
system.

In the case of legacies like Thompson's derived

from a will under the Massachusetts probate system, the

Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court heard disputes about
property division and trust administration.

In these equity

cases, appeals were presented to a single- justice court

responsible for insuring that trustees implemented the
testators' intent; the probate court monitored yearly

financial statements.

Through equity courts, which had

provided financial protection for women with separate
estates and inherited property, trusts had evolved in the

nineteenth century as

a

way to insure family control over
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private property.

Just as widows or wives could petition

the courts for redress from
unsympathetic trustees who
misused their property, so in the
Thompson case seamstresses
presented claims of unjust treatment, first
to the trustees
of the Thompson Fund and then to the
court, hoping
to

prevent the trustees from exercising their
discretion

arbitrarily
While the inheritance claim enhanced their status
as
beneficiaries, it ignored the countervening tradition
of

charitable benevolence.

The beneficiaries of the trust were

not Thompson's kin, and they were not individually
named
legatees, either in the eyes of the court or from Bradley's

point of view.

Rather, they represented a class of women

designated as deserving of Thompson's benevolence.

By

nineteenth-century standards, the Thompson fund was a
charity not an inheritance.

On what basis then could this

class of women appeal to the court, if as we have seen, they

refused to define themselves as charity recipients?

Middle

and upper-class women had appealed to equity courts to

protect their rights to family property, but these rights

derived from the state's interest in fostering capital
formation and sustaining

a

class of stable property owners,

not from their needs as women.

The assertion of the

Brattleboro women based on their needs and their desire to

distance themselves from paupers challenged the basis of
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charitable trusts by suggesting
beneficiaries could
influence fund allocation.
Coupling their right to inheritance with
evidence of
their contributions to society through
work and family
service, these petitioners expressed their
understanding of
female citizenship and just treatment. While
they claimed
to be victims of poverty and illness, they
were also
"dependent upon wages" for their living and supported
their
families.
One wage-earning mother noted that her
husband,

"has no means or property of his own," and she
had seven

children "to care for by my labors."

Another explained that

her mother was dependent upon her and her sister for
support.

Having upheld their obligations to contribute to

household income, they expected fairness and justice from
the courts as female citizens.

This claim did not presume

their economic independence, but it did anticipate respect
for upholding their obligations within households and

sympathy for female handicaps as well." Part of their

understanding of citizenship included

a

right to equal

treatment, which led to their complaint about the trust's

discriminatory rules.

One woman explained that Wells had

excluded her from aid because she "worked in a factory and
was a factory girl;" another claimed she had been eliminated

because she was not

a

"shop girl" in 1901 and another

because she "was not a shop girl but

a

factory girl."^^ The

petitioners hoped to show that these rules were unfair and
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that shop and factory workers
deserved equal consideration.
It was a tenuous position.
To the extent that the
controversy highlighted the differences
between "old sewing
women" who worked at home and "factory
girls," it reflected
the changing roles of women and their
quasi-independence as
both workers and members of households.

These arguments based on women's economic
contributions

held little weight, for while women could claim
rights as
inheritors in the equity courts, their status as
female

citizens remained murky because most women were not
independent of their households.

Informal parental

obligations tied daughters to family support.

Despite the

passage of earnings laws in the 1870s and 1880s that allowed

married women the right to operate freely in the labor
market, their earnings within households were still subject
to a husband's control.

With respect to family law, married

women could claim a special "quasi-independent" status with
"particular claims on the conscience of the courts," but
this legal status based on "judicial discretion" did not

imply that women could assert independent legal rights
themselves.^* Only as named inheritors or as paupers, a

status the Brattleboro petitioners firmly denied, might the
state intervene with support.
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The Ri ghts of Trustppg
In response to this challenge to his
administration,

Richards Bradley delineated a concept of
charity based
solely on class privilege. At the Boston

hearing, he and

his co-trustee denied four of the seven
complaints the
Society of Seamstresses had presented. This
dismissal

eliminated the question of the factory rule, religious
discrimination, removal of Augusta Wells, and the

possibility of a Brattleboro agent with discretion over
immediate relief; it left the 1901 residency rule, hospital
treatment, and an annual accounting open to negotiation."''

This action not only denied much of the argument based on

equity but dismissed the suggestion that religion, class,
and generational differences led to unequal treatment.

More

importantly, the dismissal eliminated the possibility that

charity clients had the right to define their own needs.

To

recognize any rights in the beneficiaries, Bradley argued,
would prevent trustees from carrying out the Thompson will.
The case simmered unresolved for at least six months.

Haskins and Schwenk apparently acquiesced to the trustees'
initial response but continued to press for an agreement on
the other issues.

Members of the Society of Seamstresses

may have become discouraged, for they met in June, but the

investigating committee gave no report.'" Meanwhile, during
the negotiations Bradley had faced the problem of finding

rest cure for young women like Frances Stoddard and Rose
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a

Atwood, who according to local
doctors were too weak to
work.
Atwood became a member of the investigating
committee
even while she pressed Bradley for
aid.
By sending her to
Waltham, Massachusetts, he may have hoped
to rid the town of
one of its troublemakers.
On her return, Dr. Shailer Lawton
of the Brattleboro Retreat confirmed that
Atwood was much
improved and had promised not to associate with
the factory
girls anymore. "The disgruntled shop girls," he
speculated,

"would

I

am sure have a very bad effect upon her, and keep

her in a state of perturbation all the time.

She shrinks

from having any argument with these misguided females,

preferring to sow a little good seed now and then and here
and there, and in her own way."'^ Bradley retained a friend
in Lawton and effected a truce with Atwood, but other

members of the community would not forget the complaints of
the "shop girls."
Still interested in securing concessions that would

benefit Brattleboro, Howard Rice kept the controversy alive.
In January 1908, when another hospital case arose, it

provided just the ammunition Rice needed to revive the
seamstresses' complaints.

After breaking her leg, garment

stitcher Blanche Howard was taken to her uncle's home for

treatment and refused aid from the trust despite her status
as a poor wage-earner.

Incensed by the arbitrary nature of

Bradley's rules, her uncle Frank Howard revealed the

frustrations of those who disapproved of the operation of

the Brattleboro Memorial Hospital.

"You say that because

she was not taken to the hospital
that has been constructed
with the Thompson fund, she cannot have
aid," Howard wrote
Bradley. "You know, and everybody knows,
that there isn't a
word in the thompson will about constructing
a hospital.
...Can it be that this great charitable fund
has been and is
to be administered as a financial aid to a
certain few

physicians whom you choose to call

a

'medical staff and to

the exclusion of all other physicians and surgeons?"^«
Here

Bradley confronted more than the powerless seamstresses
in
Brattleboro.

Frank Howard had invested in Melrose Hospital,

and he was determined to reveal the way Thompson money had

favored one class of local physicians.^' Eager to press the
issue, Rice publicized the details, and Frank Howard

threatened to sue the trust.

To head off another legal

proceeding, Bradley petitioned the Massachusetts Supreme

Judicial Court to affirm his authority over charity policy
and programs.

Not to be outdone by local pressure, he also

fired Mary Currier and hired Sophia Stedman from

Northampton, Massachusetts, claiming he needed an outside

agent more in harmony with trustees' point of view.

Officers of the Society of Seamstresses considered this
action a "great injustice," while Rice proclaimed angrily,
"WHOSE MONEY IS IT?"*°

During the court proceedings, Bradley and his lawyers

used the language of rights to uphold the power of property
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managers, as agents of the state,
over the welfare of
charity clients. The nineteenth-century
concept of charity,
based on doctrines of Christian love
and sympathy for the
needy, invested both the obligation
to serve beneficiaries
and the right to allocate funds with
the trust.
Seeking to
convince the court of reasonable manageinent
in upholding
these obligations, the Thompson trustees
used their

experience over the past six years to argue that
"direct
payment of money" had not benefitted seamstresses

and was

likely to fill the pockets of doctors.

Moreover, the

existence of the fund had led to the belief that "any
person
becoming a sewing woman or shop girl in Brattleboro is

entitled as of right, to direct money aid" and has thereby
"overcrowded" the local garment industry, causing "injury

rather than benefit."*' This was not just legal maneuvering
on Bradley's part.

For example, during the controversy, he

asked Augusta Wells, "I thought it was their opinion that

limiting the number of beneficiaries was the only way to

protect their occupation.
done

it?"*='

Where would they be if we had not

Recognizing individual rights, therefore, would

undermine the welfare of seamstresses as

a

class and deny

"the rights of the trustees to exercise their discretion."

Bradley defended his charity policy by outlining his

investigative procedures and his reasonable eligibility
criteria that allowed the trustees to assess "each

particular case on its merits" and thereby implement the
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will Of the testator.

The "belief among certain women
...

that the income of the fund belongs
to them as of right- had
hampered the administration and
infringed upon the rights of
the trustees to exercise their
discretion.
Women were
entering the designated "occupations with
the intent to
compel the Trustees to give them aid
whether" they deserved
it or not.- Bradley feared their sense
of entitlement

because it meant

a

lessening of his own control over the

fund and threatened to release aid to the
undeserving.

Pitting the rights of individual beneficiaries
to

determine who received aid against the general welfare
of
the group and the trustees' rights to discretion
also served
Bradley's desire to justify broad-based services over
individual aid.

Organized "agencies of relief" for "the

classes of persons intended to be benefitted," he noted,

would avoid "the diversion of labor from other occupations"
and subsequent harm to seamstresses.

He hoped the court

would not only sanction the operation of the hospital, nurse
service, and kindergarten but also confirm the extension of
"such benefits to other persons.""* Like other prevention

efforts during the progressive years, these services avoided

direct aid and its accompanying pauperization.

As lawyers

for the Society of Seamstresses noted, however, this form of

charity did not satisfy the needs of the majority of poor

seamstresses
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Nonetheless, only a few of those needs
were highlighted
in the society's answer filed with
the court.
By this

second round of negotiation, lawyers
Haskins and Schwenk had
balanced women's original demands with the
interests of

townspeople in

a

viable hospital.

The request for immediate

relief for any Brattleboro needlewoman remained,
but issues
of discrimination had been dropped because
Bradley had

dismissed them.

Three of the demands in Haskins 's and

Schwenck's answer to the court concerned the right to
free
hospital treatment and choice of physician.

In addition,

they requested an annual accounting to the Society of

Seamstresses plus support for

"home for the aged," which

a

had been specified in the court's ruling of 1901 as an

appropriate institution under the terms of the will.
last demand may have arisen as

a

This

means to reduce pressure on

the hospital, where long-term cases had become

a problem.*^

The petition attempted to portray the condition of the

wage-earners who sought relief, but its arguments were
relatively ineffective.

First, to counter the trustees'

assertion that women had entered needlework to obtain
relief, Haskins and Schwenck proved that the occupation was

not overcrowded.

They argued that one of the overall

companies had moved out of town and the other had sought
branch location due to the labor shortage.

a

By concluding,

however, that "a very small proportion" of women were

engaged in needlework, they diluted the impact of the case.

Second, although they noted that single
women rarely needed
a kindergarten, district nurse,
or hospital, they failed to
provide examples of the economic problems
and discrimination
these women had encountered except with regard
to medical
care.
The remainder of the petition focused on the

difficulties women faced in getting free treatment,
retaining their own doctors, or obtaining reimbursement
for
home care.
Finally, in their most effective statements,
counsel noted that in 1907 with available income of
$46,034,
the trust had supplied only $4,546 of direct aid to women;
it had paid $15,400 to the hospital, but only four

seamstresses had received free treatment.*'' With the
exception of this evidence, the petition lacked specificity
and failed to demonstrate the injustice that had resulted
from Bradley's administration.

With the issue of fairness dismissed, the Massachusetts

court could distinguish little difference between the mix of
relief and services Bradley offered and the new demands.
The court had already provided guidelines for the hospital
and old age home, and much of the trouble appeared to relate
to hospital management.

Initially, the judge acknowledged

some narrowness on the part of trustees, but in the end he

upheld trustees' right to full discretion.*" If he had done
otherwise, as Bradley's petition suggested, the court would

have sanctioned beneficiaries' role in the allocation of
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funds and their entitlement, an idea
inconsistent with the
philosophy of charity.

Meanwhile, the case had played out in the
press in ways
that further obscured the needs of
wage-earning
women.

In

Brattleboro, the Thompson beneficiaries were
increasingly

portrayed as victims, while the Boston Post displayed
them
as sex objects.
Dramatizing the final hearing as a contest
between "rosy-cheeked and buxom" beauties from
Brattleboro
and "mean old things" in Boston, the Post replayed

a

familiar story of innocent country girls who seek their
fortune in the seedy city and confront the exploitation of
"wealthy financiers and club men."

These were active young

women seeking redress: "We are going after our rights;

declared one of the fair factory workers."

The image

reflected connections between young wage-earners, female
sexuality, and the freedom of the city that were less

acceptable in the countryside.

But the Post also

trivialized the nature of their protest.*^
To Howard Rice of the Brattleboro Reformer this was no

trivial romance.

Yet,

in his stepped-up campaign against

the Thompson Trust, he appeared far more interested in

indicting Richards Bradley than understanding the issues of
poor women.

From the beginning he had presumed that "the

real trouble many people are inclined to think lies with the
trustees."*^ Inciting public indignation with dramatic

headlines, he published reprints of the language of the will

and repeated stories of Bradley's
unfair policy. A sixtyyear-old woman, angry that Bradley refused
her request
because she owned property, supplied Rice
with one of
Bradley's letters, which he reprinted in
full to reveal the
absurd rationalizations used to disqualify
women.
In the
letter Bradley quibbled whether the old woman
was "a sewing
woman or not, she not having supported herself
by sewing,

but having taken in sewing to help herself along"
and

insisted that giving aid was "likely to result in the

benefit of her son, who is not

a

beneficiary."

with this

example. Rice deflected attention away from the younger

women who had initiated the suit and enhanced the

victimization of helpless women by focusing on their
sicknesses or their old age and their vulnerability.
language of rights never featured in his articles.

The

Thompson

beneficiaries did not contradict this construction of their
difficulties because it was easier to pursue

a

"great

injustice" to poor victims than to claim rights over charity

distribution.

After the court ruling, Rice refused to admit

defeat and continued to proclaim periodically "Mr. Bradley's
Shortcomings" for another year.^°

Brattleboro's quarrel with the Thompson Trust arose as

much from changes in the garment industry and women's work
and family roles as from the local competition for funds.

Thomas Thompson had sought to help poor women but recognized
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the need to make his will adaptable.

Ironically, as

Brattleboro and female work opportunities
grew, that
adaptability threatened the amount and quality
of help poor
seamstresses would receive. By contrast, there was
little

confrontation in Rhinebeck, where the trust operated
a small
home for sick women and aided worthy widows,
with no large
factories to employ sewing women, the town attracted
few of
the single women who challenged the trust. Nor did
civic
leaders seek local control of Thompson funds, for the
stakes

were far lower.

In 1907 Rhinebeck remained largely

untouched by the growth and commercial development that

stimulated Brattleboro 's leaders to see the trust as

a

community asset rather than a bequest to poor women.
This second round of controversy over charity

highlighted the way ideas about gender and class
prerogatives intertwined to legitimate or to deny social
needs.

Female dependence within the family coupled with

work requirements for the poor set the parameters of charity
policy.

Wage-earning women who did not or could not adhere

to middle-class gender prescriptions sought to bridge the

contradiction between wage-work and appropriate female
behavior through personal negotiation.

Those who were

unsuccessful in creating worthy identities made their claims
public and turned them into a political challenge to

a

charity based on the rights of the wealthy to determine
provision for the poor.

Just as in private their economic

needs became lost in Richards
Bradley's medical services, so
in public their demands for
"fairness" were dismissed and
then subsumed under local priorities
as women became victims
of hospital mismanagement.
As consumers of welfare
services, the "shop girls" had sought
rights to fair
treatment, but in 1907 women lacked the
legal and political
foundation to assert such a concept of citizenship.
The Thompson beneficiaries' effort to change
the legal

rules governing the distribution of private
charitable funds
barely surfaced, for they lacked the language to
negotiate
the contradiction between their dependence as
citizens
and

their independence as workers." As middle-class wives and

daughters or as pauper women they might appeal to the state
in equity courts but not as breadwinners seeking temporary

relief from inadequate wages.

With no individual rights to

equitable treatment as beneficiaries, they only merited

sympathy as dependent family members or victims of illness
and poverty.

To acknowledge the beneficiaries' role in

distribution would have abrogated the concept of charity
based on class privilege and entitled women to assistance,

position the state assumed only for veterans' widows and
poor mothers under the mothers' pension laws of the 1910s.
Poor women's economic needs could not be translated into
social rights because female obligations still resided

primarily in the household, not in the workplace.^" The
court's decision in the Thompson case was in keeping with
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a

protective labor legislation for women, which
affirmed
women's citizenship based on their role
in reproduction
rather than production. The 1908 decision
in Muller
v.

Oregon, resting on women's supposed biological
weakness,

physical frailty, and potential motherhood, confirmed

women's rights to state protection in the workplace
and

diminished their economic contributions.^^
In the end, the Thompson petitioners did not
seek

economic independence so much as financial security.

Their

claim to inheritance resided in women's customary
dependence, a dependence equated with middle-class privilege
and reliance on male wages.

In their protest, they used the

fairness argument to articulate their economic needs and to

demonstrate that moral judgements about their behavior and
lifestyles had led to inequitable treatment and inadequate

direct aid.

They did not claim to have been independent

wage-earners before poor health impaired their earning
power, only to have supported families.

Their concept of

social justice rested on gaining respect for women's

contributions to the household, recognition of the necessity
of factory work, and access to equal medical treatment.

In

this way they hoped to preserve their dignity as women and
to distance themselves from the helplessness of paupers.
The grievances of Brattleboro

'

s

poor women echoed a

Progressive-Era dilemma among urban charity workers,
settlement house denizens, and female reformers.
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Complaints

about discrimination, slowness, and
inadequate aid were
reminiscent of the arguments that settlement
workers and
some charity leaders employed to foster
new programs and
methods of investigation. Augusta Wells'
judgments about
applicants symbolized this old-style charity, and

Brattleboro's poor women hoped to eliminate her.

But they

were not necessarily satisfied with Bradley's medical

services either.

As the debate over direct aid versus

services evolved in the 1910s, urban reformers promoted a

variety of new solutions to poverty, some of which Richards
Bradley brought to Brattleboro.

His experimentation with

new programs would eventually spark another round of

controversy with the town, leaving poor women in the middle
once again.
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CHAPTER

A

PARALLEL VISIONS OF PROGRESSIVISM
We need to organize that old spirit of
neighborly
helpfulness which still exists in our hearts
If not in our deeds, and make it do its
work'
aqain by bringing it up-to-date.

Richards

Richards Bradley's charge to the women of the

M.

1

Ht.idl.^y

uture

Brattleboro Mutual Aid Association (BMAA) coupled his
nostalgia for the past with
community responsibility.

a

gendered understanding of

Women, with their connection to

"neighborly helpfulness," could revive the social

obligations that had waned with industrial dovolopmont

.

He proposed using local female volunteers to organize a

system of trained "nurse helpers," who would provide care
for poor and working-class families.

With the organization

of the BMAA in 1907, Bradley anticipated shifting the burden
of caring onto local residents and away from reliance on the

Thompson Trust.

The elite women of Brattleboro rose to this

challenge and joined Bradley in
While 1907 marked

a

a

fruitful alliance.

nadir in Bradley's relations with

poor women, it was the beginning of

a

new approach to

involving community members, particularly upper and middleclass women, in his health-care programs.

Soliciting their

support might offset the influence of the hospital trustees,
doctors, and civic leaders who had threatened Bradley's
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control over Thompson funds.

Moreover, the association of

women with voluntary care-giving led
him to believe they
could achieve his goal of more efficient
distribution of
Thompson funds through social services. The
BMAA became the
core of his program in Brattleboro, and
like
the hospital,

it represented another means of providing
medical solutions

to women's poverty.

For women active in the BMAA, it became

a way to participate in civic improvement by
addressing the

health-care needs of families.
At about the same time, the town's male civic leaders

took a different route to civic improvement, which

eventually renewed their opposition to the Thompson Trust.
As part of their effort to promote local development,

merchants, businessmen, and lawyers embraced what they

called the "progressive spirit" to insure that the town

would keep pace with "modern" conveniences and maintain its
small-town homogeneity as well.

Hoping to control the

town's future by managing its economic growth, they fostered

unanimity among employers and wage-earners while struggling
to sustain their political dominance over town affairs.

These men believed poverty was an individual, not
problem.

a social,

Generating employment to keep residents off the

relief rolls and providing public services and institutions
to support a vibrant economy and expanded population offered

the optimal route to community improvement.

They hoped the

Thompson Trust would support this effort by funding the
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hospital and perhaps other institutions.

Their vision of

progressivism eventually conflicted with the
social reform
approach Bradley and his female allies promoted
through the
auspices of the BMAA. But until the end of
the decade,

these parallel but gendered visions of civic
improvement

helped label Brattleboro as one of the most
"progressive"
communities in Vermont.

Women Helping Women
To a considerable extent, Richards Bradley functioned
as a mediator, who transported social reform ideas from

female activists and medical experts in Boston to their

counterparts in Brattleboro; local female volunteers and
nurses implemented his new programs.

He modeled

Brattleboro's mutual aid organization after the urban

visiting nurse associations of the late 1880s, but with a
twist: the BMAA's "nurse attendant" would establish a

professional level of care between that of the trained

district nurse and traditional female home nursing to meet
the health-care needs of the working poor.

Reformulated in

the countryside where normally charitable resources were
limited, this experiment in progressive social reform tested

whether small towns could support community-based health
services on a limited budget.

Urban variants of the BMAA

supported district nurses with extensive charity funds

Bradley could not muster in Brattleboro.
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Key to their

=

success were the informal female
networks and voluntary
labor of middle-class women.

Bradley's interest in nursing stemmed from
his
experience with charity clients, his faith
in medical care,
and his beliefs about women's role in
caring.
Frustrations
with the hospital, the high cost of doctors,
and
his

personal involvement with women's problems spurred
him to
devise new, less expensive ways to take care of
them.

Nursing was an efficient solution.

"It has been found," he

asserted in 1911, "that when it comes to keeping

a

woman

from breaking down, a woman with trained nursing
education

—

who has seen so many such cases and has taken such a

deep personal interest in them, can often be of very great

assistance in things where the doctors have not the time to
give."" To some extent, Bradley hoped to remove the stigma
of charity for poor clients by replacing the friendly

visitor of the past with an expert nurse.

"If the district

nurse were asked to go in," he suggested to his local agent,
"we might very probably get points from her [the client]

without its appearing that we were following her up too
closely as a charitable patient.
much better to follow her up as

It would, of course, be
a

physical patient than as a

charitable patient."*
In his quest for cheaper medical solutions, Bradley

sought the advice of medical experts who stressed the

important role women could take in social reform.
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As early

as 1902, he had secured a district
nurse from Waltham

Training School for nurses to run the
infirmary for sewing
women and to provide visiting nurse service.
After the
hospital organized, it employed a nurse
supervisor for
hospital trainees, while the trust continued
to pay for the
visiting nurse.
In 1906, Bradley hired Dr. Alfred
Worcester, Waltham's director, as a consultant to
assess the
situation in Brattleboro and to suggest more efficient

health-care delivery.

Worcester recommended expanding the

hospital and installing women on its board because he

believed it needed their caring influence.

But the idea

that captured Bradley's imagination was the suggestion that
he develop visiting nursing in the town by organizing a

female-directed association to supply district nurses and
"nurse watchers."

Worcester noted that, "the women of

Brattleboro by assuming their rightful privileges and
obligations of neighborliness

,

would grow in grace."

Moreover, the association could become the cornerstone of

a

network for prof essionalization if Bradley initiated schools
of nursing and domestic science as well.

By teaching

domestic skills in an "ordinary dwelling," Worcester

speculated that the program would "emphasize the greater
importance of the art, and keep the underlying science of
home making in its proper subordinate place.

"^

Worcester's advice clearly expressed the connection

between professional nursing and women's caring role in the
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family and community.

since the advent of professional

nurse training in the 1870s, graduate
nurses trained in
hospitals or schools like Waltham, had
contended for expert
status with the untrained nurse who cared
for family members
and infants at home. After training, nurses
at the top of
the profession entered "private duty" or
hospital
supervision.

Charities, settlement houses, and a few urban

health departments employed visiting or district
nurses to
serve city neighborhoods by educating families about
disease

prevention and infant care.^ Prof essionalization elevated
the status of female care.

As trained nurses implemented

doctors' orders, cleanliness and orderliness became

essential to good health-care practices, and nursing entered
the marketplace.

But nursing also remained mired in female

duty because the evaluation of nurses rested as much on
their selflessness as on their ability to perform the labor
of caring.

Considered an ideal occupation for rural,

native-born women, nursing provided young women with an

opportunity to enhance their virtue and respectability while
earning a living.

"No other occupation," Worcester noted,

"excepting that of making a home for her own family, can

better bring out all that is best in womanhood

.

""

It was

this dictum that convinced Bradley that nursing could

provide both care and employment for poor women.
To develop the plan for nursing in Brattleboro, Bradley

solicited additional advice about the care of sickness from
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personal and business contacts.

The elderly Desdemona

Estey, widow of Brattleboro's leading
organ manufacturer,

informed him that neighbors had handled
sickness in the
past.
Organized through church groups, women had
visited
the homes of the sick by twos and watched.
"We were only
doing our duty," she explained. For Estey, this
female

obligation and her benevolence had extended to the
care of
poor "colored girl" with typhoid, to the surprise of

a

her

neighbors. « That the tradition of female caring bridged
lines of class and race provided the precedent for a more

organized cross-class mutual aid effort among women.

As

Bradley traveled across country to visit properties for his
real estate business, he also found models of nursing in

city hospitals, which he made a point of investigating.
Perhaps the most important influences on his thinking,
however, were his Boston friends Dr. Richard Cabot, who was

active in promoting medical social work at Massachusetts
General Hospital, and Elizabeth Lowell Putnam, who was just

beginning

a

long career as an advocate of prenatal and

maternity care.^
Bradley's association with Putnam and other reform-

minded Brahmins coupled with his trustee role and his
interest in health prevention led him rather naturally to a

maternalist perspective.

Adherents of maternalism, normally

associated with female reformers who championed women's role
as mothers to promote the social welfare of women and
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children, used the perspective for
diverse purposes. Taken
to its most radical conclusion,
maternalism could redefine
the relationship between women and the
state through direct
support of women's reproductive role, thus
challenging

traditional patriarchy.

its conservative formulation, the

one Putnam and Bradley favored, involved a defense
of the

family and motherhood.

in either variant, maternalism

incorporated middle-class assumptions that benevolent

mothers would protect poor children. ^° Beginning in 1908,
Elizabeth Putnam and Bradley's wife. Amy Aldis, headed

committees of the influential Women's Municipal League of
Boston.

Dedicated to investigation, cooperation, and

"experiments of civic interest," the group promoted

municipal reform through public health improvements that

would bolster family life and counter city corruption.
Bradley's interest in visiting nurses dovetailed with
Putnam's efforts to improve prenatal care, resulting in

mutually beneficial relationship.

a

Both families had

suffered the death of infant children, which gave them

a

common bond and motivation for infant health initiatives.^^

While prenatal care eventually became its dominant
focus, initially the BMAA was designed to provide

inexpensive female care in patients' homes.

Bradley had

recognized that most families could not afford the cost of a

trained nurse and that much of the help needed did not
require her skills anyway.

Alternatively, he envisioned a

"Household Rescue League."- To avoid
lengthy and
unnecessary hospital stays or the
expense of a trained and
probably overqualif ied nurse, Bradley
proposed a system of
professional "household help" to support a
family of
moderate means when the "household machine
is broken down by
sickness." "is it a nurse that is always
needed?" he asked,
"By no means.

it is often household help - cooking,

washing, chores, care of children, and the
numerous other
things that have to be done to keep the ordinary
household

going."

with a central telephone office to "bring the needs

in touch with the helps" by receiving calls and
dispersing

both "helpers" and equipment, the organization could stem
the breakdown of "mutual helpfulness" resulting from the

availability of professional nursing and organized
hospitals.

"Our mothers, wives, sisters, and daughters," he

insisted, "do not want to shirk their duties but want our

help in finding out, ...how to make their patients

comfortable."" This new health-care organization would not
only systematize women's traditional domestic duties and

neighborly arrangements, but also counter the destructive
effects of the Thompson Trust's other initiatives

-

from the

pauperizing consequences of direct aid to the increased
costs of hospital service.
The moral underpinings of the organization were as

important as its efficiency in Bradley's estimation.

The

BMAA would not replace the efforts of family members or
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other local charitable organizations,
he predicted, nor
would it give free service. "it is
not our business to
provide that money," he insisted, "we are
merely a machine
for doing the work and those who wish
to have the work done
will furnish the fuel to run the machine."
The community

would pay this female "machine," he rationalized,
because it
also represented "a human expression ... of
the spirit that

underlies true neighborly helpfulness."^* Organizing

properly and treating the problem of sickness in

a

"business

way" was Bradley's solution to the high cost of
nursing

without "wasting the powers of the trained nurse on things
that others can do, nor using the unskilled women to do work
that demands the nurse's training, education and pay."
Moreover, the association would put household care "at the

disposal of everybody for what he or she can pay," while
serving:

the individual householder drawing on his savings
for sickness, or the fraternal order giving aid to
a sick member; likewise .. .the charitable society,
church or individual wishing to help a needy
family through a trying time, or it is ready to
help the public officer striving to meet an
emergency .^^

With efficiency and caring, women of the BMAA could

undergird the community's system of social provision, from
personal benevolence and public relief to savings and

benefit societies.
Benevolent women in Brattleboro envisioned the future

association as the "center of a wide field of helpfulness."
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Beginning in mid-March 1907, the same week that workers at
the overall factory initiated their protest movement,

fifteen women, including two trained nurses associated with
the hospital, met to organize the BMAA.

In keeping with

local charitable tradition, the organizers represented the

town's churches, including the Catholic Church.

In July the

members voted to add one more representative from each

church so that the society reflected the established
religious and ethnic groups within Brattleboro.

Thereafter

new members were nominated only after a vacancy and approved
by written ballot.

During the BMAA's first two decades,

membership stabilized at approximately twenty-seven women,
who expected to answer calls for help from families of
"moderate means" and from fraternal societies, churches, or
the overseer of the poor.^^

Women representing Brattleboro 's oldest elite families

dominated the BMAA's leadership.

Florence Tyler and Mary

Cabot, the most active officers, came from Brattleboro 's

historically prominent families, and they clearly directed
the association.

Tyler, the widow of a naval officer and

the only "working" member, began operating a referral

service using the telephone in her home; she remained the

secretary and treasurer until 1920, when her daughter
assumed the position.

Forty-eight-year-old Cabot, the

unmarried daughter of a bank president, member of the DAR
and local historian, held the presidency until 1932.
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Even

after her health declined in the late
1920s, she did not
resign but was replaced by an "acting
president."'' Cabot
and Tyler worked closely with Richards
Bradley and with
Augusta Wells and local nurses on the direction
of the

association.

remained

a

At the earliest meetings, Augusta Wells, who

member until her death in 1920, used her

knowledge of the town's poor to suggest families who needed
help and candidates for "helpers." By 1910, however,

visiting nurses replaced Wells in this social work, which
became entwined with their health services.
Cabot and Tyler provided

a

Meanwhile,

link between Bradley and the

other members of the board who came from middle-class

backgrounds
The organization of the BMAA membership along religious
lines kept the association from becoming exclusive.

BMAA

members were more closely connected to the town's
professionals, ministers, lawyers, and educators, than its
businessmen.

Most members were married or widowed, but the

group also included several unmarried professional women,
the kindergarten teacher, visiting nurse, and superintendent
of the hospital.

In addition to board members, a "corps of

volunteer helpers" supported and extended the work of the
association through

a

social service committee.

These women

participated in mutual aid work through friendly visiting
and assisting families with problems found during nurses'
visits.

After 1917, two businessmen's wives assumed

leadership positions, but wives of
professionals and clerks
plus unmarried teachers and nurses
continued to outnumber
representatives of the business community.
Doctor's wives
were conspicuously absent, perhaps because
tension developed
between the BMAA and doctors over nurse training."
Nonetheless, this coalition of elite and middle-class
women
provided a solid base of support for developing a
family

health-care association in Brattleboro.
The women of the BMAA coupled a self-imposed charge
to

"serve the growing needs of the community" with Bradley's

medical definition of poverty.

The association's stated

purpose was to provide "a medium of exchange between those

who need help and those who can give help in sickness or in

household emergency."^' When the members implemented this
goal

,

they combined a charitable purpose with a response

that associated illness with the breakdown of women's

domestic responsibilities.
providing care for both

a

Fixing the problem involved

woman and her home, the kind of

care on which many middle-class women prided themselves.

As

a visiting expert suggested, helpers should set "high

standards of efficiency" and do their work "in the best
manner, so that in the poorly managed households, they will
be able to leave an ideal behind them."'° Indeed, the

helpers the BMAA hired delivered bed linen and food, coupled

with cleanliness and orderliness, in the guise of nursing
care.

Mary Cabot described a typical case:
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One mother was found in bed, with
her seven and
nine year old girls taking care of
her.
There was
house not enough clothing, and
verv°??^iV
very little fuel.
Friends of the Association
provided food and clothing for mother and
children.
Three of our attendants went into the
home, one washed the site of accumulated
dishes
one bathed the mother and made her
comfortable
with clean linen, and the other swept the
floors
and cooked the dinner for the family and
prepared
food for the patient.
'

Not only was this care more domestic than health

related, but it also failed to appeal to potential

employees.

women

Despite proclamations that the work offered

"career of unequalled honor and usefulness," the

a

BMAA had difficulty finding and keeping nurse helpers.

Bradley hoped the association would employ Thompson
beneficiaries, but the women who offered their services did
not possess the domestic skills and virtuous reputations

required for the work.

BMAA members screened prospective

applicants carefully in the same manner that Augusta Wells

scrutinized charity clients.

Moreover, few seamstresses

found the work appealing, largely because factory work was

more lucrative and regular.

The association paid women $1 a

day for regular service and $1.50 for maternity cases; it

charged patients enough to cover these services plus $.25 a
day as

a

referral fee.

By subsidizing the BMAA budget, the

Thompson Trust paid for patients who could not afford these
fees.

daily.

Wages for trained nurses, in comparison, were $3
Once hired, helpers often demanded some nurse

training that would qualify them for better rates.
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BMAA

members pondered the competing need
for "competent women"
and the limited resources of
potential patients.
if more
training were provided, they reasoned,
helpers would

"demand

more pay."

Despite a consensus that, "they will
be worth
it, and we shall have to give it,"
the BMAA board took no
immediate action.
The question of training plagued the
association even

after it expanded its nursing services.

Bradley insisted on

clear boundary between the helper and trained
nurse,
fearing that the association might misrepresent
a woman's

a

abilities.

Yet he also hoped the "helpers" would "feel the

dignity of their position and of the work."

In one

maternity case, a helper had "fed the mother turnips and
other improper food, and fed the baby bananas."

BMAA

members feared that kind of care might hurt the
association's reputation and considered asking the town's

ministers to help solicit helpers in hopes of procuring "a

better class of woman."

Meanwhile, doctors began

complaining about the "reputations" of the helpers and
imputed ignorance to them because they came from poor
families.

Doctors also appeared to monopolize the services

of the district nurse who operated out of the hospital,

leaving the community short of trained nurses.

These

complaints and the lack of referrals led BMAA members to

consider hiring their own district nurse, but they feared
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the BMAA was "not strong enough
to conflict with the
hospital and the Drs."^^

Nonetheless, in an effort to resolve
these problems, in
1909 the BMAA hired a district nurse to
train attendants and
to organize the service more
efficiently; simultaneously the
association opened a central headquarters
with rooms for
employees. Charlotte MacLeod, trained in
prenatal work in
Boston, designed a plan to develop a
"corps of Nurses,
Assistants, and Helpers." Assistants, who
attended a sixmonth hospital training course outside Brattleboro,
learned
maternity skills, namely care of babies and new
mothers, and
"to follow the doctor's orders." Carefully
excluded from

critically ill cases, these "attendants" became salaried
employees, while the "helper" category remained "women
who

will go out to wash and clean up."^* By funding MacLeod's

work and nurse training with Thompson Trust money, Bradley

succeeded in developing nursing service outside the hospital
and avoiding doctors' demands and control over local nursing

services

Tension surrounding the new specialty persisted.

The

association's 1912 report noted that "the attendant is
better established in her rightful sphere" than ever before,

while insisting that she was "not an imitation nurse, and
only as we can free her from sham can we add to her position
the dignity to which it is entitled."

In order to "secure

desirable women" the association offered two-week vacations
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for attendants and improved
training in "personal and house
hygiene." Meanwhile, by providing
three levels of care, the
association clouded the differences among
nurse specialties.
When the hospital gave up its administration
over district
nursing to BMAA control in 1911, the
association expanded
both its supervision over health care and
its clientele.
This meant even the wealthiest members of
the community, who
could afford expensive private-duty, graduate
nurses, would
call upon the association as a health-care

organization."

In 1912 when the Metropolitan Life Insurance
Company began

offering low-cost health insurance, BMAA nurses began
servicing policyholders, largely working-class men and
their
families.

Finally, the BMAA also functioned as an

employment agency for domestic help.

Bradley referred

applicants for direct aid to the BMAA as potential "helpers"
and sought "a superior class of girls" for domestic work

through Boston's Garland School in scientific

housekeeping
By hiring a supervising district nurse, the BMAA

further professionalized and specialized its service, but
that did not lessen its focus on the relationship between

sickness and disorderly households.

The district nurse not

only trained helpers in "more hygienic ways of living," but
also entered many more homes with expert advice.

In 1910

the district nurse reported her social service work as part
of her patient visits:
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After promising that she would return to
help mend the
clothes if they were cleaned, the nurse
reported that, "All
the children were put to work to put the
house in order, &
they were washed and combed. Then the
bureau drawers were
made ready for the clean clothes."- Social
service work
also extended friendly interest beyond the home.
The

district nurse referred one woman to an oculist,
directed
another to a job less threatening to her health and family
responsibilities, and placed adolescent girls in household

service during their summer vacations.^*
Yet the district nurse had little success referring

clients to Augusta Wells for direct aid.

Wells, who

continued to screen some clients for suitability and fully

understood Bradley's distaste for direct aid, warned him
that Charlotte Macleod failed to understand his policy.
"She tells me of people who should be aided," Wells

explained, "but

I

always leave the matter to the beneficiary

who usually knows whether aid is needed or not."

Noting

that she had resisted the charitable impulses of the BMAA
nurse. Wells chose to refer clients to the town overseer

while maintaining distinctions between the zealous efforts
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of inedical social workers and
her own standards of charity
allocation.^'

During the BMAA's evolution in the 1910s
the domestic
and social service its employees offered
was redefined as
medical care.
Both social work and "emergency housework"
devolved into the services provided by the district
nurse
and attendant nurse.
with medical expertise, nurses offered
their advice about the "household machine" under
the rubric
of their professional training and experience.

In 1912, one

quarter of the association's 737 calls requested "emergency
housework;" by 1920, the BMAA provided that service for only
two out of 673 calls.

mounted from

a

Attendant and district nursing calls

third to two-thirds of all services.

Yet

there is little indication that the work of attendants in
homes changed significantly.

They continued to supply

"watching care" and "housework, cooking, and necessary

washing" until patients recuperated.^" Specialized training
for nurse attendants resulted from

a

desire to adapt women's

traditional caretaking for families to their need for

defined skills to compete in the new marketplace for medical
services
The prof essionalization of women's care-giving meant

volunteer family and neighborhood help in Brattleboro became
part of the local service economy.

The shift did not come

cheaply, for the trust subsidized the service by paying the

salary of the district nurse, housing costs, and the cost of
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attendants for Thompson beneficiaries.The value of
female care became explicit in
BMAA reports, which supplied
examples of nursing service and its
cost.
in a maternity
case, for example:
The district nurse was present with
the
attendant for the confinement. An attendant
was
there three weeks, relieved for two
nights during
the first week.
There were seven children in the
family, making the work so heavy that a
laundress
was sent there each week.
The mother was weak and made a very slow
recovery, so a helper was sent to do the
housework
for another four weeks.
The charges for this service were $62.50.''=
The case of Anne Greene highlights this shift from
the

perspective of the attendant.

Hired and trained as an

attendant, Greene faced a difficult situation when her

sister fell ill and needed nursing.

Greene wrote the trust

agent, "I wondered if you could furnish a nurse for my

sister, for a little time, til she is better, and in that
way,

doing

could be the one to care for her, and also, by so

I

-

avoid asking for aid for my-self."" By paying

Greene, the trust supported her living expenses and the

operation of the BMAA while providing the medical care her
sister needed.

Bradley was willing to pay for this family

service, whereas he was reluctant to support direct aid for

either woman.

This

f ee-f or-service

system also resulted in

better treatment for Irish Catholic families.

Bradley

agreed to pay another attendant to take care of her sick

Irish-born mother, which avoided an expensive hospital
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stay. 3^ In effect, this new
form of aid to poor women

reinstalled the mutual obligations
that Bradley valued, not
only between family members but
also between the charity and
its clients, and supported the
female economy as well.

More than any other specialized service,
maternity and
infant care determined the development
of this system.

There had been little discussion about
the needs of new
mothers and babies among the BMAA's organizers.

in fact, at

their early meetings, members discussed
diverse areas of
social work, from providing a "Rest Room" for
working women
to preventing immorality, child abuse and
neglect in poor
rural districts and investigating the conditions
at the town
poor farm. 3= Yet the BMAA increasingly received calls for

"confinement cases."

Local doctors recommended that new

mothers needed "a graduate visiting nurse, especially
trained for maternity work," and BMAA members extended this
advice by suggesting a helper "come at the time of the

confinement and remain in the house."

With the counsel of

physicians, the annual BMAA report warned that "great

dangers are run from unskilled work" and advised calling a
nurse "in every maternity case" to avoid "needless risk."^*
The stimulated demand for district nurses created

competition between hospital nursing needs and BMAA cases.
The nurses Bradley brought to Brattleboro to resolve

this problem helped refocus the BMAA on maternity care and
align it with the infant welfare movement.
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With the support

of urban charities and public
health leaders, increasing
numbers of visiting nurses specializing
in prenatal care had
begun to bring infant health education
to poor families and
to run baby clinics and milk stations
in Boston and New

York.- Bradley's association with Elizabeth
Lowell Putnam,
who chaired the Milk and the Infant Social
Services
Committee of the Women's Municipal League in
Boston, had led
him to consider linking her prenatal work
with his "sickness
prevention." Charlotte MacLeod, whom he had hired
to

supervise and train BMAA attendants, also worked for
Putnam
and helped forge this link.=« Eager to use their
training
in prenatal care, MacLeod and her successors
focused on the

needs of expectant mothers and the care of babies by

training future nurse attendants in these skills.

The

number of BMAA maternity cases grew steadily from twenty-one
percent in 1910 to sixty-one percent in 1920, paralleling
the growth in trained attendants.

The association prided

itself on attending seventy to eighty percent of the town's
births.

At the same time, contrary to images of rural

backwardness during this period, Brattleboro women received
the same maternal education in cleanliness and hygiene that

health departments and large urban charities sponsored.
The association's development of maternity services was

not only part of the infant health movement but also an

interlude in the passage of childbirth from the home to the

hospital between 1900 and 1930.
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For a brief period.

Brattleboro women maintained partial
control over this area
of women's sphere, even while
expert nurses participated in
its removal from the domestic arena.
Trained to "follow the
doctors orders," district nurses and
attendants reinforced
the medicalization of childbirth that
was occurring
nationwide.

Efforts to reduce the infant and maternal
death

rate coupled with the increasing specialization
of doctors
and medical practice focused attention on
traditional

childbirth practices as outdated, especially those
of urban
immigrant midwives.
In its rural formulation, the same
impulse resulted in blaming the "imprudence and ignorance"
of mothers for the "ills attending early infancy."

Native-

born women generally welcomed the improvements medical

science might deliver to ease the risk and pain of

childbirth and improve their babies' prospects for good
health.

In 1924 the BMAA purchased a maternity home for

childbearing women, as the next step on the route to the
hospital.

In the process of gaining access to improved

childbirth methods, women eventually lost control over the
birth experience.
The BMAA was a response to the specialization of health
care, available both in hospitals and through trained

nurses.

It extended the knowledge of experts and efficient

methods to low-income families who could not afford
improvements in medical care resulting from new technologies
and therapeutics.

Hospitals were in the process of evolving
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from institutions that cared for the
poor to specialized
inedical facilities for everyone.The confusion in

Brattleboro over free and paying patients
reflected this
shift, leaving poor women reluctant to
incur the stigma

of a

charity patient but unable to afford new expensive
hospital
treatments nor the cost of a private-duty graduate
nurse.

By providing trained domestic and nursing
care, the BMAA

hoped to fill the gap between new medical services,

available to upper and some middle-class households but
lacking the psychological comforts of the past, and older
forms of home care no longer considered medically adequate.
As a result, the BMAA caught the attention of the

American Hospital Association and other health professionals
who saw the organization as a model of nursing efficiency.
In 1910 Bradley participated in a committee appointed by the

AHA to study the training of nurse attendants.

Having

endorsed the BMAA system, members of the committee

recommended the formation of similar organizations with
support from local charities and mutual aid societies.

They

worried, however, that the attendant would "overstep the

boundary of her legitimate field."

These health-care

reformers understood the difficulties nurses would encounter
in the future as they attempted to maintain professional

standards and wages.

Variations on the BMAA model were

established in Detroit and Cleveland; in Boston, Bradley's
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friendship with Elizabeth Lowell Putnam spawned

a

similar

Household Nursing Association in 1912.*^
For its founders, the BMAA provided a path
to

community service and a means of elevating the
importance of
domestic skills and maternal values as a source of
civic

improvement.

Using the care of the sick as

a

rationale to

help the less fortunate, members of the BMAA, volunteers,
and nurses entered the homes of the poor.

As they provided

essential help during crises, they also educated poor women
in the health and domestic practices that they believed

would improve family life.

"A great deal of time," the 1909

BMAA report noted, "has been given in a few of the homes in
the instruction of more hygienic ways of living, in

providing and cooking nutritious and inexpensive meals.

"*^

The application of scientific management techniques to

health and housework elevated domestic management to a
source of community improvement for all.

When Bradley and

MacLeod urged a school of household training, BMAA leaders

welcomed the suggestion and hired an instructor for
in domestic science.

a class

MacLeod reported progress on the

health of "shop girls" as well and invited them to visit her
rooms for lessons in "simple living."** Believing they were

helping all women in health emergencies, members insisted
that the BMAA was not a charity organization per se but

community mutual aid society for everyone.

a

They hoped to

eliminate "sad homes" through advice about seeing the doctor
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or help finding employment and to
serve "convalescent
patients who should be cheered and helped
on until they are
again ready to take up the daily routine
of making their
living.

Nonetheless, the BMAA rested on Thompson subsidies
and
competed for funds with Thompson beneficiaries,
who received
scant relief from its maternity program."^ Dependent
upon

funding from the trust for their projects "to better
the

condition of the Town," members of the BMAA were fearful
of
losing that financial backing.

When the Society of

Seamstresses requested Augusta Wells's removal as agent for
the trust, for example, BMAA members voted to "express to
Mrs. Wells the sympathy" of the association.^' In this way,

the connection between benevolent women and the trust not

only insured that medical services were the dominant form of

charity in Brattleboro but also focused the attention of the

community on poor women's health to the neglect of their
employment problems or financial needs.
The BMAA replaced the town's informal female and

familial networks of mutual aid in illness and pregnancy

with an organized health-care service.

This reorganization

clarified class differences between women based on their
knowledge of home management and their ability to pay for

health care.

Like the urban charitable visiting nurse

associations and emerging public health agencies, the BMAA

capitalized on illness as

a

means of "bridging the gulf"

between the classes and unifying the community.

it also

achieved another goal of progressive-era
reformers by
bolstering the family through improving women's
and

children's health.- "Besides caring for the mother
and
child and other children," at a "rough place with
poor
food," a BMAA report noted, "the attendant worked
faithfully
in the home, leaving it in much better condition
than she

found it."*^ To the extent that Richards Bradley provided

the stimulus and resources for the association, he furnished

sustenance for both elite women's sense of civic duty and
poor women's need for semi-skilled work.

Many families

received help at a time when relatives and neighbors were
either absent or considered inadequate to the task.

Formalizing the health care system, however, also meant
identifying the differences among women; those who helped
and distributed knowledge appeared superior to those who

received help and needed health-care education.

Joining

domesticity and science, BMAA members sharpened their social
distance from poor women, who solicited help from

a

rational, structured system with hired experts rather than
an individual friend or patron.

Moreover, while these

services eased some of the pain of poverty, they did not

resolve the problem of women's low wages and irregular

employment
The BMAA's ability to provide alternative employment
for poor women proved less than satisfactory.

What seemed a

logical solution to health emergencies
and

a

means of

retaining control over childbirth for
middle-class women,
created additional problems for trained nurses.

The low pay

and minimal training of nurse attendants, as
the BMAA

initially provided, not only limited their self-sufficiency
but also undermined efforts to professionalize this

oversupplied occupation.

The nurse supervisor's defense of

"our attendants," whom she noted were "not displacing
the

graduate nurses" but finding their "proper place in the
community," only camouflaged her underlying concern.^" The
local problem eased somewhat after the establishment of the

Thompson School for Nurse Training in 1917, which eventually
lengthened and improved the training.

At the same time,

however, the shortage of nurses during World War
the debate over training levels to

profession.

a

I

brought

crisis within the

After the war, alternative occupations were

both more appealing and lucrative.

Within the nursing

profession, this intermediate level of training continued to

cause tension for decades, fluctuating with the rise or fall
in nursing demand.

""^

The BMAA attempted briefly to address the needs of

women in other occupations but with little success.

From

the outset, members of the BMAA's social service committee,

eight women who volunteered in the work of "helping our
neighbors," struggled to find

a
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place for themselves in

a

field rapidly becoming dominated
by experts and paid
professionals. Amy Rice, chair of the
committee and wife of
the outspoken newspaper editor
Howard Rice, led the effort
to establish a day nursery.
For two years beginning in
October 1911, the day nursery operated
for children of
mothers "who work out by the day." Limited
support for the
operation came from the Brattleboro Board of
Trade, Woman's
Club and other associations plus the fund-raising
efforts of

"volunteer helpers."

Nonetheless, it was short-lived, not

only because of funding difficulties, but perhaps
because
the approach of its organizers undermined its
purpose.

While they recognized the problem of child care, committee

members also believed that mothers became breadwinners only
under duress.

As a result, they carefully investigated each

family to determine whether the mother needed to work or was

"supporting thereby

a

man who is shirking his family

responsibilities."" A similar contradiction between the
needs of child care for wage-earning women and the

conservative maternalism of its organizers paralyzed the

contemporary national day-nursery movement.

After

Brattleboro's nursery closed, members of the social service
committee resigned themselves to providing

a

baby tent at

the annual Valley Fair and sewing baby clothes for needy

families

More in keeping with the maternalist belief that women

should not work continuously outside the home was Bradley's
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vacation house for women, also under
BMAA supervision.
Beginning in 1910, he began renting a summer
vacation house,
in Maine near his family's retreat,
for those women who
failed the sickness test but could not work
because
they

simply needed a rest.

By 1913 the trust had purchased a

house in Niantic, Connecticut, on Long Island
Sound.

A

committee of the BMAA hired the matron, the district
nurse
provided inspection, and Florence Tyler organized the
schedule of visitors.

Mary Fitts, kindergarten teacher and

head of the vacation house committee, explained that the
summer home receives "women who are worn out and discouraged
and on the verge of a breakdown, and send[s] them home

refreshed in body and spirit."^" If a woman could prove her
lack of resources, she could merit a free two-week vacation;

others paid on a variable scale from three to five dollars
per week plus transportation.

Few women paid the full rate.

Between 1914 and 1920 the trust provided vacations for

thirty to forty women per summer; approximately fifty-eight

percent of those were free.

Because poor health and

exhaustion appeared to underlie most women's problems, the
vacation house served as another "preventive agency" of the

trust."
This paternalistic solution for the care of women

proved to be Bradley's most successful project, at least
from the perspective of most poor and working-class women.
It was a model urban reformers had used to reshape young
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women's recreation through purifying and
educational stays
at seaside or country houses. ^«
Bradley's choice
of a

seaside vacation for Brattleboro women,
surrounded by the
countryside, was another indication of his
tendency to

understand their problems in urban terms.

"A little respite

from worry and struggle," a Boston reformer
claimed, could
give these women "new strength and courage, or save
them
from the nervous and physical wreckage" resulting
"when

persons of meager mental and physical endowments carry
loads

beyond their strength.

"^^

For most vacationing women, the

program supplied more rest than uplift.

Young, single,

native-born women dominated the ranks of vacationers because
Bradley had eased his restrictions on occupational
qualification; he granted vacations to nearly every woman

who claimed overwork and exhaustion.

Often friends who

worked at the overall factory or as clerks applied together,
hoping they could vacation at the same time.

For others, it

was a chance for mothers and daughters to rest together.

Only one immigrant woman refused

a

sojourn at the vacation

house because she felt uncomfortable with the native-born
group.

Cognizant that the project might "develop into

a

summer hotel proposition for half the town" and that it
"doesn't help them but merely palliate the effects," Bradley

reluctantly continued the operation anyway.

Like his

medical treatments, vacations were a means of granting wage-

earning women not only the rest but also the respectability
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they sought through participation
in recreation normally
reserved for the middle-class. As one
yearly vacationer
testified, "I think my stay at the beach
benefitted me most
of anything I have tried. I wish I
might have stayed
a

little longer it might have cured me entirely
it was so
quiet there and I enjoyed it very much."^"

Contrary to Richards Bradley's expectations, the
BMAA
did not effectively ease the poverty of poor
sewing
women.

Instead, it further medicalized their problems,
diverted

funds to the middle-class community, and drove

between elite and poor women.

a

wedge

The association often brought

the two classes of women together over health care, but it

also heightened their economic and social differences while

they competed for Thompson funds.

Although service was

available both to welfare cases, subsidized by the trust,
and to those who could afford to pay, the latter took more

advantage of it.

In 1920,

for example, only ten percent of

1,472 visits by the district nurse served nonpaying clients.
As one seamstress complained in 1919, "the Mutual Aid

Society really helps the wealthy to get help."

Some wage-

earning women received care from BMAA nurses, but many

continued to rely on relatives for help during illnesses;
they could neither afford nor did they prefer to hire BMAA
nurses.

Universally praised by town leaders, the BMAA

provided important community service, but its promotion of
women into low-paying nursing and domestic jobs bolstered

this traditional female work
while other wage-earning women
struggled to make a living. They
might appreciate a
vacation but had neither the time
nor resources to meet new
health and domestic standards. *°
The reorganization and prof
essionalization of female

care-giving in Brattleboro gave community
expression to the
medical model of poverty. While Bradley's
goal was to make

health services affordable and efficient,
benevolent women
sought a way to participate in civic improvement.
They
believed household nursing was a means of helping
poor
families and the entire community. Maximizing
Bradley's
support and resources, they solidified their own status
in
the community by connecting women's maternal and
domestic
functions to scientific expertise.

As such, the BMAA

epitomized the reform efforts of progressive-era charity
leaders by seeking to restore the home, to normalize fragile

family relations weakened by sickness, and to insure healthy

mothers and children.

This expansion of health services to

the entire community helped legitimize medical care for the

poor without the stigma associated with the charity hospital
or dispensary.

By supplying services and health education

rather than material aid to poor women, however, the

association helped define poverty in medical terms.
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Benevolent

WnTn en

and Poverty

While the ideas and resources Bradley
brought to
Brattleboro stimulated the development
of health services
and gave sustenance to middle-class
women, poverty programs
unrelated to health care waned. During
the early years
of

the BMAA, for example, members had
discussed inspecting the
poor farm, hoping to change its name to
"Town Home" and to
"bring the community into touch with the
people there. "^^
As social service work became medical care
under the

direction of nurses, however, these attempts to
modify

accommodations for the poor disappeared.

Members of the

Brattleboro Woman's Club, local WCTU and YMCA Auxiliary
directed their efforts towards broad-based civic
improvement.

With two hundred members each, the Woman's

Club and the YMCA Auxiliary served as training grounds for

activist women who turned from either Christian service or

self-culture to community improvement and women's and
children's issues in the 1910s.

Women from these groups

focused on girls' education by jointly organizing

a

Girls

Club for instruction in sewing, basketry, and cooking and

sponsoring

a

Rest Room off Main Street for girls' and young

women's meetings and activities.

A Woman's Exchange and

Woman's Enterprise Society, headquartered at the Rest Room,

functioned as an outlet for needlework and other handicraft
products.

Members of the Woman's Club spread their energies
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in many directions; the civics and
forestry committee spun
off into the Brattleboro Civic

Improvement League (BCIL)."

With its emphasis on Brattleboro' s public
appearance,
the league exemplified women's focus on civic
improvement
rather than poverty. Organized in 1909 to maintain
a

"beautiful home town," the BCIL membership included a
few

male doctors and ministers, but women dominated the
group
and directed its programs.

Its committees

-

outdoor art,

public recreation and playground, gardens, and forestry

promoted beauty, cleanliness, and sanitation.

-

Affiliated

with the American League for Civic Improvement, the BCIL

sponsored street cleaning, monitored neighborhoods for
aesthetic appearance, initiated an annual "clean-up" day,
and installed the town's second "babbling fountain."

But

the organization had difficulty attracting and keeping

members, and its effort to address garbage disposal met

resistance from village bailiffs who ignored petitions.*'
The BCIL briefly but unsuccessfully sought to help

needy families.

After sponsoring

a

community Christmas

tree, members turned to distributing gifts to poor children.

From 1915 until 1922, when the league dissolved,

neighborhood monitoring and the tree and gift distribution
became its central focus.

During the war years, members

omitted the Christmas gifts but voted "to look after needy
cases and that funds be raised to quietly cover such cases."
But receipts from community-wide canvassing mounted in the
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treasury from year to year as members
failed to implement
the program efficiently. Apparently,
in a small community
like Brattleboro, charity could no longer
be done
"in a

public way." Both elite women and aid recipients
found
public benevolence inappropriate.**

Members of the Brattleboro Associated Charities were
equally ineffective. To some extent they found themselves
caught between Richards Bradley's insistence that the

association take greater responsibility for "paupers" and
his own example of penny-pinching on direct aid.

Under the

leadership of Jane Tyler and with advice from Augusta Wells,
the organization, supported by local church funds, continued
its distribution of a "ton of coal," a "load of wood," meat,

or a coat to "deserving cases."

Its formal incorporation in

1915 had no effect on fund receipts, averaging less than
$250 annually." At the same time, Bradley continually

insisted, "that the good women of Brattleboro [would] have
to be made in some way responsible" for his undeserving

cases, or the Thompson fund would become

a

"source of

demoralization and corruption.""
While Bradley hoped the women of the Associated

Charities would take care of families he rejected as
Thompson beneficiaries, he occasionally provided the funds
to help them.

One of his clients, for example, demanded aid

from the Thompson Trust for her epileptic niece for years

before the Associated Charities finally took the case.
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But

Thompson funds supplied her with coal
and flour and even
helped replace her husband's delivery
wagon after an
accident.- Bradley's principle here was
more important
than his use of funds; he refused to
set a precedent
by

supplying aid to women he considered permanently
disabled.
Frustrated by these requests for aid and the

ineffectiveness of the Associated Charities, in 1910
Bradley
imported another expert from the city to discover
the extent
of poverty in Brattleboro and surrounding
towns.
H.K.
Estabrook, a social investigator from Boston, brought
his

experience with urban conditions and the perspective of
social reformers to his analysis of Brattleboro.

After

comparing the rise in the town's poor relief costs to that
of other towns, Estabrook failed to identify any specific

reason for the increase except "unusual circumstances and
the higher cost of food."

Noting that the community

supplied adequate public relief and private aid, he

concluded that "the poor of Brattleboro" must "depend less
on themselves and more on others."

When it came to housing

conditions, which local residents claimed were "very good,"

Estabrook found some "dilapidated" houses, "unsanitary" and

overcrowded tenements, "disreputable" neighborhoods, and
lack of privacy, all with "evil results."

Proving that

Brattleboro 's poverty had roots in immorality, Estabrook

described one tenement, where he found
recently recovered from an abortion:
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a

young woman who had

found her living with her parents, 2
parents, 2 or more younger sisters and granda brother
and her 2 children, - lo or more
persons - in 4
rooms, her mother - somewhat weak
mentally showed pride in telling that this girl,
wearing
her hair in a braid and looking 16 or
less, has
been divorced by her first and deserted
by her
second "husband;" two men, "only friends
calling "
were here, one smoking before the kitchen-fire
and the other lying on the sofa in a bed-room
;' the
mother is said to be unwilling to let a fifteenyear-old girl go to a hospital for treatment for
spinal trouble; two other girls work irregularly. a
I

'

'

As for his solutions, Estabrook suggested a
combination of
social programs and medical treatment:
not pauper aid now and then, but a campaign for
better housing, and a society to prevent cruelty
to children; a thorough medical examination of
most or all members of the family, probably long
treatment for at least the fifteen-years-old girl,
and perhaps a school for feeble-minded or a
reform-school for others; surely much patient but
discouraging work with two or three generations
who probably should not have been born.**

Neither Estabrook nor Bradley believed Brattleboro's
female volunteers could resolve these problems.

recommended

a

Estabrook

trained female social worker who could take

charge of the Associated Charities and coordinate local

services to ease the situation.

Despite his discovery that

certain businessmen thought the town had "too many social

workers," Estabrook extolled the benefits of

a

female

coordinator. "With tact and good judgment," he noted, "she

should soon win the approval of the [hospital]

superintendent and of at best most of the physicians; and
should directly accomplish much more than could the [bill]
collector.""' Rather than importing another woman, Bradley
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hired John R. Howard, a Harvard-educated
reformer with
experience in the settlement-house movement
to monitor local
agents and programs in Brattleboro and
Rhinebeck. More
importantly for Bradley, Estabrook's study
reaffirmed that
local men had neglected poverty and that
he ought "to bring
it home to the people of Brattleboro" that
the trust
"was

not a legacy for the benefit of the well-to-do
to enable
them to dispense with what in other towns is an
obligation
and to a certain extent a privilege

.

"^°

Bradley's charge to the community concealed the paradox
resulting from trust activities in Brattleboro. The advent
of the trust had initiated the rationalization of local

charitable services but it had not eliminated the need for
aid.

Charity applicants had became clients reguiring

careful investigation or patients needing doctoring or
nursing.

Benevolent women, having organized family health

services and social and educational activities for civic
improvement, no longer thought charity was appropriate.

According to Florence Tyler, secretary of the BMAA, much of
its work aimed at "doing away with indiscriminate giving in

the town."''^ Despite the new forms of activity, however,

poor women continued to apply for help, poor relief
increased, and poverty persisted.

As a result, Bradley

began blaming the men in the community for shirking their
civic duty.

His largely successful efforts with women, with

whom he established firm connections along class lines and
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around health-care issues, hardly
repeated themselves with
local men. with the exception of a
few male allies,
Bradley's wealth and upper-class sense
of noblesse oblige
distanced him from local merchants and
manufacturers seeking
improved business conditions. They accommodated
his healthcare initiatives and the activities of the
BMAA women,
but

they were not interested in improving local
social

provisions unless the Thompson Trust paid the bill.

Forging

a

"Better Brattleborn"

While Brattleboro's leading women made inroads into the

public sphere, the men who dominated local politics focused
on cooperation among community members to foster economic

development and to insure that their leadership would
prevail.

Through this vision of civic improvement, they

believed they could avoid urban problems and poverty by

cooperating to tap outside capital without letting outsiders
destroy the small-town harmony they prized.

Voters retained

the tradition of electing one selectman from the

agricultural district of the town and two, usually retailers
or manufacturers, from the village to operate local

government.

In reality, businessmen controlled town affairs

through the Brattleboro Board of Trade.

This organization

simultaneously sought development and feared "big city
interests" and state regulation; both could facilitate local

development but also reshape the town in unforseen ways.
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Civic leaders argued about the cost
of local road building,
sidewalks, and sewers, which inflated
town budgets, but they
paid little attention to poor relief
or local poverty.
As a

result, their understanding of civic
responsibility differed
from Richards Bradley's and the women of
the
BMAA.

The reorganization of the Brattleboro Board
of Trade in
May 1906 signaled a renewed local effort to
promote

"progress and prosperity" through a collaboration
among
local merchants, realtors, and entrepreneurs.
They hoped to
capitalize on the development of the Connecticut River
Power
Dam and new railroad connections to foster Brattleboro's

manufacturing potential.

With 170 members, enthusiastic

support from the editor of the Brattleboro Reformer

,

and a

majority of the business community, the board of trade
focused on outreach to potential manufacturers and lobbying
the legislature for regulation that would benefit local

business.

In addition to pressure for special railroad

routes, board members were active in seeking reduced

insurance rates and mortgage taxes and improving the credit

system for merchants.

Concern for labor was limited to an

examination of local housing for future employees.
Initially, the group collaborated with the Brattleboro

Woman's Club on the town's public appearance but quickly
decided to let the women "attend to the details.

"^"^

Meanwhile, members of the board of trade envisioned their
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organization as the "center of cooperative
effort for the
solution of any problem" confronting the
town/''

Despite outward unity over the need to shape

Brattleboro's future, tensions persisted between
the desire
to promote local business and to enlist
state authority
to

regulate "big business" funded with outside capital.

For

example, even while the board of trade positioned
the town

to benefit from the installation of electric power,

Brattleboro's legislative representative introduced

a bill

to create statewide regulation of utilities/" Shifting

alliances among local constituencies foreshadowed

breakdown of Republican hegemony.

a

At first, active town

boosters faced an old guard of traditional Republicans who
resisted the new promotional efforts because they favored
the past image of the town as the organ-manufacturing

capital and haven for wealthy summer residents.

But they

soon became less vocal than another faction of younger

progressive-minded lawyers, who did not connect their
fortunes so closely to Brattleboro, and sponsored business
regulation.

Finally, the growing influence of Irish

Catholics in local elections resulted in some success for

working-class men.

They nudged at Republican dominance with

Democratic candidates who nearly won elections for town

representative to the legislature in 1908 and 1910.

Howard

Rice of the Reformer supported these candidates by extolling
the virtues of "political purity" over "party dominance." In

1909 during the "Hottest Town Meeting
in Years," voters

elected an all new selectboard, including
John Galvin,
stove dealer, plumber and second
generation
Irishman.

a

This

uncertainty in local politics threatened to
upset

Brattleboro's much touted small -town harmony.
Topping the cooperative efforts of the Brattleboro
Board of Trade, in spring 1911 men of the
Congregational

Church launched a public campaign designed to insure

a

"Better Brattleboro" by connecting all the men of the
town
to community improvement.

Their competing vision of the

future shifted the focus from economic development to a

broad-based civic program undergirded by the "manhood of the
town."

In a series of meetings,

"Strictly for Men and

Boys," the campaign fostered the "co-operation of every man
and boy in Brattleboro" to effect "good schools, successful

business, wholesome recreation, happy homes,

churches."

[and] efficient

This program to channel male ambitions into a

future community, where "nothing shall hurt or destroy, but
in which everything shall bless and build up," presented an

alternative to the link between masculinity and competitive
politics and business embodied in the activities of the
board of trade.
As a church-sponsored program, within the seat of

female influence, the "Better Brattleboro" campaign struck

chord with local men.

Yet, once again,

it was Richards

Bradley's intervention that provided the catalyst.
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His new

a

agent John R. Howard, who hoped to develop
social programs
to prevent poverty, organized local
church men and brought
Rev. Frank Dyer of Chicago,
evangelical leader of
the

Congregational Brotherhood, to Brattleboro.

Closely

connected with the social gospel movement and the
boys' work
of the YMCA, the Congregational Brotherhood
sought
to

revitalize churches by fostering the development of

Christian leadership among young men and boys." It
also
echoed the budding Rural Church Movement led by reformers
who desired to improve country life through community
cooperation, consolidation of churches, and Christian social
service.'" with five hundred brotherhoods in the midwest,

the Congregational Brotherhood offered men ways to connect

Bible study, evangelism, and social work with

masculinity. "
In

Brattleboro, men active in local churches and the

high school principal adopted the program swiftly because it
met their immediate goals of unity and male uplilt.

Men

needed a replacement for the local chapter of the YMCA,

a

Baptist-led group, which had dissolved in 1907, although its
large women's auxiliary continued unabated.

Concern about

disciplining high school boys led Howard Rice of the

Reformer to suggest that "fathers have not given their boys
their serious personal attention.""" Revital izati on

ol

women's church societies in the 1890s and women's entrance
into civic improvement had increased female influence

throughout the comn^unity.

More importantly, men sought

a

renewal of their own sense of
masculine leadership,
threatened by shifting political
alignments, "big city
interests," and cries of political
corruption."- The appeal
to "true manhood" enlisted a broad
constituency, including
members of the board of trade, former
YMCA directors,
prominent judges and politicians, and
doctors as well.

George

Dunham, who took the lead in conjunction
with the
congregational minister, was also a director
of the board of
trade, a hospital trustee, and prominent
shoe retailer.
L.

The "platform" of the campaign welcomed all
working men
and stressed "high private and public morals."

it

proclaimed that business prosperity meant "service of the
many rather than the profit of the few" and opportunities

to

work for "reasonable hours, a living wage ...[and] the

wisest restriction of child labor."

An ideal community, the

platform averred, avoided "class spirit" and provided
"public inspection, securing pure food, pure water, proper

sanitation, and hygienic housing."

In line with this reform

program, local men formed investigative committees to survey
schools, churches, and recreation and to solicit both the

"workingmen" and the "business and professional" men in a

cooperative effort that would touch "every home and public
place" and "every man and boy in Brattleboro

.

"

In a week of

meetings, 550 local men and boys heard Frank Dyer lecture on
a

variety of uplifting topics, including "The Battle for

Brotherhood,

rhe Measure of a Man and tho
Measure of

City," and "The World's imperial
Man."

program represented

a

a

Conciudinq that the

"new approach to the manhood ol
tho

community," participants resolved to
establish a permanent
Better Brattleboro League and to
construct a community boys'
club.""

This effort to reshape masculinity and
to equate male
leadership with both the town's future and
the "progressive
spirit" was rooted in men's unease about
changing economic
and social conditions coupled with their
desire to appear
"up-to-date.""' In the ten years since 1900, the
village

population had grown by 23 percent and optimism about
economic development prevailed among business leaders.

Yet

the town was vulnerable to electric power and railroad

monopolies, and it was not clear whether relations with

working-class men would remain harmonious.

The number of

foreign-born residents increased proportionally with the
increase in population and included mostly Swedish and

French Canadian immigrants."" The Better Brattleboro
campaign was an attempt to avoid the kind of class and
ethnic conflict that had disrupted larger communities in Now
England.

Prospects for

a

growing working-class appeared

likely in 1911 with the construction of Ft. Dummer Mills,

textile company.

At the same time, middle-class women in

voluntary societies were increasingly active,

challenging men, at least asserting
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a

if

not

role in public

a

affairs.

Cooperation among men was

a

means of reasserting

male leadership and redefining the
ideal, strife-free
community.
The cooperative spirit resulting from
the Better
Brattleboro campaign was its major achievement.
Men raised
money for a boys' club, studied population,
housing, and
women's employment, and entertained a visit from
Florence

Kelley of the National Consumers' League, but
little
else.«^ Kelley's recommendation for local
minimum wage

boards went far beyond the goals of the campaign.

With the

exception of housing for the new textile workers,

Brattleboro 's new housing remained out of reach for poor
families."* The campaign dovetailed with the development of

local amusements, however, which also fostered community

cohesion.

With the formation of the Twin State Baseball

League in 1911 and the construction of

a

baseball

grandstand, dance and boating pavilion, and movie hall on

Island Park in the Connecticut River, Brattleboro outpaced

other progressive communities.

The island's success peaked

with the Brattleboro Pageant of June 1912.

Organized and

sponsored by the board of trade to raise money for a public
playground, the pageant created community solidarity through
a combination of nostalgia for the town's pioneers and a

welcome to its Swedish immigrants.®^
This community spirit and the equation of progressivism

with the promotion of Brattleboro helped align voters with
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progressive politicians in state elections.
effort to maintain local control against

As part of the

the centralizing

trend in state government, in 1912
"progressive" Republicans
from industrializing towns like Brattleboro
called for clean
government and reform of the caucus system to
contest new
tax mandates and the dominance of small-town,
agricultural

interests in the Vermont Legislature."" Howard Rice
of the

Bratt l gbQro Reformer resigned from the town Republican

committee and supported progressive candidates.

Support for

the Progressive Party was strongest for state candidates
who

appeared to serve local interests.

Brattleboro s Ernest
'

W.

Gibson, former legislative representative, state senator and
judge, made an unsuccessful bid for Congress in 1912 on a

platform emphasizing the direct primary, an end to

corruption

in

politics, and state protection for both

agricultural and business interests."" Brattleboro voters

backed the Progressive Party in the statewide campaign of
1912 but remained committed to Taft.

After the Vermont

Republican leadership adopted political reforms and the
direct primary replaced the party caucus system in 1915,

Brattleboro gained influence in the state legislature; with
the largest population in Windham County, the town was able
to dominate the election of county representatives to the

state senate.'"
As evidenced in their politics, the "progressive

spirit" of most civic leaders in Brattleboro was largely

designed to improve the town's business
climate and to
bolster the political and economic
prospects of its leading
men.- They supported social reform when
it paralleled
these goals.

Brattleboro

'

s

self-appointed label as one of

the "most progressive" places in Vermont
was largely based
on its ability to attract business and to
maintain a vibrant
civic life. To that end, voters were willing
to provide

financial support for a new railroad station and
local tax
abatements to attract small manufacturing firms.''

Progressive politics meant achieving influence in the
state
legislature to capture the state's regulatory authority to

benefit Brattleboro.

These cooperative efforts and the

moral uplift fostered through the Better Brattleboro

campaign represented men's efforts at civic improvement.'^
For the most part, they paralleled the efforts of middle-

class women; neither group addressed poverty directly.

Public Relief and Medical Care

While leading men implemented this vision of community
improvement, they neglected the poor relief system.

At a

time when national reformers, from advocates of workmen's

compensation laws to promoters of social security, health
insurance, and mothers' pensions, were alerting the public
to poor social conditions, most of Brattleboro' s middle-

class residents believed poverty was an urban problem."*
Indeed, the contrast between Brattleboro 's rural ambiance
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and the degradation of urban America
was one of its
promoters' chief selling points. While
local women
developed health-care programs with the
support of the

Thompson Trust, the male-run poor relief system
remained
relatively unchanged from that of the early
nineteenth
century.
Local attitudes toward the poor retained
the

moralism and cost-saving emphasis of the past, which
fostered resistance to expanded relief.

Meanwhile, the

stimulation of the Thompson Trust and the development of
state institutions began to reshape public relief.

During the 1910s, taxpayers spent more on poor relief
than they had in the previous decade.

Overseer Julius

Stockwell, who had continued to favor sending paupers to the

town farm where he supplied groceries, kept expenses outside
the farm low through 1909.

Under a new administrator, in

1910 per capita poor relief jumped from $.42 to $.55." In

the ensuing ten years town budgets rose 25 percent, while
per capita poor relief rose 50 percent to $.83.

On an

inflation-adjusted basis, however, per capita expense was
only $.37 by 1920, less than the pre-1910 level.'" Despite
this distortion, poor relief represented a greater

proportion of taxpayers' costs (not including schools), from
a

yearly average of 7.5 percent in the first decade to 12.2

percent between 1910 and 1920.

Outside aid increased

sharply, although the new overseer also installed

improvements at the town farm.

Whereas the poor farm had

absorbed close to 60 percent of poor
relief under Stockwell,
it accounted for an average of
45 percent of expenses
between 1910 and 1919. (See Appendix, Fig.
l)

Use of the hospital, nurses, and ultimately
new

expectations of health care helped drive expenses
upward.
Doctors fees, hospital charges, medicine, and home

care rose

from an average of 13 percent of poor relief
between 1900

and 1910 to 22 percent of public relief in the
second
decade.

Until 1907 the town supplied medical care through

a

doctor on contract with the overseer; medicine comprised the
largest share of medical costs.

Other doctors simply

treated poor patients for whatever patients could pay.

But

the presence of the Thompson fund and the opening of the

hospital gradually changed doctors' attitude toward poor
patients.

Nearly all the doctors in town were associated

with the hospital, but they resisted charity service at the
new institution, not only because it did not pay but also
for fear of losing their patients to the "doctor on duty."
In frustration with this situation, in 1906 doctors agreed

to charge all patients a fair price and refused to contract

with the overseer.

Physicians tried to admit potential

Thompson beneficiaries to the hospital as private patients
so they could continue to bill them and receive

reimbursement from the trust.

As noted above, doctors'

expectations that the trust would provide services for poor
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women conflicted with Richards Bradley's
assumption that the
hospital would serve poor women for free.'^
By the 1910s, doctors' fees outstripped
other medical

costs for poor relief.

in 1905,

for example, the overseer

of the poor paid Dr. H. L. Waterman a salary
of $50 for the

year; ten years later the overseer paid ten
different

doctors a total of $539 in fees.

While doctors began

competing for poor patients, ironically, Bradley compelled
them into contract service for Thompson beneficiaries.

The

Brattleboro Memorial Hospital, followed by the smaller
Melrose Hospital, continued to serve "free" patients, but
these institutions also began charging the overseer

a

dollar

a day for "town" cases in addition to operating and

ambulance fees.

In 1917, one man stayed seven weeks and a

day in the hospital; the town paid for the operating room,

anesthesia, medicine, and doctors fees, totaling $212.'"
In addition to doctor-managed services, the town

overseer began paying women, either trained or informal
nurses, for health care.

After 1905 local women, and

a

few

men, began receiving payment for "care" as distinguished

from board.

Ellen Mundell, for example, received $43.15 for

care of one poor case and $12.25 for boarding another in
1910.

In addition, the overseer paid the BMAA for nursing

services.

In 1918 during the flu epidemic, the BMAA

operated an emergency hospital, and the town shouldered over
70 percent of the cost.'' To some extent, the town's

support of female care-giving matched
Bradley's efforts to
professionalize women's domestic duties. The
overseer even
paid a few women to care for relatives.
Cornelia Normandin,
a local milliner, began
receiving public support for
her

"neurasthenic" sister in 1918, amounting to over
three
hundred dollars annually.- if civic leaders
expected that
the Thompson fund would carry the burden of
poor women,

they

had not anticipated the extent to which the
legacy would

stimulate the cost of public relief.
While the fund covered medical expenses for needy
women, the expansion of health care in Brattleboro meant

that public relief continued to favor men over women.

Between 1900 and 1920, the cost per client averaged about
the same for men and women and a nearly equal percentage of

men (48 percent) and women (46 percent) received some
medical services.

But 41 percent more men than women

received help, and medical costs per man were 23 percent
higher.

(Table 0)

The town spent more on men because they tended to

receive institutional care, either at the town larm, in
hospitals, or at the Brattleboro Retreat; the women who

applied more often received less expensive home care.'"'
Men predominated as recipients of public relief in the rural

counties of Vermont, but in the state's largest cities,

overseers were beginning to aid more women.""
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Table

6

Non-Farm Poor Relief
Brattleboro, 1900-1920

No.

receiving aid

Per capita expense

Men

»'( V-/ 111 viz 1 1

357

253

$71 32

$69 35

171

117

$38 98

$31 68

.

No.

receiving medical aid
Per capita medical aid

.

.

Source: Town of Brattleboro, Minual_Reports

.

,

1901-1921

The Thompson fund, which had elevated the level of

health care in the community with its alternatives for
women, cushioned Brattleboro

'

s

taxpayers against rising

costs, but it also stimulated changes in the structure of

public relief.

Richards Bradley's support of the hospital,

his insistence that women take care of women and that the

community pay for their services provided an alternative to
the male-run, and often unfriendly, poor relief system.

Many women received comparable care directly from the
Thompson fund and had the option of applying for aid without
incurring the stigma of public relief.

The Brattleboro

Memorial hospital treated more women than men because

Thompson money supported free patients.'"^ These private
initiatives, however, increased the cost of public relief,
and by expanding medical services improved the system for

men as well.

Because it was difficult to deny adeguate
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health care even to paupers, taxpayers
funded the increase
without public debate.

Brattleboro voters expressed little change in
attitude
toward poor relief, even while expenses rose.

Instead, men

argued about outlays for road building, sewers,
sidewalk
construction, and bonding for a new railroad station,
whose
costs dwarfed relief .^"^ Concern about increased
poor
relief costs surfaced briefly after the dramatic
rise of
1910.

In his 1911 report, the overseer of the poor blamed

the "destitution in families, sickness, deaths, quarantine

cases," and costs at the Retreat for overspending.

At the

same time, he praised the "good work" of the BMAA "in

assisting the needy.

"^°^

Then he resigned and selectmen

assumed the job after voters failed to agree on

a

new

overseer, perhaps because one of the nominations was a local
doctor.

The next year selectmen hoped to elect a man

with "good business ability" and investigative skills to
prevent the "town from being imposed upon."

Accordingly,

the new overseer, retired farmer Oscar T. Ware, weeded the

undeserving from town expense and charged paupers to other
towns whenever he could.

"There has not been so many so-

called 'floaters' who have asked for help," he noted in
1914,

"as nearly all of those who have applied

unworthy

"^""^
.

I

have found

By the end of the decade, after war-time

inflation and the 1918 flu epidemic appeared to increase
expenses dramatically, the town elected a woman overseer;
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the passage of municipal suffrage for
women in 1917 may have
boosted her election. Carrie Hamilton, an
ice-dealer and
wife of a local doctor, had experience in
a variety of

female charitable enterprises.

She reaped praise for her

"efficient" management and offered to provide for
the poor
while minimizing town expense.
By that time, however,
the state had assumed greater responsibility for
dependents.

After 1915, state efforts to reform the welfare system
began to erode local decision-making and established new
ways to distinguish worthy clients.

With only three cities

of ten to twenty thousand, Vermont had not faced the

problems of the poor until the activism of outside reformers

brought urban experience and initiatives to the attention of
the legislature.

In the first survey of poor relief in

1916, Norwich University sociologist K.R.B. Flint

recommended a state system in which "proper classification
of dependents" would become the "corner stone" of a modern

poor law.

With a combination of moralism and efficiency

characteristic of progressive reformers, he advocated
improved publicity and reporting to avoid further
pauperization, segregation of permanent dependents into

appropriate institutions, and

a

houses and to oversee charities.

state board to inspect poor
Widows, orphans, and

fatherless children received characteristic sympathy.
"There are good moral reasons," Flint asserted, "why the
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widowed mother should be not only
permitted but encouraged
to maintain the family fireside."
Flint hoped to remove the
"TAINT OF PAUPERISM" from these "temporary
dependents" and
to preserve family life with a shared
system of health
insurance and public works for unemployed
breadwinners
While these latter, more radical proposals,
were ignored, in
1917 the legislature established the Vermont state
Board of

Charities and Probation to oversee welfare."^
The creation of new state authority over public
welfare

reflected the centralizing trend in state government and
the
national child welfare movement as well. Two years earlier

Vermont had adopted sweeping changes in school
administration in an overall effort to keep pace with
national school reform.

In a parallel move, the legislature

responded to the efforts of the Vermont Conference of Social
Work, which brought together big city reformers, health

activists, and social workers from around the state, to

revise its welfare system.

Like the movement nationwide,

the Vermont Conference of Social Work, focused on the

"neglected" child as a means of saving the family."' This

perspective, which dominated the leaders of the U.S.

Children's Bureau and the National Conference of Charities
and Corrections, stemmed from a collaboration among

maternalists

,

health reformers, and child labor activists.

By focusing on the needs of infants and young children,

reformers hoped to address the problems families faced under
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local funds of two dollars per week
per child as a
supplement for widows or deserted mothers.

The state's interest in child welfare work
and the

classification of other dependents encroached upon
local
control, but these initiatives also lightened
the burden of
town relief, with its telling combination of authority

over

the poor and criminals, the Vermont Board of
Charities and

Probation sought to normalize poor families.

In the name of

child saving, the Vermont board inspected poor farms and

removed children, which spread to investigation of "immoral"
homes and "baby farms."

In other cases, the board assumed

guardianship over neglected children, while blaming single
mothers, the "common prostitute," and non-supporting fathers
for the destitution of children.

Because it also supervised

men charged with non-support, the board relieved local

selectmen from prosecuting these failed breadwinners and

controlled the collection of family maintenance."^ In
Brattleboro the overseer continued to house "temporary
dependents" at the Brattleboro Retreat and also sent newly

classified "defectives" to other Vermont institutions,
including the Vermont State School for the Feeble-Minded
the State Hospital at Waterbury, and private orphanages.

State institutions required local support for clothing and

transportation only, while towns continued to provide
partial support for children at orphanages."^
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overall, Brattleboro benefitted from
the new system;
the state paid the bulk of the costs
and Brattleboro 's

institutions flourished.

The number of inmates at the

Brattleboro Retreat doubled from its 1900 level,
resulting
in full utilization of its facilities
and employment of

nurses and servants.

In 1910 the legislature also provided

partial funding for Brattleboro's Austine Institute
for
"deaf and dumb children.

On balance, the town was on

the receiving end of state policy.

Even the impact of

mothers' aid, which held the potential for significantly

higher poor relief expense, remained limited.

Designed as

a

supplement, the aid was typically added to allocations for

groceries and fuel.

For some deserving widows, aid

increased markedly, but only a few women qualified.

Two

widows began receiving mothers' aid in Brattleboro in 1920;
they were the only women in Brattleboro who received
mothers' aid before the Depression
To say that local men accepted these changes in

Brattleboro's welfare system is not to imply that they

welcomed the erosion of local control that came with outside
funding and the growth of women's influence in public
affairs.

By supporting the participation of local women in

the development of health-care programs, Richards Bradley
and Thompson monies had bolstered women's role in

Brattleboro's civic life.

Both Bradley and state officials

brought experts from outside to examine local conditions.

and to a considerable extent their
focus on children stemmed
from the efforts of maternalist
reformers at the national
level.

Leading men tolerated these efforts because
the
welfare reform movement did not increase town
budgets
significantly; the goal of normalizing families
at state
expense effectively lightened community burdens.
in effect
the goals of the Brattleboro Board of Trade,
the BMAA,
and

state reformers were similar, but the pathways
to reform

were gendered.

The elevation of the maternalist approach to

social reform helped upset the balance of power between
town
and state, men and women, and threatened to erode the

ability of local men to shape their community.

These

frustrations, most clearly visible in a series of conflicts

over public health, eventually led Brattleboro s male
'

leaders to challenge Bradley's operation of the Thompson
Trust.
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Mary T. Aldis, 23 March 1908, box 17, fl. 328. Bradley
9.
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tHT,Tol

"T.'fl".

^35,"i""-P°li- in. R«B to AAB,

4

February

For Putnam's maternalism and her prenatal
work s^f^
"^^^ Paradox'^of ^Ma^ernauimf'
Elizabeth
E??^abe^f Lowell
Low^?? Putnam
f.^^" and the American Welfare
State "
g^"^^^,^"^^^^^y 4 (Autumn 1992): 364-386. For comparative
perspectives on maternalism, see Seth Koven and
Sonya
Michel, eds.. Mothers of a New World: Mat^rnaiist
Pnlitir-c.
Welfar^e^tates (New York: Routledge,
?Sq-.^
1993), M^Vn'^^T^.^^
Molly Ladd-Taylor, Mother-Work: Women, C hild WpI f ^r^
and the State, 1890-1930 (Urbana and Chicago:
University of'
Chicago Press, 1994). For the radical implications
of
maternalism, see Theda Skocpol Protectinn Soldiers anri
Mothers: Th e Po lit cal Origins of Social Policy in th^
United States (Cambridge: Harvard University Press,
1992),
Pt. 3, esp. 522-524. For its class implications,
see Linda
Pitied But Not Enti tled: Single Mothers and the
History of Welfare (New York: Free Press, 1994), 55-56.
10.

,

i

"An Account of the Women's Municipal League of
Boston As Given at the First Public Meeting, January 20,
1909," box 4, fl. 51; RMB to ELP 3 December 1909, box 5,
fl. 71, Elizabeth Lowell Putnam Papers, Schlesinger Library;
AAB to Mary T. Aldis, 23 March 1908, box 17, fl. 328,
Bradley Family Papers. For the infant deaths, see Michel
and Rosen, "Paradox of Maternalism," 368; AAB to Mary T.
Aldis, 22 February 1900, box 17, fl. 328; ELP to AAB,
[1901], box 16, fl. 324, Bradley Family Papers.
11.

,

12. RMB to AAB,

14 November 1906,

Bradley Family Papers.

Box 19, fl. 376,

BMAA, Annual Report March 1, 1909, 1-5; quote on
Bradley is not identified as the author of this section
2.
of the report, but the language is unmistakably his.
The
germ of his plan to provide nursing for poor, but
independent families also appears in letters to his wife.
See RMB to AAB, 4 February 1901?, Box 19, fl. 374; 14
November 1906, Box 19, fl. 376, Bradley Family Papers.
13.

,

14.

BMAA, Annual Report

,

October 1909, 4-5.

15.

BMAA, Annual Report

.

March

1

1909, 5.

BMAA, Annual Report 1909, 5; Minute Book, March
1907-December 1910, TTP; The Brattleboro Mutual Aid
Association. 1907-1982; The First Seventy-Five Years of
Community Service [Brattleboro, Vt.: the Association, 1982],
16.

.

9.
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^io^^"?® Tyler was the widow of George W. Tyler
playwright Royall Tyle? of early
^"""^^
lratt?^H
^^^ghter Faith and niece, Helen Tyler
R^^own
? ^^.^^^J^^d
^^""f
the BMAA at times.
See Mary R
r^H^^'
-'
'^^^
(Brattleboro, Vt.:
E
t?;^^^v.''^1922),
^""^t^^ 2:
E. L. ^H
Hildreth,
925, 940.
rrr-.nHo

'

^

•

T

f

'

-

breakdown of 1920 members in addition to Cabot,
Tvl^r-^^;J^S
follows: wives of professionals, 8
lllfl'
t
manufacturers, 3; storeowner/managers, 3; clerks,
professionals 6. Those with business connections 5; female
included:
Mrs. Mary Montgomery, wife of the secretary
of a chair
manufacturing company, Mrs. Annie Brown, whose husband
part-owner and manager of Hooker, Corser, and Mitchell, was
Mrs
Florence Estey, wife of the president of Estey Organ
Co.
See BMAA, Annual Report, 1920; Brattleboro Directnr i^c,
1914, 1920.

19. "Constitution and By-Laws," in BMAA, Annual Rep ort
1909, 16.

^

20.

BMAA Minute Book, 24 May 1907, TTP.

21. M.R.

Cabot, n.d.

,

Thompson Trust Scrapbook.

BMAA, Annual Report, 1909, 12; BMAA Minute Book,
1907-08; quote from 9 March 1908.
22.

23.

BMAA Minute Book,

4

June 1907,

8

February, 12 April, 15 May

October 1908.
24.

BMAA Minute Book,

1909.

8

February 1909

12

BMAA, Annual Report 19 12, 6; BMAA Minute Book, 13
February 1911.
Initially the ho spital trained its own
nurses, using trainees as its ch ief supply of labor, and
supervised the district nurse,
In 1911 it relinquished any
control over nursing outside the hospital but continued its
own three-year program, eventual ly sending trainees to
larger, affiliated hospitals for part of their nursing
education. (Brattleboro Memorial Hospital, Annual Report
1908, 1912-1913.)
25.

,

,

RMB to John Howard, 6 October 1911, #1879, Thompson
Trust Case Records (TTCR). The first business to offer
nursing service. Metropolitan Life Insurance began paying
the cost of nurse visits in an effort to reduce mortality
rates.
See Bates, Bargaining for Life 246; Diane Hamilton,
"The Cost of Caring: The Metropolitan Life Insurance
Company's Visiting Nurse Service, 1909-1953," Bulletin of
the History of Medicine 63 (Fall 1989): 414-434.
26.

,
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27.

BMAA Minute Book, 11 April 1910.

28.

BMAA, Annual

Rf^p m-i^

1910, 6.

29. Augusta Wells, to RMB,

6

January 1910, #1802, TTCR

Annual Report, 1912,

8;

1920,

8;

guote on 10

trust's support jumped from $502 to
$6,635 from 1910 to 1920.
Eaves and Associates, A Legacy to Waae-K^rnin See Lucille
a
g women
Survey of Gainfully Em ploy e d W om en of Rr^^ti- eboro
VPrmnniand of Relief Which They H av e R eceived Fr om the Thnm^c
Thompson Trust (Boston: Women's Educational and
Industrial
union, 1925), 57.
Published BMAA budgets are unclear with
regard to trust contributions. The 1920 report
indicates
revenues of $9,514 from fees and $7,940 from "contributions"
with total operating expenses of $19,796. During the
decade
the trust covered at least 40% of annual expenses,
excluding
the salary of the district nurse.
-^^^^
/,'7?^'-i"
$5,474; It averaged

r

.

32.

BMAA, Annual Report

,

1909, 6.

33. AG to Sophia Stedman,

#1927, TTCR.

34.

#1954, TTCR.

35.

BMAA Minute Book, 1907-1908; quote from 11 May

36.

BMAA, Annual Report

1908.

,

1909, 6.

See for example, Meckel, Save the Babies chap
6; Klaus, Every Child A Lion
70-78.
Klaus notes that
visiting nurses were the bedrock of the infant health
movement in the U.S.
37.

.

4-

,

38. RMB to ELP,

16 December 1909, ELP Papers.
Putnam hired MacLeod as a consultant in 1911, when MacLeod
was still spending two-thirds of her time in Brattleboro.
3,

Putnam and Bradley also shared an antipathy to charity and
concern for those of "moderate means." Putnam hoped the
prenatal clinic and associated maternity services would
become self-supporting much like the BMAA. (Michel and
Rosen, "Paradox of Maternalism, " 370-372.)
39. BMAA Minute Book, 1908-1909; BMAA, Annual Report
1910, 10; 1919, 4; 1920, 7.

,

BMAA, Annual Report 1912, 4. For changes in
childbirth, see Judith Walzer Leavitt, Brought to Bed:
Childbirth in America. 1750-1950 (New York: Oxford, 1986),
40.

,
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a

171-195; Richard W. Wertz and Dorothy C.
Wertz, Lvina- InHistory of Childbi rth in A iuerin., Fvp .n^ed
Edi^^^^rLj^
Haven; Yale University Press. 2nd ed.
1989), 132- 17
Meckel, Save the RahjPs, 172-177;
FraAces
American Midwife Controversy: A Crisis of E Kobrin "The
women and Health in A^.r-in. ed.
Tn^^fH^i°?^^^^^^^°"'"
Judith
Walzer Leavitt (Madison, Wis.: University
of
Wisconsin Press, 1984), 318-325.
.

^^^^^vol^tion of hospitals and nursing during
thP nli.'oH
Charles E. Rosenberg, The Care of .ctr-.n^o;..
Tul Rise
R?^^ of
o; Americanos Hosp ital gyc^on, (kw.,
The
y-rl- nn-jr
Books 1987), 212-261, 341-347; Paul Starr,
The Social
°^ American Medicine (New York: Basic Books,
TQQo^
1982)
145-179; David Rosner, A Once Charitable Enterprise:
Hospitals and Health Care in Brooklyn and New York irrr191^ (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1982); Reverbv
Ordered to Care 121-158.
,

^

42. BMAA, Annual Report, 1910, 26-28; quote on 27
Boston Household Nursing Association, Box 11, fl.
203, ELP
Papers; Sickness in Dutchess County. New York. Its Extent.
Care and Prevention (New York: State Charities Aid
Association, 1915), 78-79; Blanche Swainhardt, "The
Supervised Attendant Service," typescript, TTP; "Organized
Neighborhood Nursing," Public Health Nursing Ouarterlv (Jan

1917): 8-18.
43.

BMAA, Annual Report

,

1909, 11.

BMAA Minute Book, 9 January 1911; 10 May 1909. For
the domestic science movement, see Nancy Woloch, Women and
the American Ex perience (New York: Knopf, 1984), 293-298;
Paula Baker, The Moral Frameworks of Public Life: Gender,
Politics, and t he State in Rural New York. 1870-1930 (New
York: Oxford, 1991), 150-154; Barbara Ehrenreich and Deirdre
English, For Her Own Good: 150 Years of Experts' Advice to
Women (Garden City, N.Y.: Anchor Press, 1978), 141-159.
44.

45. BMAA, Annual Report

.

1909, 11.

46. Trust support for the BMAA grew from $400 in 1907
to $7,405 in 1919, compared to the increase in direct aid

from $4,546 to $10,758. See Eaves, Legacy to Wage-Earning
Women 57
,

47. BMAA Minute Book,

13 April,

48. Reverby, Ordered to Care

Babies

.

49.

14 September 1908.

109-110; Meckel, Save the
79-80, 121-122; McCarthy, Noblesse Oblige 125-136.
.

,

BMAA, Annual Report

.

1909, 7.
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50.

BMAA, Annual Rep nr-h
^

1912,

4

See Reverby, Ordered to tp^t-^ 160-198.
For an
'^^^ ^ ^^^sing standpoint and ?L
threat
?hrearto\h'
to the professional standing of nurses
see Allon
Peebles and Valeria D. McDermott,
LrsinaJJSiiSTi^
Br attleboro. Vermont: A .st iiH of the
Medin al Activities of
the Thom as Thompson Trust With an
Evaluation
Program (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, of the Nursim
1932), 42-43
51.

,

^MAA, Annual Rep ort, 1911-1914, quote from
1911
nr-.^J^L
Brattleboro Mutua l Aid Association lo.

6;

,

BMAA, Annual Report, 1914-1915, 1918.
nursery movement, see Sonya Michel, "The Limits For the davof
Maternalism: Policies Toward American Wage-Earning
Mothers
During the Progressive Era," in Mothers of a New World
eds.
"
Koven and Michel, 280-292.
53.

,

54.

BMAA, Annual Report

,

1914,

10.

Sophia Stedman, Vacation File, TTCR; Eaves, Legacy
to Waqe-Earninq Women, 57, 67-70.
Between 1914 and 1921
annual expenses of the vacation house approximated
$1,400.
55.

Kathy Peiss, Cheap Amusements; Working Women and
Leisure in Turn-of -the-Centurv New York (Philadelphia:
Temple University Press, 1986), 164-167. Linda Gordon
suggests the only distinction between paternalism and
maternalism resided in maternalism' s ability to subvert male
power.
See Gordon, Pitied But Not Entitled 55.
56.

,

57.

Eaves, Legacy to Wage-Earning Women

.

69.

Sophia Stedman to RMB, 31 October 1912, #1795,
The client who refused a vacation appears in #1540,

58.

TTCR.
TTCR.

BMAA, Annual Report 1920, 9; Boston Daily Globe
August, 1919, Thompson Trust Scrapbook, TTP; Eaves, Legacy
to Wage-Earning Women 104-107.
59.

.

,

9

.

For the effort to properly domesticate working and
poor women through a visiting nursing association in
Chicago, see McCarthy, Noblesse Oblige 132-136.
60.

.

BMAA Minute Book, 13 April 1908 to
quotes from 13 April, 11 May 1908.
61.

9

November 1908;

"The Brattleboro Woman's Club," [1910?],
Typescript, Brooks Library, Brattleboro, Vermont;
62.
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Brattlehoro Reformor 12 June 1908, 14
May J-^uy,
1909- Brattl^hnr-n
aratitleborn
£i£ectories, 1908-1920.
,

improvement League, Record Book,
1909-!921^'"?TP^^^no^i-o''''^
Doctors in the group included Henry Holton
T
iy^^li
r
^^^ttleboro Retreat, and Fremont
Hamnton other
Hamilton,
n^h" °hdoctors were represented
by their wives.

'

BCIL, Record Book, 1915-1921. Mary Fitts
who
^^""^
^^^''P "''^ °^
Woman's
Club
and had
h^^H^H^ii^
service committee of the BMAA, lead the
rh^?^^.,^
campaign.
In 1922, the fund amounted to
of ^tl
$878.19 was used to buy shoes, clothing
and gi;ss4s
64.

,

^^^^ities of Brattleboro, Record Book,
191 R ?Q;n^^c°''i^^^o
1915-1958,
Sophia Smith Collection, Smith College
Northampton, Mass.; Brattleboro Reformer 28? February
1915.
^

66.

RMB to Sophia Stedman

,

9

May 1908, #1712, TTCR.

67. #1607, TTCR.
The trust also provided aid through
the Associated Charities in other cases: #1757 #1967
#1870.
'

H.K. Estabrook,
Other Towns," TTP.
68.

69.

'

"Public relief in Brattleboro and

Estabrook, "Public relief."

70. RMB to Augusta Wells,

29 May 1913, #1607, TTCR.
For Howard, see Brattleboro Reformer 15 July 1910. Howard
moved to Northfield, Massachusetts, just south of
Brattleboro, where he could monitor events but stay somewhat
aloof from the community.
,

71.

BMAA Minute Book,

72.

Vermont Phoenix

,

9

May 1910.

12 April 1907.

Brattleboro Vermont: A Prosperous New England Town
(Brattleboro, Vt.: Board of Trade, 1915?), 23.
73

.

74. Winston Allen Flint, The Progressive Movement in

Vermont (Washington, D.C.: American Council on Public
Affairs, 1941.), 50-51.
For ambiguity in rural responses to
progressivism, see Paula Baker, The Moral Frameworks of
Public Life: Gender. Politics, and the State in Rural New
York. 1870-1930 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1991),
119-140.
Baker stresses rural men's turn to state
government to resolve local problems.
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September,

6,

13 November

^eOionLJaienix S^March
?9irialv
Galvmn''ff°H"
faced censure from proqressivp
,

"^'^^^^
E^^^^t w/c^bson! for
^^^^^
atte^ii"^^"^; collect back
taxes from Hooker, Corner and
Mi^nh^?t''^^°
Mitchell,
the overall manufacturer.
Desoite sunnnr^'f^^S

Republican, Herbert G 17111,
a^yer
?o?mer%""'°""-"'"^"^
^^P^esentative and future state senator voters'
l^Z l H°i!'' ^^^^^'^
^^f'^v.^'^

" ^^f^rmPr

y ear?

,

^^l^i" concluded, "I'm done
17 February 1911) He died later that

g^""'" Reformer, 13 January, lo, 17 March
11 November 1910; 13 ^^"^^ry
January i9ii,
1911.

^^^^HPhoen ix,
1911 •^vlr^e^^"^0"t
lit
"The Better
'

Brattleboro Campaign," TTP.

Brattleboro Reformer
_
T"^E^2^,

November 1910; Vermon t
Frank Dyer was president
Congregational Brotherhood Committee of the National of the
Council
of Congregational Churches. See National
Council of the
Congregational Churches of the United States, Minutes,
1907.
,

4

11 November 1910.

^^^i^^"' "Reformers and the Rural Church,
iQnn ^o;n'^n"'^^
1900-1950,"
Journal of American History (Dec. 1986): 645668; Merwin Swanson, "The 'Country Life Movement' and
the
American Churches," Church History (Sept. 1977): 358-373;
Hal S. Barron, Those Wh o Staved Behind: Rural Society in'
Ninetee nth-Centurv New Eng land (New York: Cambridge
University Press, 1984), 41-50; Baker, Moral Frameworks
127-130; Emilia E. Martinez-Brawley ed. Pioneer Efforts in
Rural Social Welfare: Fi r sthand Views Since 1908 (University
Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1980); William L.
Bowers, The Cou ntry Life Movement in America. 1900-1920
(Port Washington, N.Y.: Kennikat Press, 1974), 82-84.
,

,

For the social gospel and gender redefinition, see
Susan Curtin, "The Son of Man and God the Father: The Social
Gospel and Victorian Masculinity," in Meanings for Manhood:
Cons tructions of Masculinity in Victorian America eds. Mark
C. Carnes and Clyde Griffen (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1990), 67-78.
79.

,

80. For the YMCA, see Brattleboro Reformer
5 April, 24
27 September 1907; for concern about high school boys.
.

May,
Ibid.

,

7

June 1907

For the redefinition of manhood during the period,
see E. Anthony Rotundo, American Manhood: Transformations in
Masculinity from the Revolution to the Modern Era (New York:
Basic Books, 1993), 248-262.
81.
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^^sculinity has shifted the
focus^?;nr?h2^u''^^^^''5;^.°"
""""^^^^
interpretation, which stresses
reSnon^ir^
'^"^^^^ identities,
analvsff of variations among particular to a more complex
groups and social
se?t^ni^
a synthesis suggesting that the
period saw a
va^?i?v
variety of masculine styles reshaped into
a "unifying norm
of masculinity," see Clyde Griff en,
"Reconstructing^
Masculinity from the Evangelical Revival to the
Waning of
Speculative
^
Synthesis," in Meanings For
M^^h'"^H^^''i^'"'
Manhood,
eds. Carnes and Griff en, 183-204.

\

n^V

84. The village population in 1910

(6,517) was 13%
another 17% had foreign parentage.
in 1920,
lOj of the village population (7,324) was
foreign born; 20%
had foreign parentage. See U.S Bureau of the
Census
Thirteenth Census of the U n ited States Taken in the Year
1910, vol. 3, (Washington: Government Printing Office
1913), 909; Fourteenth Census of the United States Taken Tn
the Year 1920, vol. 3 (Washington: Government Printinq
Office, 1921), 1053.
85.

Brattleboro Reformer, 13 January,

86.

Estabrook, "Public Relief," TTP.

8

December 1911.

The Brattleboro Pageant (Brattleboro, Vt.: Board of
Trade, 1912); Vermont Phoenix 7 June 1912; Seamus Kearney,
Bratt leboro Baseball at Island Park. 1911-1915 (Brattleboro,
Vt.: Brattleboro Historical Society, 1993), 3-6, 10-18.
The
baseball league floundered in 1915. For historical
pageantry, see David Glassberg, American Historical
Pageantry: The Uses of Tradition in the Early Twentieth
Century (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press,
1990), 71-101.
87.

,

Samuel B. Hand, Jeffrey D. Marshall, and D. Gregory
Sanford, "'Little Republics': The Structure of State
Politics in Vermont, 1854-1920," Vermont History 53 (Summer
1985): 154-166.
88.

89. Vermont Phoenix

Progressive Movement

,

.

24 May,

7

June 1912; Flint,

54-63.

Brattleboro polled the highest per capita vote for
the Progressive Party candidate for governor (Eraser
Metzger) in 1912: Republican, 459; Progressive, 520;
Democratic, 440. (Vermont, Legislative Directory 1912,
1915.)
For Brattleboro's advantage in the state senate, see
Hand, Marshall, and Sanford, "'Little Republics,'" 166n52.
90.

.
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Progressive Party in Vermont and the 1912
election,
see Flint, Progressive Movement,
54-63; Alan Jeffrey
Pastor-Politician: Fraser Metzger and the'
Bull
Mnn^rn^^
Moose campaign of 1912," Vermont History
38 (Winter 1970):
^' ^^^^^ provides an exception.
Chair^i; .r^r w^^""^^
Vermont Branch of the National Child Labor
S^iTfJ
Committee, organized in September 1910, Fitts
sponsored a revised minimum-age law that year. successfully
To support
recruited Bradley's agent, John R. Howard,
to^Jnni
to study i^^'i'H^?
child labor in Brattleboro. See Flint, Progressive
Movement 75; National Child Labor Committee,
Uniform Child
Labor Laws; Proceedi ngs of t he S eventeenth Annual
Cnnfpr-^nr^o
Birmingham. Ala bama. March 9-12, iqii
184-185.

^

,

^

See reports of town and special meetings: Vermont
Phoenix 8 March 1912, 24 May 1912; Brattleboro DaiT^
Reformer 23 June 1913, 3 March 1914, 6 March 1917. Fort
Dummer Mills began operation in 1911 with outside capital
and local managers; the Holstein Friesian Register Company
located in town in 1912.
92.
,

,

Paula Baker suggests that rural men interested in
economic reforms were powerless to effect change and as a
result turned reluctantly to state government for
assistance.
Based on the Brattleboro evidence, I am
suggesting that the resistance to state government intrusion
remained as strong as the desire to harness its influence
for local benefit.
Daniel Rodgers's thesis that reform
rhetoric was largely designed to express discontent and to
build new political coalitions makes sense in this context.
See Baker, Moral Frameworks of Public Life 126-27, 137-138,
218nl8; Daniel T. Rodgers, "In Search of Progressivism,
Reviews in American History 10 (Dec. 1982): 121-127.
93.

.

For the expansion of social responsibility during
the period, see for example, Roy Lubove, The Struggle for
Social Security. 1900-1935 (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1968), 29-44; Skocpol Protecting Soldiers and
Mothers; Gordon, Pitied But Not Entitled 37-181; Michael B.
Katz, In the Shadow of the Poorhouse: A Social History of
Welfare in America (New York: Basic Books, 1986).
94.

,

.

1909 poor expense was $3,411.47; 1910 was $4,146.
See, Town of Brattleboro, Annual Report 1910, 1911.
Issued
before March town meeting each year, these annual reports
include expenses for the town's fiscal years ending January
31.
Thus the 1910 report lists poor relief costs from
February 1909 through January 1910.
95.

.
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This was slightly lower than the average
for
Vermont's largest cities.
1919, per capita pubUc relief
Vermont's eleven cities (over 6,000),
averaged $ 92 t?ie
.^^^^'^ ^^PPort va??ed^w!d;iy''
fr^m $r4?-'n-. ^'"^ to $.23 in
Springfield.
See Vermont,
Board n; rh
-f
Biennial R^pnr-^ 1920
p?^^
M inflation-adjustment
i^?^ ^""^ Probations,
is based on
Zt~
the index of wholesale prices for 1920 was 1913 dollars226.2.
See u's
Department of Labor Bureau of Labor Statistics,
Wholesale
^^'^"""''^^^ (Washington:
Government
Printing Office,
iQ97?^
96

m

m

^

^"7-

,

Brattleboro Refompr^ 31 January 1906; #1713, TTCR.

98. Town of Brattleboro, Annual Rep ort

1901-1921;
1910-11,

^

Brattleboro Memorial Hospital, Biennial Rpp nri-

,

99.

Town of Brattleboro, Annual Rep ort., 1916-1921.

100. Town of Brattleboro, Annual Report
#2081, TTCR.
101. Town of Brattleboro, Annual Rep ort

.

,

1918-1921;

1901-1921.

102. A 1916 study of poor relief reveals more women
than men on relief in seven of Vermont's ten cities over
6,000.
Totals for the state, however, yielded an eight
percent preference for men overall, reflecting the dominance
of men on relief in rural counties.
See K.R.B. Flint, PoorRelief in Vermont (Norwich, Vt.: Norwich University, 1916)

10-19.

Brattleboro Memorial Hospital, Biennial Report
1910-1911, 1912-13.
103.

104. Brattleboro Daily Reformer
March 1915.

.

2,

3

March 1914,

105. Town of Brattleboro, Annual Report

,

1911,

.

3

21.

For the 1911 town meeting, see Brattleboro
Reformer, 10 March 1911.
106.

107. Town of Brattleboro, Annual Report

.

1912, 6;

1914-

16.

1919-1921.
Fifty-five-year-old Carrie Hamilton chaired the Centre
Church charity committee beginning in 1917 and belonged to
the Brattleboro Civic Improvement League.
See Brattleboro
Daily Reformer 27 March 1920.
108. Town of Brattleboro, Annual Report

.
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.

109. Flint, Poor-Re] ief in VPT-mnn^,

La ws of Vermont.

,

1917, No.

7-9,.

g^ote on

9.

244.

Charities and Corrections,
proceeding
ProceediAar^'Tq^v'
s, 1917, T'^^ll^'"''^
4.
The conference focused on the
condition of children at its organizational
meeting, and in
1917 members heard addresses from Flint, C.
the Massachusetts Society for the Prevention C. Carstens of
of Cruelty to
Children on child welfare work, Richards
Bradley on school
C^^^^lV' ^hair Of the Vermont Board
orHi2?;h^'^'' ''m?^'^^
conference was
?Lnon^?Hi'
responsible for the ""^^^^
organization of the Vermont Children's
Aid Society.
See, Margaret B. Whittlesey, Vermont
Conference of Social Welfare: t h e First Fif ty Year^ iqi^1966 (Burlington, Vt
the Conference), 2-11
,

.

:

112. Gordon, Pitied But Not Fntitled

Meckel, Save the Babies

,

^

29-31

39-40*

103-122.

113. For contemporary examples of this debate, see Edna
Bullock, comp.. Selected Articles on Mothers' Pensions (New
York: H.W. Wilson, 1915).
The term "pension" was
significant to promoters who hoped to compare the assistance
to soldiers' pensions, thereby removing the stigma of relief
for mothers.
In Vermont, "pension" was never used,
reflecting the relative lack of support for an entitlement

for mothers.

114. The contemporary debate over these programs has
been matched by current controversy among historians, who
disagree over the meaning of the entitlement in light of the
failures of implementation.
For representative opposing
views, see Skocpol Protecting Soldiers and Mothers chap.
8; Michel, "Limits of Maternalism " 292-308; and Gordon,
Pitied But Not Entitled 37-64.
,

,

,

,

115. Laws of Vermont

1917, No.
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CHAPTER

5

THE POLITICS OF PUBLIC HEALTH

This town is not like a crowded city.
James Hooker

Brattleboro's benevolent women gained enough backing
from the Thompson Trust to participate in the
town's civic
life in ways that largely avoided direct conflict
with the

town's male leadership until they became involved in
public
health.

Richards Bradley's insistence that health and child

welfare were rightly female responsibilities had bolstered
both the interests of women and their self-confidence.

The

success of the Brattleboro Mutual Aid Association (BMAA)

legitimated women's role in health issues throughout the
community.

This connection between women, health, and civic

improvement strengthened as more women became active in

disease prevention beyond the home.^ Public health, rather
than poor relief, became the focus of women's effort to

improve social provision.
By arousing a sense of community responsibility with

regard to health, Richards Bradley had hoped to prevent
illness among poor women and to lessen the drain on trust
income.

From his perspective, development of public health

programs would not only stem the decay evident in rural
Vermont, but also maintain his social leadership.
approach, he needed the cooperation of
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In this

broader segment of

the local population, including the
men who controlled town
affairs.
His disease prevention and child protection
efforts, welcomed by health reformers,
district nurses, and
women's groups, began to tread on the priorities
of local
business leaders and doctors' authority as well.
Just as

Bradley began to embrace private-public cooperation,
leading
men in Brattleboro cast him as a villain from the
city.

Public Health in Brattlehorn

Bradley's role in Brattleboro' s smallpox epidemic of
1908 presaged future conflicts.

Suddenly in raid-November of

that year, thirty-four cases of the disease appeared

seemingly overnight.

Schools were closed and public

gatherings canceled under the direction of health activist
Dr. Henry Holton, a local resident and secretary of the

Vermont Board of Health.

Holton urged town officials to

erect a temporary building to isolate smallpox patients from
the general population, but no action was taken.

As more

cases appeared, Bradley acted quickly to provide a site for
an isolation hospital and to organize the work under the

BMAA.^ In this action he cooperated with Holton, while

local doctors and selectmen nominated the town's health

officer. Dr. Henry Tucker, to oversee vaccination and

quarantine procedures.

As tension mounted between the need

for community-wide recognition of the dangers of contagion

and the potential loss of business for Brattleboro 's

merchants, Howard Rice of the Reformer,
who had supported
strong measures at the outset of the
epidemic, began to
insist it was over, even while new cases
were reported and a
decision to open schools reversed. Reporting
that
"All is

Serene," Rice contended that the paper had
always stated the
facts about the seriousness of the epidemic
while insisting
that it was perfectly safe to come to Brattleboro
to do

business.' The epidemic and the slow response
exhibited by
local doctors, alerted Bradley to the dangers of
unchecked

disease and the role the trust might play in fostering
improved health practices to prevent future outbreaks.
Indeed, the epidemic had set the stage for an attack on

tuberculosis
Bradley's concern about tuberculosis stemmed both from
personal experience and from his contact with city
reformers.

His association with urban charity leaders had

most likely exposed him to the campaign against
tuberculosis, which had been mounting since the 1890s.

Identified as a disease of the poor and immigrant
population, tuberculosis became a target of the public

health movement.

During the early 1900s, the convergence of

concern about public health threats and new tuberculosis

therapies resulted in measures to segregate and confine
patients.

Charity leaders joined public health officials in

adopting the cause as a means of rescuing the poor from

malevolent social conditions." A family history of the
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disease coupled with requests from charity
clients that the
trust pay for medical expenses made Bradley
nervous about

contagion and the inadequate provisions in Vermont
for
handling patients. The possible spread of the disease

among

"sewing women" filled him with concern that the
expense of

long-term care could easily drain the Thompson fund.

In the

summer of 1908, he agreed to pay $50 for one patient if the
town would share the cost and loaned another patient $100
for sanitorium care.^

Bradley had already alerted local women to the dangers
of the "white plague," and he hoped that their influence

would elicit community support.

Convinced that one of every

ten "sewing women" had died of the disease in the past five
years, he solicited the help of BMAA members in a campaign
of early detection and education.

"I think the important

thing will be to get the responsibility of the community in
the matter acknowledged," Bradley wrote Augusta Wells, "and
any action by the town authorities on that line will be a

gain."

If he could "interest the town," the trust would not

have to carry the burden of care.* Dr. Henry Holton

collaborated in this effort, although he admitted that

Brattleboro had fewer cases than the state average.

The

problem, he insisted, resided among patients who refused to

admit they had the disease and doctors who neglected to

report cases.''
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The campaign against tuberculosis was

a

logical next

step for members of the BMAA because
prevention efforts
allowed them to extend their civic improvement
work.
Mary
Cabot, head of the BMAA, formed a joint committee
with

the

influential Brattleboro Woman's Club to research the
issue.
Its affiliate, the General Federation of Women's
Clubs, had

begun sponsoring tuberculosis prevention in 1906 and

promoted local initiatives.

With Thompson Trust backing,

Brattleboro women sent delegates on

a

fact-finding mission

to the Tuberculosis Congress in Washington in 1908.

Hoping

to gain the authority to report cases to the board of health

and to bolster enforcement of proper care, members of the

BMAA lobbied local political leaders for changes in the

reporting law.^ Bradley, who recognized the need for
"control in the matter

...

through popular education,"

facilitated the BMAA's elaborate tuberculosis exhibit in
Festival Hall, which included a week of lectures on

prevention and care of the disease.

Despite Dr. Helton's

recommendation that the disease hardly merited

a

"crusade"

and the lukewarm response of health officer Henry Tucker,
local women assured themselves that Brattleboro had joined

the "ranks of those communities that have enlisted in the

fight against the great white plague."'
As women's effort against tuberculosis increased, they

faced resistance from some town leaders.

The overseer of

the poor warned that patients should not be housed at the

town farm.

After Bradley convinced local women that

tuberculosis patients were "a menace to the
rest of the
community if their case is allowed to go merely
according to
their wishes and without regard to medical
knowledge,"
the

Woman's Club planned to open

tuberculosis camp to isolate

a

patients. ^° The question of housing tuberculosis
patients
in Brattleboro, however, had already created
considerable

local controversy.

in 1904 the Austine fund, a $50,000

bequest, had been designated for "invalids."

Because the

fund was too small to build another hospital, the trustees,

who included Dr. Henry Holton, had proposed
sanatorium.

a

tuberculosis

But the selectboard objected to the project and

challenged the authority of the Austine trustees to make
such a decision without community approval.

In a 1905

editorial opposing the tuberculosis hospital, Howard Rice
noted that the public's fear of contagion would cause
"injury to the business interests of a community."'' When
the Woman's Club proposal arose four years later, Rice

preferred to criticize Bradley rather than the project, but
James Hooker, president of the largest overall factory and

a

former selectman, voiced his objections publicly.

Brattleboro could not attract tourists and

a

"desirable

class of residents," he noted, with institutions designed to
"keep them away."

Preferring home treatment, he insisted

that Brattleboro was "not like

a
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crowded city."^^

Outside money eventually resolved the community
dispute
over tuberculosis care. While the Austine
trustees secured
state support for a home for handicapped
children, the

Thompson trustees offered the site of the smallpox
isolation
hospital to the Woman's Club, which opened a tuberculosis
camp in June 1909.

Two years earlier

a

private sanatorium

for isolating patients had begun operating in Pittsford,

Vermont, but charges were prohibitive for poor residents
and
the sanatorium refused advanced cases.

The Brattleboro

tuberculosis camp, first of its kind in the state, was
designed to provide both the isolation and outdoor sleeping

arrangements patients supposedly needed.

Supervised with

BMAA nurses, the camp operated for two years, after which
the Better Brattleboro League and then the Brattleboro

Tuberculosis Association monitored local patients.

A

minimum of state aid became available for indigent patients
at the state sanatorium in 1913.

Having convinced the town

that tuberculosis was a public responsibility, both Bradley
and the Woman's Club hoped to pursue other initiatives and

cut the high expense of the camp.

Nonetheless, the BMAA's

district nurse continued to care for patients and the

Thompson fund provided annual support for the local
tuberculosis association."
While Brattleboro
a

'

s

civic leaders succeeded in avoiding

tuberculosis hospital and the expense of poor patients,

disease prevention efforts also remained controversial among
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doctors.

Despite their enthusiasm for educating
the public
about communicable disease, local
doctors were divided over
the role of the State Board of Health
because it threatened
to encroach on private practice.- Health
officer Dr. Henry
Tucker implemented the directives of the health
board by

inspecting sewers and ventilation in public buildings.

Though he benefitted from quarantine and fumigation
fees, he
remained reluctant to pursue health threats aggressively.
At the same time, Brattleboro doctors felt the
directives

from the State Board of Health acutely because Dr. Henry
Holton, a wealthy and prominent doctor in the state and an

ally of Richards Bradley, was the executive secretary and

anxious to implement the board's directives.

Largely responsible for the organization of public
health in Vermont, Henry Holton favored state intervention
to protect the public.

Having graduated from New York

University, served in a New York dispensary, taught at the

University of Vermont Medical School, and held offices in
the Vermont Medical Society and American Medical Society,

Holton not only represented the top of the profession in
Vermont, but also had the education and experience to

promote germ theory and aggressive public health
measures.*'' In Brattleboro, Holton had spearheaded the Home

for the Aged, helped organize the Brattleboro Memorial

Hospital, and created the controversy over the Austine
Institute.

Some local men resented his reforming zeal.
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As

the smallpox epidemic waned in
Brattleboro, criticism of
Holton surfaced repeatedly. Alerting his
readers to public

attitudes about Holton, Howard Rice of the
Reformer printed
stories of local impersonators of the zealous
Holton who
called uninfected citizens and ordered them to
be vaccinated
against the disease. Although Rice printed statements

defending Holton, he also repeated a Burlington npwc
story

criticizing the doctor for "holding up the entire state"
and
having "yanked Burlington by the tail" over water
regulations while allowing smallpox to get out of hand in
his hometown.

In 1909, Holton caught the Brattleboro

selectmen neglecting ventilation repairs on the town's
Festival Hall and sent them

a

warning from the State Board

of Health.

On the other hand, Helton's leadership in public health

provided sustenance for the interests of local women.

In

1910 he assumed the presidency of the Brattleboro Civic

Improvement League and helped organize outdoor clean-up
days.

With Helton's support, members of the league

encouraged local health officer Henry Tucker to promote
"sanitary and beautiful conditions" in Brattleboro.

Failing

to get action on garbage disposal and other sanitary

problems, they petitioned town bailiffs and Tucker for a
clean-up.

In the case of tuberculosis, Helton's

sponsorship of the tuberculosis camp helped facilitate the
activities of the Brattleboro Woman's Club.
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The camp gave

nurses an opportunity for closer scrutiny
of patients and
their family members who might become
patients and supplied
free or subsidized health care to the
community.

This

public health initiative threatened to infringe
upon the
practice and fees of some doctors. Howard Rice
noted that
the district nurse had been instructed to boycott
a "certain
doctor" by refusing to serve his patients.- Holton
died in
1917,

just after the State Board of Health assumed
greater

authority to supervise tuberculosis patients under the

direction of the Vermont Association for the Prevention of

Tuberculosis."
Bradley's efforts to limit the expense of doctors' care
for poor women added to doctors' frustrations.

physicians were already smarting over

a

Local

new contract system

of payment he had initiated in April 1909 that limited their

annual reimbursement from the Thompson fund.

doctors welcomed the opportunity to secure

a

While

a

few

defined benefit

from the trust, most interpreted the move as just what it
was: an attempt to limit medical service and their fees.

One irate doctor queried if "the nurses, investigators and

others working for the Thompson Trust Fund settle their

account on any arrangement netting as little as 16 [cents] on
the dollar.

How about the trustees are they paid by any

such arrangement."'" On top of reduced fees, the BMAA,

tuberculosis camp, and maternity work held the potential of
supplanting doctors with skilled nurses and their female
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helpers.

At the same time, Bradley had ended his
arguments
with hospital trustees over free and
paying patients by
allocating an annual lump sum for support of
the hospital.
His refusal to pay for hospital treatment
for specific

Thompson beneficiaries coupled with his contract
with
doctors reduced the incentive to treat poor women,
leaving
them more likely to rely on less expensive nurses
and

attendants or family care.

Insisting that the hospital

ought to fulfill its community responsibility, he noted
imperiously, "There is no use in trying to throw the

responsibilities of the Brattleboro hospital onto the
Thompson Trustees.

If the Brattleboro hospital could not

fulfill its responsibilities, the trustees would have to

close it."^^

School Nursing and Poverty

Tensions between Bradley and the hospital and doctors

simmered while he spread his energies in new directions that
took Thompson funds and his influence outside Brattleboro.

Bradley continued to believe that a corps of competent
nurses could prevent illness, address women's problems, and
above all cut health expenses.

Between 1912 and 1917 his

emphasis moved from the maternity nurse who provided
prenatal, childbirth, and post-natal services in Brattleboro
to the school nurse, who could provide a "full, sweeping

drag-net piece of continuing work" in both school and home.
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A health investigator rather than a dispenser
of treatment,
his school nurse would not supplant doctors
but act as a
local coordinator between school, health officer,
and

doctor.

She could "cope with the vast body of obvious

defects" and could "nip many of the epidemics in the bud,"

Bradley noted, and her "friendly relations" with the family

would "remedy home conditions."" with this broad-based
approach, Bradley believed that "self supporting parents"

would accept disease prevention as a way to get "the

necessary health service for their children cheaply," while
the poor would assume nurse inspections were part of public

education "without the feeling of being pauperized."
"Proper medical and surgical service for the cure of

physical handicaps and defects would be available for all

children," he reasoned, "just as instruction is available
for the cure of ignorance

.

"^^

During these years, both Bradley and the nurses he

brought to Brattleboro were increasingly exposed to social
welfare leaders who focused on protecting children as part
of their effort to bolster the family.

In her 1912 report,

the superintendent of the BMAA noted the organization of the
U.S. Children's Bureau and its focus on the "right of the

child to be well born."^" Bradley's contacts in Boston, his

reading in charity and social welfare literature,

participation in charity conferences, and his leadership in

developing an innovative household nursing program led him

to match his confidence in nurses with
a new child

protection focus.

Believing that "precautions and

instructions" available to urban children were
"almost
entirely lacking to the children of the country
districts,"
he envisioned a program, using Thompson Trust
resources, to
foster public health nursing both in Vermont and in
Dutchess
County, New York.

By assisting the children, his program

would reach parents with "knowledge of how to care for
themselves" to avoid "contagion and disease.

"=^

In line

with other reformers, Bradley believed a focus on children

coupled with disease prevention would improve public health
conditions, help eradicate poverty, and reform the poor in
the process.
School inspection appeared to be an appropriate measure
to stem epidemics, but like other public health initiatives,
it carried the potential of infringing on doctors' private

practice and of imposing the authority of experts on
parents', particularly mothers', supervision of health care.

With the increasing acceptance of germ theory, urban health

departments that had formerly concentrated on sewage and

water problems shifted their focus from eradicating dirt to
isolating germs; health officials' inspection of sub-

standard school buildings expanded to include the physical

condition of children.

But neither doctors nor parents

accepted these initiatives without considerable persuasion.
Trained to treat disease, most doctors were reluctant to
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become involved in preventive health work
because of its
connection with charity. Yet they did not
want nurses
involved in treatment. Some parents questioned
the

authority of a nurse to examine their children.

In

Brattleboro, mothers were in favor of the idea,
however, and
the village school district agreed to allow
medical

inspection in 1911 as an experiment, partly because
Bradley

offered the services of the district nurse. =^ Two years
later school directors, one of whom was a doctor sympathetic

with Bradley's views, justified the expense as a means to

eliminate epidemics.
on the issue.

Other doctors, however, were divided

Activist Henry Holton did not support using

nurses, contended that they would have no authority under

the State Board of Health, and argued instead that doctors

direct the program.

Nonetheless, the village school

district voted to hire a "female nurse" in the belief that
she would cause a "minimum of friction" and jealousy among

other local doctors.^®

Bradley's interest in extensive nursing programs also

stemmed from his frustrations with delivering health
services to women in Rhinebeck.

The trust had operated a

home for old, sick women in the town, but it had become

outdated and few beneficiaries chose to remain there.

Bradley had installed

a

district nurse and attempted to

organize household nursing as well, but the town was too
small for either a full-scale hospital or an efficient
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nursing operation.

To improve his health-care delivery

system, Bradley hoped to share his district
nurse with

Dutchess County and in turn secure Poughkeepsie
hospital
facilities for beneficiaries if necessary. To
validate his
plan, he approached Homer Folks, a prominent
reformer and

secretary of the New York Charities Aid Association, who
agreed to sponsor a social survey of Dutchess County.

survey resulted in a recommendation for

a

The

county health

agency to coordinate service and to educate the public in

disease prevention.^'
With this recommendation, Bradley launched his plan to

develop preventive nursing as a means of coordinating the
health delivery system, revitalizing rural life, and

sustaining the family

-

once again, with the collaboration

of women trained to do the work.

After the Vermont

legislature strengthened provisions for school medical

inspection in 1915, Bradley repeated his Brattleboro

experiment in school nursing in other Vermont towns,
offering to pay for nurses if necessary.

He employed nurse

Anna L. Davis, super intendant of the BMAA and school nurse
in Brattleboro, to oversee school nursing in Bellows Falls,

Townshend, Springfield, White River Jet. and St. Albans in
the next three years.

the move.

Howard Rice noted the significance of

With a headline in the Reformer

.

"THOMPSON MONEY

FOR ROCKINGHAM," he alerted residents of the town that the
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village of Rockingham had passed school
inspection because
Bradley was footing the bill.^°
Anna Davis supervised the work with the
energy and zeal
of a detective as she employed medical
diagnoses to

eliminate poverty.

She found fertile ground for "a

wholesale cleaning up" of children's impetigo,
diphtheria,
syphilis, and tooth decay.

School health work, according to

Davis, not only involved examination of pupils and

instruction in hygiene and sanitary school rooms, but
"follow-up work in the families and organization for

correcting defects."

Like Charlotte MacLeod who had come to

Brattleboro to train nurse attendants, Davis combined

a

considerable amount of social work with her medical
inspection.

Not confined to the schoolyard, she enlisted

local women, overseers of the poor, and reluctant health

officers in her efforts to eradicate "degenerates and feeble
minded" from every town in her path and to "reconstruct
families" in the process.

From St. Albans she reported:

Miss Haynes our nurse ... is going on with the
routine examination of children and I am tackling
the problem in "the Blocks" an awful district.
Negroes and whites marry (or just live together)
there. ...This week we took a child with big T.B.
abscess from school, 10 live in 2 rooms, father
out of work, just back from prison. Got child in
Hospital, operated this A.M. Got city physician
for sick baby, pneumonia.
Got father a job in
C.V.R.R. yards.
Gave the ladies a job on supplies
for sick baby.^^
Davis exemplified the "elite corps of nurses" who

brought the "gospel of health" to the poor and in the
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process developed considerable autonomy in
their efforts to
conquer disease. Spurred by the financial and
moral support
of health reformers, visiting nurses who
operated out of
urban settlement houses and charity organizations
expanded
their work in urban neighborhoods during the 1910s;
by the

1920s the expansion of the Red Cross and public funding

helped spread public health nursing in rural areas as well.
School nursing provided a forum for teaching the benefits
of

scientific medicine and "right living" through attention to
child health." For Anna Davis, school nursing furnished

access to families who practiced the poor habits that she

believed caused poverty.

Just as concerned about dependency

as Bradley, Davis found considerable poverty in St. Albans,

which she believed had become a "dumping ground for paupers"
because a local benefactor had given to the "poor with a
lavish hand."

Not above taking matters into her own hands,

she stopped relief for one family and "personally shipped"

drunken man to Burlington because she explained, "he was

annoying one of

iny

families." "I gave him his choice," she

noted, "of going with me to Police or R.R. station.

sensibly chose the latter."

He

But Davis worried about her

success with the more important project:

How much fundamental work I can do there in
getting these feeble minded ones down to Brandon
[training school] depends upon the support I can
I am
get when it comes to forcing commitments.
trying first, a friendly visiting scheme with the
families and get the parents consent to let them
go."
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Davis was more than a carrier of scientific
knowledge; she
brought all the values of the white, native-born
middleclass with her even while she helped identify
and prevent
disease
As she traveled around the state, Davis met with
some
success, especially among middle-class residents who
agreed

with her approach to cleaning up poverty,

she often

procured the cooperation of at least some doctors and
dentists or the high school principal.

After a year's work

in St. Albans, the principal cut short his chapel services

for her hygiene talks.

Thoroughly "delighted" with the

dentists in Bellows Falls, she reported:
They have promised to take the thirty children
that we found with bad teeth, and whose parents
are unable to pay any part of the dental work
done, and will divide them up among the six
dentists, each one taking two children a week,
until their work is finished. .. .There has been a
wholesale cleaning up on the tooth question, the
main incentive to get in on the "bright smile"
pictures
Davis gave Bradley credit for much of the success.

these Vermonters ought to be most grateful to you

"I think
&

the Fund

for giving them this work."^*

As Davis's health work brought her face to face with

poverty, she enlisted the efforts of community members in
the work.

From Bellows Falls, she informed Bradley about

her effort to involve local women:
am trying to induce the President of the Woman's
Club to form a Charity Organization. They hardly
In the meantime, we are
seem ready for it yet.
going on gently, listing the children and giving
I

them out to the Young People's Society of
Church, to sew for and clothe one or two each
children.
In St. Albans, Davis spoke to the
local woman's club, whose

members began working on a "loan closet" with
supplies for
the school and district nurse, which resembled
a similar
feature of Brattleboro's mutual aid association. Not
only
did she rely on the "moral and financial support"
of local

women, but she also got backing from the mayor, overseer
of

the poor, school board, and railroad superintendent
in St.

Albans, who sought her assistance with poverty problems.
"So

I

am going to see how much

I

can do for them, she

reported to Bradley, "I, to reconstruct families and get
their epileptics and feeble minded under care and they pay
toll."='^

While this cooperation was heartening, Anna Davis also

encountered considerable resistance from health officers,
parents and doctors.

Reporting on one health officer's

inept efforts to combat impetigo, she lamented, "He has

every authority to clean it up, yet he fumigates the

building."

As for local doctors, Davis found on the one

hand, they were willing to let the nurse do the work because

they could "not be bothered with these children coming to
their offices," but on the other, they "wanted to feel that
they were working with her on the job."

Davis's assessment

may have accounted for the attitudes of some doctors, while
others resented nurses who were "offering [patients] for
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nothing things that they ought to pay for."

Doctors were

more concerned about school nursing than
other public health
initiatives because it threatened to erode their
fee-forservice practices and relationships with patients
in the

general population, not just among the poor.^" Nurses
and

health officers also met "opposition on the part of
the
public" to quarantines and other measures needed to
prevent

contagious disease.

Davis concluded from Townshend,

Vermont, "the health officer is mad about the whole

business

"'^
.

Davis's experiences in Springfield exemplified the
problem.

In November 1916, the school nurse called for her

assistance to stem an outbreak of diphtheria.

After they

had discovered five "carriers," she explained, the state

board ordered the local health officer to quarantine the
families, "and here is where the trouble began."

The

families refused to be quarantined, and the local health
officer, a doctor, sent the "carriers" to the "school house
for cultures to be taken."

After Davis explained the

contagion problem, he said he "hadn't time to attend to
these cases."

But, Davis noted,

"the reason he was

appointed health officer was the fact that he had almost no
practice."

In the end, Davis succeeded in procuring a visit

from a state official who "put the carriers under strict

quarantine and read the law to our local officer." She
believed they would soon "stamp out the disease" by checking
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school absentees and "watching the Polish
families that will
not report cases."
the meantime, she got the doctors to
"agree on a prescription for Pink eye" to
"cure up an

m

epidemic of that disease" and asked the state
health
official to look into other problems, for as she
told
Bradley, "you plainly see the need of authoritive
backing."'" in this way, Davis brought state regulators

into Vermont towns to supersede local authority over
public

health and alerted them to both poor health and poverty.
With these efforts, Anna Davis spread the work begun in

Brattleboro around the state.

As reformers, Davis and the

nurses she supervised applied their scientific knowledge of

disease and contagion to poverty in Vermont.

As she

identified disease "carriers," however, she also stigmatized
the sick poor; they were deserving of medical care but also

potentially dangerous.

Like her nineteenth-century

predecessors, Davis disliked direct relief and coupled her

assistance with moral judgments that determined who was

deserving and who was not.

Yet she also brought improved

health care to Vermont communities, educated children and
adults about sanitation, and taught about modern health
practices.

By 1917 Davis and Bradley had become well-known

in Vermont; both participated in the Vermont Conference on

Social Work, Davis as treasurer and Bradley as honored

speaker on the importance of school nursing.

Davis

advocated expanding the work through state-wide school
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inspection and "a campaign of education
that will reach the
mass of homes.
Meanwhile, nurses in Brattleboro extended
child
protection work and gave it public legitimacy.
They
capitalized on the expansion of the infant
welfare movement,
which spread throughout the country in small
communities
like Brattleboro as local mothers' clubs and
PTAs focused on
child development.
in 1913 the Woman's Home Comp aninn

popularized the movement by sponsoring prizes for healthy
babies; Brattleboro held its "Baby Meet" on the village
common.

Hoping to shift the movement away from its eugenic

roots, the U.S. Children's Bureau provided literature and

advice for mothers and advocated baby conferences to prevent
infant mortality.

Its leaders, who had emerged from the

social settlement movement, focused on poverty, particularly
rural poverty, as the root cause of infant mortality.

Soliciting the support of women's voluntary societies
nationwide, the Children's Bureau renewed the campaign to

improve the health of babies and to elicit support for

public health nurses.

''°

The year before the bureau

initiated its "National Baby Week" campaign in 1916, Anna
Davis had opened a "Baby Tent" at Brattleboro 's Valley Fair
to weigh and examine local babies; the Woman's Club focused
on a program of birth registration.

In 1917 the BMAA held

its first Child Welfare Clinic, and the following year,

designated "Children's Year" by the U.S. Children's Bureau,
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the BMAA and the Brattleboro Woman's
Club weighed all local
children under five, enlisted the volunteer
services
of

local doctors for examination, and then
spread their work to
three neighboring towns.

This model child welfare program, resulting
from

Children's Bureau outreach, prefigured the Sheppard-Towner
Act of 1921, which provided federal matching funds
for

women's and children's preventive health education.

Part of

the Children's Bureau's "maternalist vision of social

welfare," Sheppard-Towner helped establish public

responsibility for women's reproductive

role.''^

Through the

services provided by the BMAA, Brattleboro women

experimented with a privately-funded model that provided
infant and maternal education and preventive health care.

They were not alone, for through mothers' clubs, PTAs and

neighborhood associations, both white and black women were
providing similar health services in other communities

throughout the country.*^ Bradley's vision of cheaper
health services and his belief in disease prevention

underwrote the Brattleboro program, but trained nurses and
local women had effected the outcome.

convinced him to promote both

a

Their efforts

"system of infant hygiene"

and a school nursing program.

Ironically, having formulated a preventive, largely

maternalist health vision as a result of his work with poor
women, Bradley used the trust and the cooperation of
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benevolent women to develop that vision
into a state-wide
program that disregarded the needs of many
of the poor women
Thompson's will was designed to serve. In
fact, by
1918

Bradley could reason that "the unfortunate
physical
condition of a large part of the children of the
state was
the foundation of a very large part of the
disability and
resulting poverty that came to it [the trust] for

relief."- On the surface, his effort to enlist women's
support, his vision of providing preventive health care
for

every family to distance the service from charity, and his

stimulation of community responsibility through privatepublic cooperation matched the focus of Children's Bureau
leader Julia Lathrop.

Women's voluntary associations were

key to the Children's Bureau success, and like Bradley's

plan for mutual aid, its programs allowed local women to "do
for themselves what we want them to do.""^ In his efforts

to stimulate public support of nursing, Bradley diverged

from the opinions of his old friend Elizabeth Lowell Putnam,
who feared that public aid would lessen men's responsibility
for their wives' health care.

She sided with doctors on the

issue, insisting that pregnancy and infant care were medical
problems."^ Bradley, on the other hand, generally feared

the expense of doctors and saw the efficiencies public

nursing might provide.

In this regard, he sought "a more

definite working relation between local effort and the state
authorities in both the child welfare and the school
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inspection and health and educational work."As we shall
see, he was less successful than
Lathrop in establishing

public responsibility for child health at
the state level.

Stimulated by his success with school nurses,
Bradley
accelerated his efforts at private-public cooperation
in

1917 and 1918, even while local resistance to school
medical

inspection threatened to derail his efforts.

During this

period he helped install school nurses in twenty-one
Vermont
towns, spending over eight thousand dollars of Thompson

money outside Brattleboro.

But his results were less than

satisfactory because he lacked the cooperation of local
doctors and health officers, who, as we have seen, were

sometimes "unable or unwilling to act.""" School nurses,
other than those Bradley supported, were rare in Vermont.

A

Visiting Nurses Association had been organized in Burlington
in 1907, and the city began supporting school nursing in
1911.*' It was Anna Davis, with her knowledge of children's

health needs, who urged Bradley to enlist the cooperation of
Vermont officials to expand the nursing program and give it
public backing.
As early as 1916, Davis had expressed her desire to

"enlarge the scope of the work" and suggested that the head
of the state board of education might become interested in

her work.

She had also learned that the governor might set

up a Department of Hygiene that would "make people sit up
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and take notice."

m

fact, the Vermont Tuberculosi
s

Association, an arm of the State
Board of Health, was
formulating a district health
proposal to provide public
health nurses statewide.- with
Bradley's encouragement,
Davis designed a plan for school
nursing that she presented
to the Vermont Conference on
Social Work in 1917. Arguing
that "rural communities are not so
well cared for as the
children of the cities" and that nurses
discovered
"97% of

the physical defects of children" and
could help control
epidemics, she advocated for school nurse
inspection and
regular hygiene instruction in every town.
As an example,
Davis cited her experience in Brattleboro,
where "the demand
for something to be done came from the mothers"
who bore
"the strain and added care when the children are
sick." To

resolve questions of authority, the nurse would make
"recommendations to the family who must then get their own

family physician."

At the same time that she sympathized

with mothers, Davis also blamed their "lack of knowledge"
for the spread of epidemics and cited the case of

a

woman of

"average intelligence" who sent her child to school with

measles and then lamented, "I didn't know you could 'catch'
them from a child that had them so lightly that she was not
at all sick.'"^^ By showing the importance of health

education for parents, Davis presented a means of saving
children and the entire community.
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Meanwhile, the onset of World
War I presented new
causes for alarm about child
health and a shortage of
nurses. War recruiting, which
uncovered the poor physical
condition of young men, reaffirmed
the importance of child
health.
Bradley noted that his previous
interest in child
health as a source of poverty had been
"confirmed
in a

striking manner by the physical examination
for possible
recruits for the war, showing a widespread
condition of
physical deficiency."" The demand for nurses
during the
war placed a premium on nursing services
while multiplying
nursing schools. Fearful of the nursing shortage,
Bradley

created the Thompson Training School in June
1917, actively
promoted nurse training programs to Red Cross officials,
and
tried to organize more household nursing associations like
the BMAA nationwide."

The public climate favorable to child prevention work
and Bradley's faith in nurses spurred him to use his

influence with state officials to promote

a

plan for public

health nursing, but he knew it would take some persuading.
"I do not think we shall get the state health and state

school authorities together in good shape," Bradley noted in

early 1918, "until we produce conditions of public opinion
that will make for cooperation."'"' Believing that

"improvements of this kind" had to "come to the people

through their educational system," Bradley approached

Vermont education officials.

On his recommendation, the
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Vermont Department of Education
agreed to establish a
department of hygiene to supervise
the health of students
and teachers' hygiene instruction.
Hoping to
gain the

cooperation of the Board of Health,
Bradley offered to fund
the appointment of a doctor as
head of the department who
would supervise a corp of nurses for
school inspection and
hygiene instruction throughout the state.
The plan was

designed to avoid doctors' jealousies at
the local level, to
provide inexpensive medical inspection and
hygiene
education, and to gain a state mandate against
the forces of

local control.

Despite Bradley's offer of $3,500 of

Thompson funds, the State Board of Health refused
to
cooperate with education officials and insisted upon
complete control over student health and the hygiene
department.

Dr. Charles Dalton, secretary of the Board of

Health suggested that Bradley simply "give us

a check" and

rejected the "conditions or specifications" over use of the
money.

Bradley lamented that "the officials have their

minds too much set on the importance of their own

departments and too little on the needs of the children.

"^^

Even though the director of the Vermont Association for the

Prevention of Tuberculosis had advocated a similar district
nursing proposal, by fall 1918 Dalton was more attuned to
doctors' concerns about maintaining control over diagnosis
and treatment.

Following the approach of former activist

Henry Holton, the health board, according to Bradley,
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"wished to have all this kind of
work, put in the hands of
the medical profession alone."
On the other hand, Bradley
was not ready to provide funds
unconditionally.
a final

m

appeal, he proclaimed that he was
simply trying to "give
school children a fair chance" and was
"not seeking personal
or permanent control. "^^

Just as Bradley's efforts to solicit state
support
appeared stalemated, the flu epidemic of
October 1918

created a local crisis in public health.

The extent of the

epidemic, which caused 2,146 deaths in Vermont,
alerted

legislators to the inadequacy of local health officers.

With the BMAA in operation, Brattleboro was far more
prepared than other towns.

Nonetheless, its 250 cases and

the demands of an emergency hospital revealed the "great

scarcity of nurses."^'' As a result of the devastation the
epidemic wrought on families, the Red Cross offered
financial assistance to leaders of the Vermont Conference of
Social Work.

Conference members had been directing their

efforts at the needs of poor children since early 1917, and

with the added funds, they organized the Vermont Children's
Aid Society in 1919 to handle the increased number of
orphans.^* The epidemic affirmed both the value of nurses

and the needs of children, propelling Bradley to make a
final appeal to the governor to break the stalemate on his

plan for district nursing.

But it was all to no avail.
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With the sponsorship of
Dr. Charles Dalton and
the
State Board of Health,
Vermont lawmakers instituted
a new
centralized health plan instead.
Acting in the wake of the
disastrous flu epidemic, in
March 1919 the Vermont
Legislature abolished local
health officers altogether and
funded a system of sanitary
districts with full-time doctors
rather than nurses responsible
for public health, including
medical inspection in the schools.
Appealing to efficiency,
promoters of the plan argued that the
new sanitary districts
would employ fewer, more informed
doctors as health
officers, thereby saving local dollars
spent on health
inspections.
This centralized health plan represented
a
radical departure for Vermont government
because it removed
public health from local control. Playing
on fears created
during the flu epidemic, Dalton argued that
most town health
officers were not doctors and lacked the knowledge
to deal

with public health threats,

with his focus on the

incompetency of health officers, Dalton was not about
to
turn the task over to public health nurses whom
he trusted
even less.

After the state funded the service, most towns

in Vermont voted for medical inspection.^'

In Brattleboro, the new state health plan had mixed

results.

Thompson Trust money, the successful activities of

the BMAA, and the presence of Dr. Henry Holton had created a

tenuous community consensus in favor of disease prevention.
Doctors reluctantly accommodated both Bradley and Holton
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because they needed funds for the
hospital and Holton's
medical leadership. At the state level,
the specter

of

district nursing conflicted with the
professional goals of
Vermont doctors and the need for centralized
public health
supervision.
But the new plan was not satisfactory
to

strong advocates of local control.

Howard Rice of the

Prattlebo ro D aily Reformer had already voiced his
disapproval of the excesses of the State Board of Health,

which was "getting a bit too arbitrary in the use of its
power."

Despite his approval of employing "reputable

physicians" and his willingness to subordinate "personal
liberty" in the interest of disease prevention, he feared

opening the state treasury to the board of health. *°

A Shortage of Nurses

Just as Bradley faced defeat in his attempt at private-

public cooperation at the state level, civic leaders in

Brattleboro became suspicious of the school nursing program.
The local development of medical services and adoption of

child prevention work had expanded rapidly with Thompson
funding and under the direction and implementation of local
women.

But when the war and flu epidemic accelerated

Bradley's interest in nursing as

a

solution to public health

threats, town leaders also began to guestion his use of

Thompson money.
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In 1917 Bradley reactivated
his prom)tion

training and househoJd nursinq.
nurses during World War

1

nurse

ol

The shortage of graduate

enhanced the prospects of his

innovative "nurse attendants," and he
hoped to lead the way
in developing this level of
professional care
on a national

basis.

In fact, he persistently lobbied
reluctant Red Cross

officials to take the lead in recruiting and
training
nurses, partly because he feared the IJMAA would
fail

the shortage.

Bradley was appointed

a

member

Massachusetts Committee on Nurse Assistants,

ol

a

duo to

the

subcommittee

of Massachusetts Public Safety established to
oversee local

recruitment,

industrial production, conservation and

shortages during the war.

It was in this capacity that he

urged Ked Cross leaders not only to recruit nurse
assistants, but also to allow local Red Cross units to serve
the local working population during the nurse shortage.

in

this effort, he faced opposition from leaders in the nursing

profession who envisioned

a

deskilling of nursin(i through

widespread use of nurse attendants.

National Red Cross

officials agreed with the need for more nurses but

faileil to

take any action, much to Bradley's distress."'
When he turned to the local Red Cross chapter

Brattleboro, Bradley faced frustrations as well.

in

To

considerable extent, the war had diverted attention

Brattleboro away from local social problems.

in

Red Cross

volunteers concentrated on lundraisin(| and preparinci
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a

bandages and clothing for
oversees shipments. The shortage
Of nurses did not become
a local problem until
the flu
epidemic at the end of the war.
But Bradley, more aware of
the national nursing problem,
believed local Red Cross
officials were shortsighted in
not recruiting nurses.
Eventually, he called on the Windham
County Chapter of the
Red cross to hire a health
coordinator for the region and to
make an appeal for "patriotic women's
service
in

sickness."" The newly-organized Thompson
School for Nurse
Attendants was ready for recruits, when
the head of the

local Red Cross failed to take the
initiative to recruit
nurses, Bradley brought Mary S. Gardner,
head of the bureau
of Public Health Nursing of the Red
Cross, to Brattleboro.
She lectured about the importance of public
health nursing,

and Bradley organized a local conference to
organize "health
work" in Windham County. These efforts alerted the

community to his outside nursing programs."
Shortly after Brattleboro had weathered the flu
epidemic, members of the Brattleboro Board of Trade saw the

need for Thompson money at home.

In a precedent setting

move during the epidemic, the State Board of Health had

closed public schools and all public gatherings in Vermont
for a month, forcing local officials to wait for the state
to sanction public gatherings again.

Visions of a statewide

school nursing program and rumors that Thompson money might
fund a state social worker prompted the board of trade to
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investigate trust activities .^^
The immediate frustrations
Of the epidemic had sharpened
their resentment of outside
control, and like World War I,
it had demonstrated their
impotence in the face of a national
upheaval.
As
for

Bradley, he learned different
lessons from the flu epidemic:
not only was he right about the
nursing shortage, but the
community had failed in its "neighborhood
and civic
responsibility." He may have felt these
lessons even more
acutely than others because his wife Amy
died
of flu

complications on December 15, 1918.

Threatening national

Red cross officials to "get hold of sufficient
women to take
care of the sick," he warned that it was their
"last chance
to make good for the civic population "^^
.

By 1919 Bradley's approach to public health, derived

from a maternalist perspective, threatened to subvert male

leadership in Vermont on two levels.

In Brattleboro,

leading men had adhered to disease prevention, maternity
care, and child welfare work as long as they anticipated

benefits for the town.

This perspective was not only in

keeping with local boosterism but also with the tradition of
local responsibility for community welfare.

Thompson funds

had provided needed services to the community, helped

legitimize the health concerns of women and children, and

partially removed the stigma of relief through services to
those of moderate means.

Suddenly at the close of 1918, the
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disruption and reorganization of
the economy resulting f rom
the war and the immediacy of
the flu crisis heightened f ears
that community affairs were no
longer in the hands of it s
civic leaders. The siphoning of
Thompson funds to other
communities symbolized this fear and
uncovered the gap
between preventive health measures and
their version of
progressivism.
At the state level, Bradley's attempt
to give nurses
supervision over child health confronted the
state medical
profession with erosion of its authority over
disease

prevention.

Public health nurses faced similar conflicts

with doctors throughout the health-care system,
as they
fought

a

losing battle for autonomy in preventive health

work.^* For the moment, the state held the upper
hand, but

in the 1920s the balance of power over public health
would

devolve onto local officials again as state sanitary

districts were dismantled.

Meanwhile, Brattleboro leaders,

smarting from the forces of centralization, saw merit in
legal challenge to Bradley's imperious trusteeship.
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CHAPTER

6

THE "SPIRIT OF A COMMUNITY"
It is possible to demoralize
the
community just as the spirit of anspirit of a
individual can
^'^^
unwise
^^^^'^^ "^^^^
manner?""^

Richards M. Bradley
""""^y
I
^^^"^^ t°
entitled to
tJ^r w° comfortable
as
I understand the will
of Mr. m°
Thompson.

G.M.

In March 1919 the tension that had
simmered since 1908

between leading men in Brattleboro and Richards
Bradley
erupted in a final, more extensive public controversy
over
the Thompson Trust.
The contradictions in Bradley's

policy,

his simultaneous promotion of health services for all

coupled with moral convictions about personal and social
responsibility, threatened to unseat him.

This time it was

town leaders in Brattleboro, not poor women, who initiated
an investigation of trust policy; they also solicited

support from Rhinebeck, whose representatives agreed to

challenge Bradley's concept of charity.

In a reversal of

the 1907-08 proceedings, however, women's complaints

eventually dominated the controversy, for the Society of
Seamstresses decided to present their own case to the

Massachusetts court.
At issue was an interpretation of the wording of

Thompson's will, which stipulated that surplus funds "not
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needed for the relief" of
wo.en in the needle trades
could
be used for "kindred
charitable purposes" in either
town or
"elsewhere. "^ To stem the flow of
Thompson funds outside
their towns, Brattleboro and
Rhinebeck officials hoped to
demonstrate that there was no surplus.
Because they
understood the legacy as charity for
their towns, civic
leaders could argue convincingly
that hospitals in both
communities were inadequate. Brattleboro's
"seamstresses,"
on the other hand, maintained
that their individual needs
had not been met and that Bradley's
policy had subverted the
legacy by thrusting them into the "class
of the pauper
poor."^ We have seen how town leaders
came to resent
Bradley's control over Thompson funds, but how
did

Brattleboro's "seamstresses, needle-women and shop
girls"
arrive at their new complaints? And why did they
insist

upon presenting their own case, separately from the
town

petition?
Despite beneficiaries' official defeat during court

proceedings of 1907-08, Bradley's policies had modified as
result of the earlier legal action.

a

In response to women's

complaints, he had abolished his rules regarding occupation
and residency.

Without an official announcement, he

indicated that women no longer had to prove they were in the
needle trades or "shop girls" to receive aid, nor did they
have to establish residency in Brattleboro before the fund
began.

Although he had defended the actions of Augusta
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£gfflaleJ;JageriEarninq in Rrati- 1 ^Ko^^

While the middle-class community
focused on civic
improvement and economic development
in the second decade of
the century, wage-earning women
had become an important part
Of the labor force in Brattleboro.
Despite a 25 percent
increase in population between 1900
and 1920, women

continued to outnumber men in the village
proper, which
maintained its attraction for women workers.

m

the second

decade of the century, the percentage of
immigrants in the
village declined slightly from 13 percent
in 1910 to
lo

percent in 1920.

in the adult population (over
21),

however, 13 percent of women and 15 percent of
men were

foreign-born; 31 percent of adult women were either
foreignborn or children of immigrants.^ Like the trend in
women's

employment nationally, domestic work and independent needle
trades declined while other manufacturing jobs and clerical

work expanded.

In 1911 there were thirty milliners and

dressmakers in Brattleboro, but by 1921 only fourteen could
be counted; the ready-to-wear market continued to eliminate

independent needle women.* Meanwhile, the operation of the
overall factory and a new textile mill meant that the

percentage of wage-earning women employed in manufacturing
(43 percent)

in Brattleboro was nearly double the national

percentage (24 percent).

In 1911 Ft. Dummer Mills,

employing over two hundred women, began operation, and two
small toy and novelty manufacturers expanded late in the
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decade.

clerical and sales work (30
percent) for women in
Brattleboro also exceeded national
employment figures (26
percent).
For a few years, Clawson &
Hamilton Business
school trained stenographers
and office clerks locally.
Holstein-Friesian, a dairy registration
company, employed
201 women clerical workers in 1921.
By that year, social
researchers could claim that "business
prosperity"
in

Brattleboro had "become increasingly
dependent on the
services of its women citizens."'
Yet women who worked for wages were
still financially
insecure because their wages were insufficient
to meet their
living expenses.
in 1921 only a quarter of wage-earning

women in Brattleboro worked the full year; over
half of
these full-time employees were skilled clerical

workers.

But even clerical work barely covered

a

woman's expenses.

Deborah Thomas, for example, was only making $lo

a

week at

the Holstein-Freisian Company in 1918 even though the
wage
rate was $12.88 a week.

with expenses of $7.50 for room,

board, and washing, she retained $2.50 for all other

expenses.^ In the town's factories, half of the female

employees worked less than half the year.

Average yearly

earnings for all women wage-earners were less than five

hundred dollars; factory workers averaged $372.

Yet weekly

wage rates for most factory employees were between $11 and
$17, at a time when wage boards in Massachusetts were

recommending an average weekly wage of about $14.'
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Lay-offs, short shifts, piecework,
and the practice of
employing temporary workers to
fill large orders were
largely responsible for the
irregularity of employment.
In the garment business,
Hooker, Corser and Mitchell
regularly shut down in December and
again in August becau se
of the seasonal demands of the
industry.
Martha Brewe r
described the results for garment workers:
"the shop shut
down last week of course as usual for
2 or 3 weeks and then
I have to work 2 wks before
I get any pay."
Women's

attitudes regarding wage labor, domestic
obligations, and
their own health may have contributed to
periods of

unemployment as well.

As the family breadwinner, Martha

Brewer explained why she had to apply for aid again,
"altho
it seems a short time to Mr Bradley... it seems
long to me

for when you work every day as

I

have this winter...

&

then

do what you can of your own work on Sunday you get tired
and

very tired in

4

or

5

months.

"'"

Whether as a result of

employers' variable need for women's labor or women's

inability to commit to full-time work, both Bradley and the
1921 labor study concluded that Brattleboro suffered from a

surplus of female labor.

In either case, women who failed

to earn sufficient income to cover their living expenses,

resorted to applying to the trust for aid.''

Wage-earning women faced additional difficulties as

war-time inflation increased their living expenses while
their employment remained irregular.
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Between 1913 and 1920,

wholesale prices nationwide
increased at an annual rate of
13.1 percent, amounting to a 126
percent increase in the
seven-year period due largely to
the effects of World War I
on the economy.- Nationally,
wages kept pace with price
increases, but the irregular nature
of women's employment in
Brattleboro rendered many factory workers
vulnerable
to

increases in the cost-of-living.

At Hooker, Corser, and

Mitchell, for example, average weekly
wage rates rose from
approximately $8 before 1910 to around
$15, but on an

annualized basis women received

a

weekly average of

approximately $10.13 because many women worked
sporadically.^^ By 1921 room and board could cost
a woman

from $7 to $11 weekly; whereas before 1910, it
amounted to

approximately $5

a week.^*

Martha Brewer complained

repeatedly in 1917 about "everything so high;" she displayed
her own ability to get through the winter but lamented, "I

have worked terrible hard to do it and am now rather dragged
and tired out.""^ The plight of Mary Harris, who worked at
a

handkerchief shop in mid-1918 shows the difficulty women

faced under the piecework system during periods of
inflation.

Harris complained that the manager of the shop

had failed to repair his machines and only paid four cents
per dozen, not "a price a girl can live on."

outrage that he would "ask
&

work hard too for

4

a girl to sit

c per doz."

She expressed

there 10 hrs

&

While some employees

earned as much as $1.60 per day, the "forelady" rejected
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work

their work; consequently, the
stitchers quit because they
could not pay their expenses
on $1.15 per day.- inflation
and job worries produced a
comn^on complaint among Thompson
Trust clients: "You know my need:
it is money: and I don't
know how I am going to get along
unless I can have

some.-

In response to budget
complaints, Richards Bradley

blamed women for not getting enough
for their services or
employers, whom he believed were relying
on the
trust to

supplement irregular wages.

"l

think

a

good many of these

women need occasional common sense," he
told Sophia Stedman,
"as they can raise up in their own charges
with the
cost of

living.

That is what is going to hit

a

great many of them

and we will be called upon to make up what
ought to be paid

them."

In an ironic twist, he complained that another
woman

failed to manage her own emergencies: "as soon as sickness
comes she falls back on the Trust for help.

prevalent we would soon get

a

if that became

class of women, probably

accepting insufficient compensation from employers, who

would be the chief beneficiaries from the Fund, if the girls
get too little to take care of themselves with."'* Although

Bradley considered "enabling employees in Brattleboro to
receive sufficient payment," he was reluctant to intervene
with employers.

If women were underpaid, he reasoned, the

trust should "help them go somewhere else, rather than make
up for a condition of inadequate pay."''
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In addition to irregular
earnings,

lifestyle changes

rendered some of Brattleboro' s
female wage-earners more
financially vulnerable in the
1910s than earlier.
Women
without husbands were more likely
to set up housekeeping

on

their own, and the percentage of
divorced or separated women
rose.
These changes were revealed in the
profile of charity
clients who applied for aid during the
decade and to
some

extent in an increase in applicants.

Applications rose

significantly in the decade after the 1908 court
ruling, but
the increase may have resulted as much from
expansion of the

eligibility standards and opening of the vacation
house as
from changes in women's economic and familial
status.^"

The

largest proportion of clients were still under thirty-five
(44 percent),

single (40 percent), and native-born (70

percent), but

a

(18 percent).

(Table 7)

larger percentage were separated or divorced
Moreover, 64 percent of these women

lived apart from adult relatives, as compared with 41

percent of those who applied before 1908.

As housing for

Brattleboro's wage-earners expanded, some female migrants
began renting rooms or tenements in the village rather than

boarding with friends or relatives.
a

As a result they gained

degree of independence but were less able to rely on their

family of origin for help.

The shift to more independent

living typified the experience of young female wage-earners
in large cities as well.^^
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Table

7

Thompson Trust Beneficiaries,
Brattleboro
By Age, Marital Status,
Ethnicity

1901-08

(N=124)

N

1909-21

(N=193)

N

Age at applic ation

Under 25

22

18%

38

20%

25-34

33

27

46

24

27

21

39

20

45-54

12

10

22

11

55-64

12

10

22

11

17

14

20

10

Single

60

48

78

40

Married

22

18

32

17

Widowed

32

26

47

24

Divorced

2

2

14

7

Separated

3

2

22

11

5

4

Native, wt.

82

66

136

70

Native, for. par.

23

19

24

12

Foreign-born

10

8

24

12

9

7

9

5

35-44

65

&

over

na

Marital status

na

Ethnicity

na

Source: Thompson Trust Case Records; Federal Manuscript
Census, Population, Windham County, Vermont, 1900,
1910, 1920.
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As head of New Vork^s
Associated

Charities, Devine advocated
criminal penalties for lack of
support.
caseworkers intervened in the
interest of children
to collect family maintenance
but could as easily aggravate
as alleviate women's
distress. this context, reports
of marital discord surfaced
more frequently.

m

In Brattleboro, Bradley
believed that community

responsibility for failed husbands
could take the form of
private charity at first, but eventually
he resorted to the
authority of male leaders and public
relief to solve the
problem.
"i think the case has got to
be put straight up to
the town," Bradley insisted in
1910, "that the deserted wife
has got to be looked after by private
charity."
By this he

did not mean the Thompson Trust.

After a client refused to

prosecute her husband that year, he concluded
that this case
constituted "collusive desertion" and referred
the woman to
the Associated Charities.- But as more
"deserted" clients
applied for aid, this strategy failed to solve the
problem.

In the case of Betsy Farnsworth, who sought
relief in

1911, Bradley turned to town officials.

With the help of

his agent John Howard, who believed it was "the business of

town authorities" and that "aid from the town under such

circumstances should be considered by the community in

a

very different light from ordinary town aid," they set about

bolstering the "moral perceptions" of the breadwinners of
Brattleboro.

Selectman John Galvin agreed that prosecuting

the case would set an "example
[for] the rest of the
community." After considerable
effort on the part of town
lawyers, Farnsworth's husband
was extradited, fined, and
forced to pay his wife seven
dollars a week.
Despite
Bradley's success in raising the
moral consciousness of
Brattleboro's male officials, the trust
continued to
supplement Betsy Farnsworth's budget
for the next four
years; Bradley complained that Charles
Farnsworth had, "left
his wife in the town to be helped by
the Thompson Trust,
while he is starting another family in New
York."
in 1915,

Vermont passed

a

comprehensive non-support law that provided

greater financial protection for wives and
imprisonment of
husbands for non-support. While this may have
eased
Bradley's burden for deserted wives, when Mr. Farnsworth's

mother applied for aid, Bradley concluded, "That fellow
ought to have been rounded up and made to support those whom
he is bound to support even if he had to work it off in
jail."=*

Reluctantly, Bradley modified his definition of

worthiness by recognizing divorce and accepting applications
from factory workers, but at the same time he persisted with
a

charity policy designed to avoid direct aid.

While he

accepted women's health problems, he was unable to

acknowledge the limitations they faced in the labor market
because he continued to assume that under "normal" family

arrangements women were dependent upon other family members
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for support.

To .ini.ize replacing
fa.ily obligations with
trust outlays, he continued
to litnit direct aid.
Despite

women's financial difficulties
and the growth in applicants,
between 1909 and 1919, direct
aid to Thompson beneficiaries
averaged only 22 percent of
available
income.

it rose

dramatically in 1920 during the
litigation, but in real
dollars, even the 1920 allocation
represented no
increase.- While Bradley's attention

focused on nursing,

which both absorbed funds and validated
prevention over
traditional charity, he instituted new
means and behavior
tests to tighten eligibility.
it was his insistence
on

formal contracts with clients that
aggravated both young
women and old.

Charity or Contrant?

Thompson Trust clients faced additional obstacles to
getting help when Bradley designed new policies to
bolster
family support systems and the work ethic,

with his

priorities on preventing poverty, Bradley still preferred
"doctors, nurses and vacations" to any other solution, but

this prescription could not resolve all cases." For women

who were not sick but qualified as deserving by age,

widowhood, and lack of income, he offered loans or property
liens as an alternative.

Getting help required working to

pay back loans or, in the case of property owners, burdening

future heirs with debt.

Alternatively, if
316

a

woman with

property but no income rejected
the offer, she would remain
dependent upon relatives or poor
relief.
This shift in
policy was emblematic of Bradley's
effort to combine moral
purpose with efficiency.
As we have seen, Bradley was
reluctant to simply give
women money. He expected a return for
his efforts, and
loans satisfied his desire to prevent
pauperism, which

charity workers defined as the state of
physical or mental
dependency.
Implementing Bradley's policy, Sophia Stedman
informed a widow who had stopped work to care
for a sick

daughter that Bradley would loan her sixteen dollars
rather
than give her direct aid "as she would lose her self
respect."^" These clients were "not proper subjects
for

free charitable aid," Bradley reasoned, but he feared that
if they exhausted the "last of their resources" and became

totally destitute they would not have "any inducement for
saving."

Augusta Wells, by contrast, admonished one woman

to sell her home and live on the proceeds."* Bradley's loan

arrangements with women insured that they would learn not to
ask for aid repeatedly.

Only 2.5 percent of the money the

trust provided for women in its first two decades

represented loans and was repaid.^"
Bradley not only sought to enforce the work ethic but
also to teach family members about their mutual obligations.
It is "the duty of the relatives to care for their own," he

insisted.

The situation of Margery Walker provides
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sympathy for widows and single
mothers had modified the
formula for female charity seekers,
but these women were
still required to show industriousness
as well as orderly
household practices in return for
help.
Bradley's work
requirements applied to a woman's family
because of
his

understanding of female dependence.

Restrictions against

charity for women with able-bodied relatives
or property
were commonplace in the early twentieth
century
and even

persisted as charity workers began administering
mothers'
aid.^" But unlike this informal arrangement
between
the

classes of the nineteenth century, Bradley's
formal

contracts combined

a

moral purpose with a business

transaction that changed the nature of the exchange.
With the institution of loans and property liens in
1909, Bradley began his campaign to "rescue" the working-

class population from charity.

Despite its moral purpose,

his new policy was a business proposition, not the free

assistance to women designated in the Thompson will.
absence of

a local

In the

cooperative loan association which he

would have preferred, Bradley offered no-interest loans,

sometimes with an insurance policy as security, or property
liens.

These contracts insured that upon a client's death,

relatives would not benefit from trust outlays.

Providing

aid to a property-owning widow with an able-bodied son,

according to Bradley, meant "practically giving money to her
son who will then inherit what property there is, free and
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clear."

m

the case of one client who
supported an invalid
husband, Bradley succeeded in
persuading the couple to
transfer the husband's life
insurance policy to the trust in
return for aid. He threatened
another client with the fear
that her property would fall
into the hands of her estranged
brother-in-law when she died.- Bradley's
property liens
highlighted the contradiction between
women's rights to own
property and their economic dependence.
To keep their
property, women were expected to rely on
relatives' support.
In the end, property liens renewed
the animosity between

working-class women and the trust.
The purpose of the contracts, however, was
consistent

with national efforts to reinforce family
obligations.

By

the 1910s, the National Conference of Charities
and

Corrections, whose 4,500 members represented the nation's

leaders in the theory and practice of social work, had

shifted its focus from the individual to social causes of
poverty.

The new breed of social caseworkers removed their

gaze from the moral failings of indigents to the family as a
unit of analysis.

This was the perspective of agent John R.

Howard, Bradley's social investigator and case manager.^''

Howard advised Sophia Stedman, for example, how to
investigate a "deserted" woman's household, to plan her
budget, and to find out "what those living in her house" or

"what the two married sons" could provide.

The breakdown

in family relations coupled with sordid social conditions
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became new targets for those
hoping to eradicate pauperism.
Charity policy retained its punitive
flavor as family

investigation provided a rationale for
intervention on the
part of newly professional social
workers that surpassed the

sympathetic inquiries of nineteenth-century
friendly
visitors. According to Mary Richmond,
thorough "social
diagnosis" could not only gain the financial
support of
relatives but also reconstruct the family by
renewing
familial ties and affection.^'
In Brattleboro, the failure of relatives
to fulfill

their obligations, whether between children and
parents,
among siblings, or between husbands and wives,
became

an

increasing irritant to Bradley during the 1910s.

He often

cited Vermont law in this regard, which fixed the

responsibility of relatives for dependent family members.
In 1896 brothers and sisters had been added to the list
of

those with mutual responsibility for support, but they were

removed by

a

1908 law."^ Bradley's desire to reaffirm and

restore, if necessary, both the work ethic and the economic

basis of family ties conflicted with women's expectations

that they could turn to the Thompson Trust when in need.
While some women eventually signed liens and repaid
loans, others vehemently opposed the trust's policy.

This

time it was older "sewing women" who resented Bradley's

attempt to hold them to

a

fixed contract.

These women

usually responded to the policy by insisting upon their
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status as beneficiaries entitled
to aid without means
testing.
"it seems hardly right that I
should be deprived
of what is really my due
according to the terms of the
will," one propertied woman
explained, "I am a sewing woman
who by reason of deafness and
increasing years am not able
to earn enough to support myself."the case of Anna
Foster, the trust had supplied aid for
several years before
her "avaricious" behavior led to the
property-lien proposal.
Augusta Wells noted that Foster "could not
understand why
she could not have money whenever she wanted
it,

m

as she was

beneficiary." in response, Bradley alerted Foster's
nieces
and heirs that the trust would continue to supply
a

aid, only

if they would agree that further payments
were "considered a

charge upon her estate." "I can assure you," he informed
them,

"that the matter will not be arranged in such

a

way

that the Thompson Trust will support Miss [F], and then have
her property go to other people, persons whose prior

obligation it is to assist her."^= Retorting that he was
"misinformed" about her willingness to do her part, Foster's
niece, a clerk in the office of the Reformer

,

helped alert

the community to the new policy.

Forty-nine-year-old Cora McMurray, an independent

dressmaker all her life, rejected the idea that the Thompson
Fund was charity for the poor at all.

In her response to

the means test, McMurray, who had supported her father and
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then her sister and niece for
six years, articulated her
understanding of Thompson's legacy:
Mr Thompson did not state in his
will,
would have to tell every penny we hav4 that we
in order
to get help
If you just stop and think of
all
who draw salaries out of the fund
for the little
tney do. And when we come in need
to
have to go through so much to get help.think we
To make
us feel It IS charity do you think
it right.
,

Appreciative of McMurray's family efforts and
wary of future
publicity, Bradley reasoned that "She may
have worked
herself into a state where she is practically
unable to look
after herself, and she may need that $25...
to
adjust her

ideas and become a little more calm and reasonable."
But

Augusta Wells, who adamantly refused to provide help
to any
woman who demanded aid as her "right," deemed McMurray
unworthy.
outspoken.

As her "health gave out," McMurray became more

Claiming that all she had received from the

"Thompson fund was injustice," she threatened Wells to make

restitution before "a higher authority" called her "to
render an account of [her] stewardship."

in the summer of

1912, after she had refused again to sign the lien

agreement, McMurray explained her position to Bradley:
will not sign the printed form you inclosed
for it goes against my principles to do such
a disloyal act, to sign away our liberty
remember this is a free country. ...You
certainly have taxed your brain to the utmost
trying to solve a way whereby we seamstresses
should be deprived of our rights in your reverie
you saw the word Loan a bright idea pop in to
your brain prefix to Thompson Trust and you
have Trust & Loan the problem is solved the
seamstresses and shop girls fund is turned in
to a business.**
I
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McMurray not only expressed her
understanding of entitlement
but also implied that Bradley's
effort to turn
the trust

into a business was inconsistent
with the intent of the
Thompson legacy. Economically
independent for much of her
life, McMurray refused to compromise
either her independence
or her self-respect by becoming a
charity recipient, despite
her need for money. when she was no
longer able to make a
living as a dressmaker, to "sign away"
her property was to
forfeit her source of independence and her
status in

Brattleboro society as well.

McMurray would not have a

chance to act on her anger until 1919, when
she provided
extensive testimony about her unpleasant experiences
with
the trust.
The need for money was the prime motivation of charity

clients, but their circumstances and attitudes toward self-

support differed, causing Bradley to personalize his efforts
to cure them.

Not only did women's marital status and

family relations vary, but they also maintained different

attitudes about wage work and charity.

Bradley's efforts at

rehabilitation emphasized the work ethic for some women and
family duty for others.

Many widows, young and old, had

never anticipated self-support; when their children or other

relatives were unable or unwilling to help, they resorted to
charity, believing that their circumstances merited

sympathy.

When one client appeared "unwilling to exert"

herself, trust agents responded with budget analyses, family
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investigations, and ultimately

a

plan to get her working or

to compel support from relatives."^
For most single women who were
accustomed to their role
in the labor force, the goal
was somewhat different; they
needed to be reminded that they were
part of a family

economy and were held to

a

standard of family service.

As

Bradley told one applicant, the "trust
will not deal with
you and your sisters as three separate
people who are not
sisters living as one family."- These women
resented the
imposition of contracts. They claimed the
right to

determine their own family obligations by insisting
that
they were or had been independent wage-earners
and needed no
supervision. The situation of Nora and Mary Duran provides
a case in point.

Nora, a stitcher at the overall factory,

applied for help with medical bills in 1911 after her
mother's funeral had drained the family finances; Mary owned
the family home.

Reluctant to aid Nora while her sister

owned property, Bradley advised that the trust would have to
"treat the need on a true basis which is the family basis,"
and recommended they sign

a

lien on the property.

But the

sisters refused this arrangement, explained that they

considered themselves "two persons and not

a

'unit,'" and

sought a legal opinion on the lien document.*^ Even for

women who did not resist the means test, sisterly

obligations led to resentment toward the trust.

One woman

who supported two sisters diagnosed as neurasthenic
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TO some extent Bradley was
responsible for activating
the community by alerting town
leaders to women's problems,
even while he began to use
Thompson funds outside the town.
Frustrated by his inability to resolve
the problems of

divorced and separated women, Bradley
attempted to shift the
responsibility for support to family and
community while
stressing moral duty.
many cases his policy represented
a delicate balance between the
fear that a woman might
"break down/' mentally or physically,
and the desire to get
her working or to make her family or
other institutions
support her. The case of Alice Rice, who
divorced her

m

husband because he drank and failed to support
her,
summarizes the variety of strategies Bradley and
his agents
used to find solutions to women's problems. At thirtythree, Rice had returned with her adolescent son
to her

family home in West Brattleboro, where her two sisters and

brother supported their parents.

As a payroll clerk at

Hooker, Corser, and Mitchell's overall factory, she had been

unsuccessful in securing aid from the trust to either take

a

rest or to pay an insurance premium because agents believed

her family resources were not fully utilized.

When she

applied for eyeglasses in 1911, the trust offered her

a loan

if she would place a lien on her policy to insure that her

heirs would not benefit.

Rice replied, "I thought the

Thompson money was left for women who needed it, and

I

certainly need it very much, not for the family need, but my

own...

Agent Sophia Stedman interpreted
her response, .'These
wonien seem to regard the fund
as intended to benefit them
regardless of the circumstances of their
families,
and it is

very difficult to make them view it
in any other way."Each of Bradley's agents provided a
different solution
to Alice Rice's problem.
stedman noted that Rice had been
sick for nearly two years living on
medicine and could
hardly be expected to work. John Howard advised

investigating the entire family because the client
.'might be
breaking down.'. Bradley, assuring them that '.this
woman's
health" was their chief concern, sent for the district
nurse, Charlotte MacLeod, who found a job for Rice's
brother

and diagnosed Rice as "tired and nervous" with "organic

trouble."

Moreover, MacLeod assessed Rice's sister as "very

frail,., and her mother as "exceedingly nervous" and perhaps

"mentally unbalanced."

As a result, Alice Rice received a

new pair of eyeglasses as well as a six-week vacation with

relative in Buffalo.^'
By 1917, however, Bradley hoped to avoid aid by

referring clients like Rice to other social services.

When

she applied for help with medical bills during the war, at

first the trust refused assistance because Bradley believed
she was receiving $10 a month from her son's military

service and $15

a

month from his pay.

Under the War Risk

Insurance Act, the federal government supported soldiers'
dependents, but support of parents and siblings was
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a

optional.

When Rice informed Bradley
that she did not
expect money fro. her son,
Bradley referred her to the Red
cross.
"The Red Cross has collected
large su.s partly for
the purpose of giving help
to soldiers' dependent

relatives," he noted.

"That is their obligation and it

seems to me that it should be
found out why they can't
fulfill it, if they can't, before
the Thompson Trust is
called on. They take the place of
her son."" when Bradley
failed to resolve Rice's problems
through health
care, he

turned to activating

a

sense of family and community

responsibility to support her.

For her part, despite some

initial success negotiating with trust
agents. Rice remained
disgruntled; it is not surprising that she
joined the suit
to protest trust policy in 1919.
Bradley, in the meantime, had built his case
for

greater social responsibility in Brattleboro.

The burden of

mothers without male breadwinners was greater than
the women
of the Associated Charities or BMAA could handle,
and at
least on paper, Bradley refused to provide "permanent"
aid.

These cases added to his frustrations with "pauperized"
families who, in his eyes, exhibited permanent dependency by

continual requests.

With no strategies to either cure or

reform this poor population, he turned to reminding middleclass residents of their social obligations.

The town could

just as easily become demoralized by the trust as individual

clients, he informed Augusta Wells: "We do not propose to
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contribute to .oral dry rot
in Brattleboro.
Bemoaning
the lack Of "organized
relief work," in 1915 he
concludec,,
"I think „e Shall have
to keep watch and put it
up squarely
to the town that „e are
not going to help the. shirk
their
responsibilities. "^^
Bradley's efforts to avoid
charity at a time when
cracks in the family system of
support were heightening
women's needs led him to promote
private-public cooperation.
After the State Board of Charities
assumed the care of poor
children and collection of family
maintenance, Bradley
Offered to help local mothers with
dependent children with a
system of support if "the State, or
Brattleboro authorities
or Brattleboro people including
relatives" would

participate.- Contrary to the opinions of
most charity
leaders, he supported mothers' aid because
he believed in
shared community responsibility. Two widows
who began

receiving mothers' aid in Brattleboro had also
received help
as Thompson beneficiaries, and Bradley
apparently continued
to supplement public funds for a time with
Thompson aid.

Over the objections of Augusta Wells, he even
proposed

matching state and local allocations for a separated woman,
though he doubted whether the overseer was "sufficiently

advanced in his philanthropic education" to bear the
amount.
a

For Bradley, securing public funding was not just

way to reduce the obligations of the trust but to teach

moral lessons about civic duty.
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By 1919 Bradley had
elaborated the idea of mutual
Obligation into a theory of
civic responsibility with gender
and class implications.
if male employers, husbands,
or
sons failed to keep women
from distress, then it was the
moral duty of the community,
particularly its wealthy men,

either through private or public
means, to support them.
would not have the trust "turned
into a bequest for the
relief not of the poor, but of the
well-to-do.""

He

This

concept of charity, reminiscent of
nineteenth-century
noblesse oblige, also embodied the
Christian concept of
"moral community," the civic virtue of

a

an ideal republic.

Like many progressives, Bradley saw the
private sector as
proving ground for programs worthy of public
support,

a

and

increasingly he advocated greater sharing of social
provision.

His impulse arose from

a

sense of the moral

obligation between classes and the responsibility of
the

wealthy to direct social policy more than
provide social justice.

a

desire to

To the extent that men and women

like Bradley were successful, however, they helped expand

social welfare in the early twentieth century.

When

Brattleboro failed to demonstrate the "cohesive moral order"
of a country village, Bradley determined to reshape the

community along those lines.

In practical terms, this

philosophy allowed him to deny aid and to refer women to
other agencies, to justify denials on moral grounds, and to
define women's needs to suit his own priorities.
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Rights and

nni-

When disagreements over the
proper use of Thompson
funds came to a head in early
1919, public debate centered
around the meaning of charity.
Was charity a gift
distributed out of sympathy for the
needy? Should it
attempt to uplift the recipients
and prevent future poverty?
How could a society draw boundaries
around social needs?
Underlying these questions lay the battle
over who should
control money donated for social purposes;
what were "the
duties of the Trustees and what [were]
the duties and rights
of the people of Brattleboro?'- As the
controversy played
out in court proceedings, in news accounts,
and in private
discussion, participants revealed a mix of attitudes
and

beliefs about social provision.

Battle lines were not drawn

simply between the advocates of tradition and the
oracles of
modernity.

All parties to the debate expressed elements of

the old and the new.
In their role as promoters and defenders of the town's

interest, members of the Brattleboro Board of Trade

initiated the controversy.

Sparked by the conflicts over

public health, the 1918 flu epidemic, and Bradley's use of

Thompson funds for statewide nursing, members of the board
of trade saw a need to assert their leadership once again.

At the request of Charles Crosby, a wealthy grain dealer who

questioned the trust's operations outside Brattleboro, the
board of trade appointed

a

three-member committee to
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investigate in late December 1918.

Charles A. Harris,

treasurer of the Brattleboro Savings
Bank, and Howard c.
Rice, Crosby's nephew and editor
of the Reformer, solicited
the cooperation of the Society of
Seamstresses, whose
members appointed milliner Mary Donnell
as their

representative.

Before the committee could complete its

investigation, which also involved contacting
officials in
Rhinebeck, Bradley submitted a new "Petition
for

Instructions" to the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial
Court
the following March." Hoping to sguelch the
investigation,
he asked the court to affirm trustees' discretion
in

allocating aid to Brattleboro and Rhinebeck or "elsewhere."
With characteristic aplomb, Bradley dominated the first
round of debate by taking the moral high ground.

Arguing

for the use of funds outside of the two towns, he and his

co-trustee, John F. Moors, reasoned that health was the

greatest source of distress; that efficient medical services
required broad-based social programs that could not be

achieved in "isolated and self-centered" communities; and
that

a

fund confined within town boundaries had robbed the

towns of civic responsibility.

Then the trustees outlined

their central policy goals to the court: to avoid the

creation of a "dependent class" and to treat the greatest
cause of distress through medical care.

While hospitals had

proved helpful, only adequate nursing care and health

education could insure

a

"permanent accomplishment."
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This

approach needed the "co-operation"
of the nursing profession
and demonstration "in a larger
field" to prove "effective."
Here, Bradley detailed the
difficulties and eventual success
he had encountered with the
nursing profession, resulting
in

an improved nursing program
and in public health education
in Vermont. ^=

On the one hand, this argument
clearly demonstrated

that local responsibility for the needy
was no longer
adequate, but on the other, Bradley
chastised community
members for not upholding their civic duty.
The towns of
Brattleboro and Rhinebeck were not only too
small for

efficient management, but they had become
"indisposed to
self-help." No amount of financial benefit could
"compensate for the moral and civic loss," Bradley
explained, caused by providing "for

a

community the things

that the right kind of community should do for itself."

Rather than "relieve the well-to-do," the trustees argued
that it was "not only their right but their duty" to

"stimulate and augment" rather than "displace, discourage or

diminish" social responsibility.

Bradley's philosophy

remained rooted in moral obligations between the classes and
his desire to bolster the social leadership of the "well-to-

do.""
This approach only heightened the tension in

Brattleboro, whose residents resented the lesson in ethical
duty.

Bradley published his petition in the Reformer with
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an accompanying letter to
editor Howard Rice, explaining
his
charge to the town and the
difficulty of operating in an
environment of distrust.
the future, he announced, fund

m

allocations would be measured "not
only by the need that
exists in Brattleboro," but also
based "upon what the people
of Brattleboro themselves do in
giving such service and
money as is usually given by the people
of similar towns."

Hoping to have a "thorough show-down,"
he acknowledged: "As
with any truly American community, the
question of
rights

comes first, the people are not inclined
to discuss their
duties with a person who they believe is
disregarding their

rights."- Rice's headline captured the town's
mood:
"THOMPSON FUND TRUSTEES SAY THEY INTEND TO SPEND INCOME

REGARDLESS OF TOWN'S NEEDS."

Reporting that community

members were indignant and "thoroughly aroused," by the
"preposterous" charge of "community demoralization," Rice

began months of public sparring with Richards Bradley.
For his part, Bradley denied Rice's interpretation while the

editor continued to assert that the trustees meant to use
the fund simply to "exploit their own ideas."" By

contrast, publication of the petition and Bradley's charge
to Rhinebeck provoked little response.

At first, the editor

of the Rhinebeck Gazette criticized trustees for their lack

of communication with the townspeople, but he dropped the

issue quickly when community members praised the work of

Rhinebeck 's Thompson House.

As a result, the ensuing legal
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controversy received little media
coverage in Rhinebeck
although its civic leaders eventually
defended the town's
interest in the fund.""
Brattleboro officials, on the other hand,
aggressively
challenged the operation of the trust
by claiming that
administrators had neglected both individual
and social

needs in Brattleboro.

Arthur

P.

Carpenter, the town's

attorney, filed an answer to Bradley's
petition in May 1919
requesting that the court deny the trustees'
request for
full discretion outside Brattleboro and
Rhinebeck.

Town

boundaries, not efficient management, moral principle
or co-

operation between institutions, should determine trust
policy.

In his arqument. Carpenter relied on the testator's

intent, as expressed in the wordinq of the will.

Only if

the income was "not needed for the relief" of the class of

beneficiaries could funds be used elsewhere.

In this

regard, he cited inadequate direct aid for beneficiaries,

who had become the victims of the trustees' arbitrary
discretion.

The "balance of their support," he claimed, had

"to be supplied by the town of Brattleboro," releqatinq

women into the "class of the pauper poor.""' There was no
doubt that poor women had been neqlected, but as we have
seen, Brattleboro residents had not seriously questioned the

level of the town's poor expense; their outlays for the poor

were no qreater than those of other Vermont towns.
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To defend the interest of the
community as

a

whole,

carpenter used court precedent to argue
that local needs had
not been fully met.
Insufficient funding for the

Brattleboro Memorial Hospital, whose
construction the court
had sanctioned in 1901, had rendered
it inadequate for the
community. At that time, the court had
implied a preference
for local needs by stipulating that
hospitals in the

designated towns should serve local residents
before others.
In 1919, Carpenter used this precedent,
which did not exist

in Thompson's will, to cloud the distinction
between the

needs of beneficiaries and those of all residents.

When it

came to programs outside the town, he claimed the trust
was

funding operations that had not been proven "practical or

advisable" and in any case, "should be paid for by

taxation."

In other words, Bradley's programs required

public support and should not diminish Brattleboro
fund.

'

s

trust

The town had not become "demoralized" by the fund.

Carpenter insisted.

To the contrary, the Thompson trustees

had exercised "too broad a discretion in dispensing other

people's money," and Richards M. Bradley, in particular, had
"become largely out of sympathy with the purposes of the
trust.

"^^

The Brattleboro Memorial Hospital was indeed suffering.

From 1912 until 1917, the trust had supplied approximately
$18,000 of annual support for the hospital, about sixty

percent of its expenses.

In 1918,
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just as Bradley needed

funds for his school nursing
initiatives, he reduced the
allocation to $12,000, raising it
slightly in the next two

years.- When war-time inflation, the
flu epidemic, and the
shortage of nurses created a local
health-care crisis,

doctors and members of the board of
trade became noticeably
concerned about the hospital funding.

m

fact,

just as

Bradley's "Petition for Instructions" became
public, doctors
were debating the future of the hospital.
Dr. George
Anderson insisted that communities like Brattleboro,

"ordinarily build and maintain hospitals at the
expense of
their own townspeople." Edward Lynch, who operated
the

Melrose Hospital and had been excluded from practicing
at
Brattleboro Memorial, recommended that both the town and
local fund raising support the hospital. "Your hospital must

cease to be a closed operation," he argued.

Frustration

over the hospital funding was channeled into the town's
legal contest with the Thompson Fund.

While civic leaders were concerned about the future of
the hospital, this was not the primary concern of

Brattleboro 's poor women.

Rather than join the town's

answer to the court, the Society of Seamstresses petitioned
to intervene in the issue separately.

Ever since the

publication of Bradley's petition to the court, seamstresses
as well as "stenographers, waitresses, and telephone

operators," had gathered "from house to house, discussing
the questions involved."

The streets of Brattleboro were
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abuzz with complaints, submerged
until Bradley's insult to
the community allowed them to
surface.
Three of the
society's officers, Mary Currier,
Addie Fay, and Ella
Butterfield, had held their positions
since the last legal
controversy; all in their sixties, they
had thorough
knowledge of the trust's policies. Currier,
who had worked
as an agent in the early years until
Bradley fired her,

recalled that aid was so slow in coming for
some clients,
she often considered asking for funeral
expenses
instead.

Mary

E.

Cook, who had served as treasurer on and off
for

fourteen years, complained that she had "never
handled
cent."
a few

a

Members paid no dues, and she had been unable to get

dollars from the fund to buy

a

record book.^^ The

society met with members of the town's investigating

committee on April

1

and appointed their own lawyers, even

though town representatives urged joint action.

While the

lawyers' role remains unclear, there is little doubt that

these women held sufficient grievances to file their own

petition

'^^
.

The Society of Seamstresses presented complaints that

expressed the degradation they had suffered under Bradley's
administration of the trust.

As Howard Rice reported,

"BENEFICIARIES SAY BRADLEY MADE THEM FEEL LIKE PAUPERS."
Frank

E.

Barber and Orrin Hughes, two young Brattleboro

lawyers, gathered the evidence and argued the case.

In some

respects their arguments mirrored the town position by
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noting the decline in hospital
expenditures and use of money
outside Brattleboro. But rather
than focusing on the
hospital issue, the seamstresses'
answer to the court
detailed the "needless humiliation"
and "indignities" women
suffered under the excessive rules and
secret regulations of
the trust. Agents had labeled clients
"objects of charity,"
claiming it was a "disgrace" to apply;
extensive

investigations and inquiries constituted
"will and spirit" of the trust.

a

violation of the

Arguing once again that

they were not paupers, these women sought access
to Thomas
Thompson's "gift" based not only on their rights to
the

property but also on their claims to respectability
in the
community.

Asserting an entitlement to relief under the

terms of the trust, they refused to "bind themselves" by way
of loan agreements.

And finally, they demanded the old age

home that had not been forthcoming."^
In the ensuing months, the controversy mushroomed as

Bradley sought to dismiss these complaints and to focus the
court's attention on his moral principles.

In a series of

legal maneuvers designed to throw administrative issues out
of the court as inadmissable

debate.

,

Bradley tried to control the

He asked the court to affirm his policy and to

"strike out" sections of the seamstresses' reply that

referred to the "administration of the fund" because these
issues belonged before the probate, not the equity,
court."* But when Rhinebeck officials and the "poor
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seamstresses" of Rhinebeck filed
an answer detailing
insufficient relief, it became obvious
that Bradley would
have to launch a thorough defense
against charges of
"mismanagement." His efforts to show
the benefits of social
programs over individual aid and to
bolster civic
responsibility evaporated as social needs
overwhelmed the
public discourse.

Rhinebeck 's answer to Bradley's original
petition
outlined similar inequities: humiliation
among
beneficiaries, imposition of property liens,
diverted
income, inadequate hospital care, and Bradley's

responsibility for these problems.''^ Rhinebeck had
not
grown during the 1910s, but its small hospital was

outdated,

Bradley had reduced its annual funding from $16,650 to
$10,000, and his plan to exchange

a

system of coordinated

nursing for Dutchess County for hospital services in
Poughkeepsie appeared unsatisfactory.

Some Rhinebeck

residents preferred an improved hospital of their own.

As

for Bradley's administration of direct aid, it was less

controversial than in Brattleboro because there were fewer
clients, and his agent for Rhinebeck lived in Brookline,

Massachusetts, which insulated her from the problems Augusta
Wells provoked.

Nonetheless, Rhinebeck clients were "in

suspense and in humiliation" as a result of the "parsimony"
of the trustees and were as frustrated by the loan and

property lien policy as women from Brattleboro.''*
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In late August 1919, the
defendants achieved a partial

victory.

Despite a ruling that eliminated
much of their
testimony, the court agreed to
hear a new petition based on
their complaints and to reserve
judgement on the trustees'
original request.
a dramatic headline,
"BRADLEY'S
REMOVAL FROM TRUSTEESHIP WILL BE
REQUESTED," Howard Rice
alerted townspeople to future proceedings.On September
24, 1919 the Society of Seamstresses and
the Town of
Brattleboro filed a joint petition, prepared

m

by Barber,

Hughes, and Carpenter, requesting that
the court remove
Bradley and define future trust policy.
this petition,
lawyers returned to the court's directive
of 1901 to show
that the trustees had failed to uphold their
obligations as

m

administrators.

At that time, the court had specified that

"kindred charitable purposes" in the two towns could
include: a hospital, old age home, "care and education
of

the children" of beneficiaries, and any other "charity for
poor or disabled persons."

But the court had not required

these uses or excluded "elsewhere."

Moreover, by returning

to the 1901 ruling, the attorneys obscured the fact that the

will made no distinction between "said towns or elsewhere."

Nonetheless, the use of women's testimony of abuse proved

effective in shifting the focus to Bradley's failure as an

administrator
Unlike the 1907-08 litigation, when women's specific

complaints about the trust's administration failed to reach
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the court, this time poor
women's tales of mistreatment
were
used to prove the town's
case.
The petition reiterated the
claim that arbitrary rules,
never printed or distributed,
had been used to eliminate
applicants and had effectively
prevented women from even applying
for aid.
Trust agents
had subjected clients to "needless
humiliation both by the
questions submitted and by the
method and manner of their
inquiry and examination into the
individual cases."

Moreover, agents had informed clients
repeatedly that "they
were making themselves objects of
charity by accepting any
money" and made them "feel that it
was a disgrace on their
part to apply." This experience was "so
well known" that
women entitled to relief preferred "to
undergo any hardship"
rather than apply for aid. citing Bradley's
imposition of

written loan agreements, lawyers noted that
contrary to the
testator's apparent wishes the trust had resorted
to

providing relief "by way of loans rather than gifts"
to

which women "refused to bind themselves."

Even the question

of hospital funding was recast to emphasize women's

problems.

As a result of the trust's cut in allocation for

the hospital, the petitioners claimed, its administrators

had been forced to seek "paying patients" to the detriment
of beneficiaries.

In addition, the petition noted that the

war and inflation had increased the "prices of all
necessaries including clothing, food, rents, fuel etc.,"

resulting in a greater need for assistance
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women's claims of mistreatment
dominated the petition
to the point Of subverting
the question of funds spent
outside the town. Among twenty
separate complaints, only
once were trustees accused of
expending funds on "divers

and

sundry objects which are not
kindred charitable purposes."
Even the question of the town's
civic duty was rephrased
from poor women's perspective.
The petition accused the
trustees of refusing to provide relief
for women "until and
unless other agencies and persons"
contributed.
in the
final assessment, the petitioners blamed
Bradley for
creating a hostile environment which had
perverted his
"feeling and judgment" and requested his
removal.
Demanding
that the court intervene, they sought "speedy,
sufficient,
and charitable aid" and expected the trust to
fulfill its

obligations to the hospital and other charitable
institutions in the community and to cease spending money

outside the town without specific court approval. ®°
The abuse and neglect poor women had experienced gained
a

wider audience, and they elicited more sympathy as the

case proceeded.

In response to the challenge to his

authority and his character, Bradley demanded

a

statement

describing the specific abuses of individual clients.

The

resulting "Bill of Particulars" filed with the court

uncovered the experiences of Brattleboro's poor women and
trust policy in graphic detail.

If they did not already

know, townspeople learned who was poor in their community
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ad ley's statement that

"if

girl's

a

credit was not good for at least
$..oo she was not worthy of
help/, but they provided no
evidence that this character
assessment had been used to eliminate
women.
They

emphasized that Bradley "would not
help any woman who had
been deserted by her husband or
any woman whose husband had
gone away or left his home," but
once again, the deposition
failed to provide instances of discrimination
based
on

marital status.

The seamstresses explained the way the

trust "reserved the right" to choose
their doctors and
hospital treatment for them as an example of
arbitrary
rules.
This testimony highlighted the victimization

of

women subjected to Bradley's administrative style."*
When it came to providing examples

oi

the mistreatment

women had experienced, the "Bill of Particulars" explained

women's difficulties and the trust's neglect and abuse in
detail while ignoring the aid that had been supplied.

To

demonstrate administrators' lack of sympathy, the deposition
explained an elderly woman's situation:
She is a widow and is without property.
Her only
income is a pension of twenty-live dollars per
month from which she pays five dollars a week for
her board. ...the Associated Charities of
Brattleboro have paid, in addition to the aL)ove
two dollars a week towards her board and have
furnished her some underclothes to wear.
[She]
has not had any clothing to speak of since her
husband died in 1917. She has needed medicine
during the past year but has not had the money to
purchase it with."''
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This portrait was typical
of the sympathetic images
ol
female suffering the petitioners
presented to the court.
Victims Of Old age, in health,
and poverty were juxtaposed
against Augusta Wells's efforts
to make them feel ashamed
about seeking help and Richards
Bradley's attempt to swindle
them out of their property.

Repeated references to suffering from
"needless
humiliation" and the indignity of being
told they were
"assuming the position of paupers"
represented women's
attempts to preserve their self-respect.
The testimony of
an Irish-born dressmaker, who
applied for aid during an
illness in 1908, described her sense of
self-respect and the

resentment she felt after an interview with
Augusta Wells:
Mrs. Wells was very indignant on this occasion
and
used very harsh, cruel and abusive language
toward
the beneficiary, .. .and criticised the attending
physician.
Miss [C] states that she was never so
Ill-treated by any person in her lite. Mrs. WoJls
further stated to Miss fC] as follows: -"You know,
[B], whatever I give you is charity, and you
should not ask for charity, and would not like to
receive it." ...Miss fC] feels that she would much
prefer to go to the Overseer of the Poor to secure
aid than to again ask assistance from said fund
and to undergo such ill-treatment.
By claiming that Wells's behavior was inappropriate, the

client denied that it was shameful for

a

woman to seek help

and even that the Thompson legacy was a charity.

Her poor

health made this treatment even more reprehensible.
Like Miss C, all of the women who listed similar

experiences were "either sick or in feeble health." Another

testifier had been "afflicted with typhoid pneumonia and was
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critically ill for

5

or

6

weeks."

Mrs. H was "broken in

health" and her husband was
an "invalid."

Another

petitioner detailed her experience
of recovering from "an
operation for appendicitis" with
"no means of support."With this testimony the petitioners
contested the notion
that sick needlewomen were not
worthy of assistance

and used

their helplessness as women to evoke
sympathy for female
needs.
By suggesting that the Thompson
legacy was not
charity, they insisted that a sick woman
should not be

stigmatized when asking for aid and that

a

woman in need was

still respectable.
By the 1910s, Richards Bradley had
reinterpreted Thomas

Thompson's legacy, which had recognized the
vulnerability of
wage-earning women, by equating female dependence
with ill

health.

But he also encouraged work and denied permanent

assistance, allowing Augusta Wells to enforce his policy
by

imputing the moral condition of pauperism to repeat
applicants.

The stigma of "begging," associated with male

laziness and drunkenness, had been used to discourage

applications through shame and to teach self-help.

These

lessons contradicted working-class women's understanding of
sexual difference.

During the Progressive Era when

reformers invoked family-wage ideology to restore family
life, standards of respectability for married or widowed

working-class women were increasingly based on domestic
achievements, including good mothering, not work or robust
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health.

To suggest that these
beneficiaries were paupers
challenged their adherence to
these standards. Even women
who had merited substantial
amounts of aid made this
complaint. One elderly woman,
who had received a regular
allowance for many years, complained
that Wells had told her
"she would be a town charge if it
were not for the

Fund.—

By claiming feeble health, the
petitioners rendered

themselves deserving of protection by
the state without
stigma.
The Thompson Trust had raised women's
expectations
of health care and convinced some
that they were too weak to
work.
The medicalization of poverty, as seen
in Bradley's

sympathy for individual health needs and his
development of
nursing programs, enhanced women's dependence
on health

professionals and their sense of physical frailty.

testimony of Miss

E,

The

cited as evidence that disabled women

had been refused help, confirmed this diagnosis.

Employed

at the paper mill, she:

slipped and injured her elbow five years ago and
has never been able to lift her right arm since
that time; she is in a helpless condition and has
to be supported by her mother, who is an old lady
and works in laundries and various places about
town.
Application for aid was subsequently made
and refused.

Miss E and other testifiers demanded the sympathy for female

dependence based on illness that Bradley had promised poor
women.

Five years earlier when aid had been denied, it was

not her illness but her status as a single mother that had

resulted in disqualification.^® When Cora McMurray told her
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story, She explained how
Bradley had recognized her health
needs at first and then abused
her with a property proposal.
"°"1<3 n°t live very lonq

sister,... would not live long, and
°" '^^'^ ^^-^^^t might eventually go
la
^'ir
to lJ^
her l
brother-in-law.*'

^h=*\

^

These women sought improved access
to health care providers
because illness had become a primary
criterion
for

dependence.

Indeed, legal arguments for women's
protection

in the workplace had extended the
"common law view of women
as dependents" based on health concerns.
At a time when the

courts were unlikely to find precedents for
the recognition
of social needs, reformers like Florence
Kelley "invoked the
image of women's physical dependence" to
establish
legal

precedents certifying the vulnerability of women in an
industrialized economy. '°
The Thompson beneficiaries also saw the need to

reassert their respectability as deserving women in

Brattleboro because the trust had changed the nature of
local charity.

in the nineteenth century local charitable

services had accustomed needy women to seeking help from an
informal network of neighbors and fellow church members

rather than appealing to the overseer of the poor.

Benevolent women in New England had operated charities
serving poor women and families in need without the stigma
of poor relief.

In Brattleboro, the organization of the

mutual aid association had formalized these relationships.
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By identifying those who
help and those who get help,
the
BMAA had Sharpened differences
among local women, even as it
brought them together over
health care. Just as middleclass women solidified their
status by educating poor and
working-class women in domestic
science and hygiene, the
women who needed health-care
assistance also sought to
reaffirm their position as respectable
women in the

community.- Even though they sometimes
received free
hospital and nursing service, they were
not candidates for
public relief, which traditionally served
disabled or
drunken men, not respectable widows or
spinsters.

If gender inspired their claim to
decent treatment,

it

provided the rationale for their role as victims
as well.
The testimony of property owners and loan
recipients

highlighted the way beneficiaries used the image of
innocent
women to strengthen their case.
In these stories, Bradley
and his agents appeared as property swindlers, who
commanded
poor, naive women in "sick or feeble health" to deliver

their only assets or to sign away their property.

As legal

contracts associated with male business activity, promissory
notes and property liens were deemed inappropriate vehicles
for negotiating with poor women.

One hospital scene

dramatized the issue:
Mrs. Wells refused to give Miss [G] any aid unless
she could give some security for the money so
advanced, and asked Miss [G] what she had to give.
Miss [G] stated "Nothing," for she had nothing.
Mrs. Wells then asked her if she did not own the
watch that Mrs. Wells saw on the stand near the
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bed, to which Miss [G]
reolied "v^^c:
..^
^
^°
Itr siTtVZT'"
Ilia 'an^
"° conditions would she part
w??h'i-h2
s.ecurn:y she would turn
over to Mrs.
i.

Well*?

h<=r-

^''^^^
recently bougit ^hat
w^f ?H ^^'^
°^ly property she had in the
world which
^ho
she could put up by way of
security.
?he
conversation between Mrs. Wells and
Miss FGl wa«.
heard by other patients and Miss
[G] was heird
crying; Mrs. Wells' tone of
conversitlon and
conduct toward Miss [G] was most
abusive and such
^"^^^ "^^^ ^^'^^ Physical^"'
::nd?t!:^!?^^^^^

Not only did these business
negotiations impose mental and
physical stress on women but they also
threatened the
sentimental kin connections women cherished.
When it came
to home owners, Bradley was blamed
for enforcing an

inappropriate contract on

a

helpless woman:

Miss [G] who, when able, has worked in the
Overall
shop for the past twenty-four or twenty-five
years, applied for help ten or twelve years
ago
when sick and in need, but was told that
Trustee
Bradley would not help her unless her mother and
brothers and sisters would mortgage the little
home where they lived to the Fund. She has
renewed her applications when in need since that
time, but has been continually refused until the
summer of 1919 when substantial help was granted
her; Miss [G] is troubled with asthma and her
health is very poor. At one time she asked for
only five dollars to buy medicine with, but was
ref used.^^
The detail in these accounts was largely accurate, but

they belied the negotiations that had characterized clients'

relationships with the trust.

Rather than passive victims,

most of these women had used a variety of personal
strategies to secure help.

The "Bill of Particulars"

portrayed only the breakdown in negotiations between clients
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and agents.

Moreover, in many cases these
women had
responded sharply to Bradley's
rules, refused to take loans
or to mortgage their
properties, and sent him angry letters.
Dressmaker Cora McMurray, for
example, who was accustomed to
making contracts with customers
and had defended her
property as the basis of her "liberty,"
managed her
financial affairs rather well, while
her testimony included
her refusal to sign the property
agreement, it focused
on

the abuse she had received, not her
response.

Despite their

unpleasant experiences, nearly half of the
petitioners had
received money from the trust; seventeen
could be identified
as recipients of over a hundred dollars.
As favorites
of

Augusta Wells, two of the protesters had collected
between
two and four thousand dollars each.
Why were these women willing to challenge

that had provided them with aid?

a

charity

To a considerable extent,

their resentment arose from their need to affirm their
social status and the failure of the trust to fulfill

women's needs for old age and health care.

Augusta Wells's

attempt to stigmatize them contradicted their notion of
female worthiness.

The imposition of property liens and

loans showed the trust's insensitivity to women's needs and
the ways they had established respect in the community.

These contracts not only threatened to put them in debt and
dilute their property ownership, but also to erode the
former basis of neighborly help.
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The receipt of occasional

aid from benefactors or female
patrons had distinguished
respectable women from those lacking
good reputations.
Bradley's loans and liens undermined
this aspect of the
helping relationship that retained
meaning for poor women.
They could no longer expect to prove
their respectability
through successful relations with charity
providers.

Community solidarity gave the petitioners the
support
they needed to reveal resentments against
the trust that had
smoldered for years. Their complaints dovetailed
nicely
with the challenge civic leaders presented to
Bradley's
administration.

By constructing an image of customary

female dependence and helplessness, poor women created

a

sympathetic identity for both the community and the court.
Indeed, the image of helpless victims played well among town

defenders, like Howard Rice, who recognized the value of

publicizing women's stories.

And when a Boston reporter

investigated the case, rather than "buxom beauties" who had

dramatized the events of 1907, he found "dear old ladies"
and "earnest, motherly" women.'"

While they based their respectability on gender claims,
these petitioners also gained backing from the working-class
community.

As members of the native-born, working poor and

permanent residents, they had

a

considerable stake in the

community and support from the working-class neighborhood.
Eight married women, who had been refused aid because they
had husbands, added their names to the original "Bill of
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Particulars."

when Bradley demanded another
round of
details, lawyers gathered seventeen
more testifiers, at
least eight of whom were married
and living with employed
husbands.
This group supported the claims of
dependent
women and demanded temporary aid
for their families as well.
These were not the "paupers" whom
the overseer served or
Brattleboro's newest immigrants, the Polish
and Austrian
textile workers employed at Ft. Dummer
Mills.- As members
of Brattleboro's permanent working
class, the petitioners
believed they could make a legitimate claim on
community

resources
For much of 1920, Bradley, his lawyers, town
officials

from both Brattleboro and Rhinebeck, and the Society
of

Seamstresses sought areas of agreement over the allocation
of Thompson resources.

After the court appointed

a

fact

finder, Bradley hired local attorney Anthony Schwenk, who

had represented the Society of Seamstresses in 1908, to

negotiate with the parties in Brattleboro.

Rhinebeck

officials opted not to join the petition for removal, but
they were still anxious to secure a new ruling from the
court.

Above all, Bradley wanted the request for removal

dropped and argued that this would save the petitioners the
cost of expensive litigation.

He prepared detailed

responses to each complaint and defended Augusta Wells, whom
he believed had largely prevented permanent dependence in

Brattleboro through her strength of character.
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Town

officials, in turn, used the petition
for removal as a
bargaining tool to negotiate for a local
advisory committee,
financial supervision, and a guarantee
that income would be
spent in Brattleboro. But Bradley refused
to relinquish
control to a local committee, despite the
urging of lawyers
for both sides and his co-trustee John F.
Moors.
During
this process, he sought to divide the town
by alerting

hospital authorities to the specter of guaranteed,
speedy
aid to women which would deprive the hospital
and BMAA of
support.

Meanwhile, the Society of Seamstresses refused to

agree to Bradley's proposal to allow income expenditures

"within Dutchess County for the Rhinebeck fund or Vermont
for the Brattleboro fund."'*

At the same time town loyalties began to splinter.

With the urging of Augusta Wells, the women of the

Associated Charities announced their support for the trust,
claiming there had been no hostility between the two

charitable organizations.'^ With the exception of this
statement, middle-class women were silent in public during

the controversy.

They could hardly come out in support of

the Society of Seamstresses when funding for the BMAA,
hospital, and district nurse was in question.

Mary Cabot,

president of the BMAA, offered to help Bradley any way she
could.'® Howard Rice had continued to solicit public

support for the town's case through publication of every
court document.

As early as March 1920, however, he
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realized that the petition for
Bradley's removal and the
issue of women's mistreatment
had obscured the question of
whether funds could be spent outside
Brattleboro. Rice
began complaining about the lengthy
negotiations,

characterizing the petition for removal
as "ill-advised."
He blamed Frank Barber and Orrin
Hughes for counseling

the

women to persist with the removal case,
seeking personal
gain, and ignoring the interests of the
town.
The time and
money spent on hearing women's testimony,
Rice insisted, had
distracted the court from addressing the original
petition
for instructions about expenditures outside
Brattleboro.^^

As it stood, the case required a court ruling that

pitted Bradley's moral principles against
social need.

charity based on

Seeking to resolve the stalemate his way,

Bradley brought the conflict to
petition.

a

a

head with another court

in November 1920, he ignored all other questions

and asked the court to validate his charity policy, ie.

refusing aid to women with families, property, or "adequate

earning capacity" and limiting permanent assistance to
support of charitable institutions rather than individuals.
In their response, lawyers for the town of Rhinebeck

submitted arguments defending charity based on social needs.
The Thompson Will suggested no "moral or legal obligation"
of relatives to share their means nor did it require

applicants to mortgage their property or future earnings.
Any test other than that of the testator, "the reality of
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the alleged need of assistance"
was invalid, they insisted.
Moreover, the will did not allow
trustees "to enforce upon
the communities or the individual
members, thereof, thrift,
self-reliance and self-help." Aid was a
gift, not "a means
of instilling lessons of thrift,
moral obligations of

generosity to relatives, or the duty of
repayment to the
giver." This response uncovered the controversy

over the

meaning of charity that had become submerged
under local
jealousies in Brattleboro -° Was it a means to
reform
.

the

poor or a social provision for dependent members
of society?
The Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts refused
to

answer this question directly.
Judge Charles

F.

m

reflecting on the case.

Jenney tended to agree with Bradley that

considerations of family support, sufficient means or

property ought to be included when making aid allocations.
Nonetheless, he refused to sanction this policy as a fixed

rule because he recognized that in some cases it might

result in injustice.

Jenney reasoned that the discretion of

trustees provided the only way to control unbounded need.
The "infirmities of human nature are such," he explained,

that when a large amount of money is available, it can "lead
to claims which are founded on the theory that here is a

certain amount of money to be spent and there is plenty of
it, we are in need, why shouldn't we have it."

But Jenney

also insisted that discretion could not be limited by

"arbitrary rules made to apply to all cases apart from their
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individual merits."

Thus he refused to "substitute
[the

court's] discretion for the
discretion imposed by the will."
This legal rationale reflected
his belief that the
grievances had become exaggerated and
that:
"to^" °f Brattleboro
iLri^i^
that this entire fund should be
destroyed by some
catastrophe

rather than that it should
mere means of helping people who ought exist as a
to help
^
themselves.

Unable to ascertain a legal precedent for
determining the
rules of charity, Jenney relied on the
"reasonable

discretion of trustees," which conveniently
supported his
own belief in self-help and the preservation
of

property.
As a result, Jenney also confirmed the trustees'

discretion over spending outside Brattleboro.

In the final

decree of January 26, 1921, he allowed the trustees to spend
the surplus for "kindred charitable purposes" anywhere

except Boston.

Vindicated after two years of struggle,

Richards Bradley offered the town an olive branch, welcoming
suggestions, openness, and a "get-together" spirit.

Augusta

Wells, who had died two months earlier, was honored as a

"woman of a past generation" who showed "ability and moral

courage in public affairs" and who had proved "fearless in
her pursuit of right and justice.

"'°=

Howard Rice,

chastened by the whole experience, resigned himself to
abiding by the "sweeping decree," while claiming small

satisfaction from the meager fee allowance awarded to local
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attorneys.

Judge Jenney ordered the trust
to pay

Brattleboro attorneys $1,200, which
covered only their
expenses and ignored a reguest for
$6,000 in fees.-'
As for Brattleboro's poor women,
the public record is
silent.
During the controversy, the publicity
surrounding
the suit had stimulated applications
from women, who hoped
that public scrutiny would improve their
chances of
receiving help.

A few clients actively positioned

themselves for future benefits.

Assuring Sophia Stedman she

had no complaints, one woman sympathized
by exclaiming, "i
feel so sorry that Mr. Bradley is being annoyed
so."^""

Most applicants, however, ignored the proceedings,
even when

their names appeared on the "Bill of Particulars." Perhaps
it was better to pretend no part in the protest
while

seeking assistance.

In the end, poverty had been unveiled

in Brattleboro, and poor women had challenged the stigma

surrounding relief.

One client undergoing treatment for

neurasthenia at the Brattleboro Retreat concluded in April
1921:

"If some people look at poverty as a dishonor they

are mistaken.

It is a thing which brings much of trouble

but in the same time, it cultivates the soul to virtues."

Just as she disavowed the stigma of charity, she had learned
to measure the effectiveness of charity in physical terms.
"In order to give you a continual encouragement in your

charitable work," she persuaded Stedman, "I will tell you,
that sometime last week

I

walked in the woods which
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surrounds the garden here."- This
client affirmed that
medical treatment was restoring her
health even if it could
not eradicate her poverty.

On the surface, the conflict had been
a dispute over
money; underneath, lay the debate over
the rules of social
provision during the era. The terms of the
Thompson will

legitimated social needs as

a

justification for relief, and

thus it granted limited rights to a class of
beneficiaries.
As guardians of this quasi-public property, the
court-

appointed trustees, representatives of both the state and
Thompson's right to direct the use of his property,

maintained access to the fund through their discretion over
spending.

And finally, the "kindred charitable purposes"

clause gave Brattleboro residents an interest in the

property as well.

This clause also insured that the will

would be continually reinterpreted as new social conditions

dictated human needs.

The flexibility that guaranteed the

usefulness of the legacy was also the root of controversy.
Participants advocated different rules for defining
social needs.

Bradley believed a combination of moral

principle, mutual obligation, and efficiency should

determine policy and place limits on the uses of the fund.
Yet he also expanded the interpretation of charity through

development of broad-based services.

The Thompson

beneficiaries showed that they understood the limitations

circumscribing their rights to the fund,
especially the
connection between women, illness, and
"misfortune,"

and

shaped their petition accordingly.

They claimed that

illness and misfortune created legitimate
female needs and
expected the court and the community to
exercise the
sympathy and compassion traditionally awarded
to women in

recognizing these conditions.

In this round of the

controversy, they succeeded in presenting a viable
concept
of female citizenship where their forerunners
had

floundered.

Unlike the 1907 protestors, they did not make

claims based on their contributions to the economy.
Indeed, business contracts were one root of their

mistreatment, for they eroded women's opportunities to

establish respectability in the community through congenial
relations with charity providers.

As representatives of

local governments, Brattleboro and Rhinebeck officials

solicited and supported women's claims in their role as
defenders of the public good and local self-determination.
They relied on town boundaries to limit needs.

Reluctant to

accept greater responsibility for social welfare themselves,

they protected taxpayers from expanded poor relief and

preserved access to Thompson funds for community-wide
services
In the end, Massachusetts jurists could find no

precedent for defining needs other than individual
discretion.

If abstract rules,
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rather than the individual

determination of each case, could
establish social needs,
then recipients might claim an
entitlement to relief. The
state had recently lifted the
"stigma of pauperism" for
widows with small children, rendering
mothers worthy of an
entitlement based on women's special
service to the nation.
But even in the case of mothers' aid,
implementation of the
policy diluted the entitlement as administrators
deliberated
over each case.-^ For the Thompson
beneficiaries, feeble
health and women's disadvantages in the marketplace
of
contract negotiations were not enough to establish
a

to relief.

right

The specter of an erosion of self-help and

unlimited demands for assistance was enough to prevent
the
court from pioneering in charity policy.
The Thompson petitioners may have unmasked poverty with

their testimony, but the impact of their public discourse
was mixed.

On the one hand, they insisted that charity was

not a benevolence to be distributed at the discretion of the

wealthy and demanded that the court deliver social justice
for poor women.

This argument stemmed from an understanding

of the basis of human dignity and the meaning of property

ownership derived from the individual rights tradition.

On

the other hand, they coupled this plea with presentations as

poor victims of neglect, disrespect, and manipulation, which

enhanced their dependence as women in need of protection by
the state.

This argument based on female difference stemmed

from their rising expectations of health care coupled with
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the dominance of family-wage
ideology; it represented the
prevailing conception of women's status
among conservatives
and social reformers alike. While
not denying women's role
in the workplace, it fostered
respect for their special
needs.
in this regard, the 1919 suit
represented an effort
on the part of working-class women
to achieve the

respectability accorded to middle-class women
whose
financial protection rested either on male
breadwinners or
inheritance. At a time when increasing numbers
of women
participated in wage labor and self-support was a
necessity
for many of the women involved in the suit, it
was ironic

that they made their most effective claims on the public

interest as helpless dependents in need of sympathy and

compassion
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CONCLUSION
.philanthropy may rest on the same
motives but
must be expressed in changing
methods, to meet new
conditions and new knowledge.
..

Jeffrey R. Brackett

Jeffrey Brackett, director of Simmons
College School of
Social Work in Boston, drew important
conclusions
from the

history of the Thompson Trust.

Writing in Survey, the

leading journal of the charity and social
work community, he
explained the implications of the recent litigation
for
trust creation and administration: benefactors
must provide

flexibility in the wording of their legacies, and trustees
must exercise discretion in designing "modern methods"
to

remove the causes of distress.

The case was not only an apt

lesson in charity management, but the court's ruling also

eliminated the "dangers from clamor for lavish uses of
money."

According to Brackett, the court's decision

clarified "that no vested right existed in any woman to
demand aid" without consideration of her "particular
circumstances."^

The decision confirmed the direction of

charity work into programs to prevent poverty and away from
direct aid to the needy.
While charity and social workers could take heart,

Brattleboro's selectmen were far less sanguine about the
outcome.

They were ready to put the Thompson Trust
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controversy behind them, hoping it
could all be forgotten.
In their 1921 report selectmen
summarized local feelings:
"The year has been a stirring
one in town affairs and to go
into minute detail would require
a very lengthy report which
might be tiresome.- Despite their
resignation over the
court's decision, the two-year litigation
resulted in both
immediate and longer-term consequences.
Subtle changes were
effected in Richards Bradley's administration
of the

Thompson Trust, even while he maintained an
unswerving
commitment to his principles. Over the course

of the next

decade he not only confined his Vermont spending
to

Brattleboro and its surrounding rural towns but also

developed health programs that would erase the ill
feelings
of 1919-20.

During the controversy, Bradley had continued to

allocate aid and to negotiate with town authorities as he
had in the past.

But he was not above using the uncertainty

surrounding his administration to refuse as well, claiming
the suit, "embarrasses us for the time being from carrying
out any new undertakings

.

Nonetheless, annual direct aid

in 1920 rose nearly 60 percent from 1919 allocations to over

$16,000.

Perhaps this is why Howard Rice could proclaim as

early as August 1919 that the suit was beginning to effect
"more liberal allowances."

The 1920 figure represented a

peak of 39 percent of the money available for Brattleboro.
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In the next three years, that
amount stabilized between 30

percent and 35 percent of available
funds.
This was a partial victory for poor
women compared with
the immediate results of the litigation
for the Town
of

Brattleboro.

Despite demands for $25,000 for the
hospital,

Bradley did not increase its funding until
1923, when he
raised the trust's support to approximately
$19,000.

As for

his use of funds for projects outside the
town, Bradley

confined nursing and a new dental program to
rural towns in
Windham County, partly because the state had put
doctors in
charge of school health inspection.
Initially, the extra
funds released from statewide nursing boosted direct
aid for
women, not community-wide programs, but at least most of
the

Thompson money remained in Brattleboro.
More importantly, trust administration began to shift
as Florence Wells inherited the task of screening clients.

During the legal controversy, Sophia Stedman had remained

committed to following Bradley's directives while remaining
sympathetic to women's needs; in October 1921, she resigned
her post, ostensibly for health reasons.

Having fostered

friendship and confidences among clients, she must have had

difficulty accepting the "Bill of Particulars."

While most

of the specific criticisms had been directed at Augusta

Wells, accusations that Stedman had ignored women's needs or

forced them to sign contracts belied the care she had taken
to persuade Bradley of their desperate circumstances.
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After

her resignation, Florence Wells,
who was attuned to trends
in professional social work,
became Bradley's sole agent in
Brattleboro. The forty-year-old
adopted daughter of Augu.sta
Wells, Florence had gained
experience as a volunteer for the
Associated Charities, as secretary of
the Brattleboro Civic
Improvement League, and as assistant to
her mother.
with
Bradley's encouragement, she had also
attended tho Vermont
Conference on Social Work. After the election
of Carrie
Hamilton as overseer of the poor in March
1920, Hamilton and

Wells Romotimes worked together to coordinate
public reiicl
and private charity."
As a member of the newly organized Brattleboro
Business

and Professional Women's Club (BBI'WC), Florence
Wells was

instrumental in pursuing the question of insuring waqo-

earning women against future problems.

chaired

a

In early 1922,

she

committee of the BBPWC to study women's wages and

living standards in Brattleboro and their need for relief.
It is unclear whether Richards Br. id

I

(^y

was behind this

initiative, but after the group had solicited help from the

Women's Education.il and Inciustriai Union

(Wi:iU)

in

Boston,

Bradley agreed to fund an extensive research project with

Thompson Trust money." This may have been
for the BBPWC.

Bradley wrote the

i

a

mixed blessing

ntroduc:t ion to the study,

and editor Lucille Eaves concluded at the outsit that "No

constructive purposes could be served by

a

review of the

controversies" of the trust's first quarter century.'
J7 8

Eaves and her team of social
researchers represented
another round of urban professionals,
who brought their
expertise to analyze the situation
in Brattleboro.
since
its organization in 1877, the
WEIU had shifted its focus
from a cross-class effort to
facilitate women's employment
to sociological studies of female
wage-earning and working
conditions. with a doctorate from
Columbia University,
Eaves directed research for both the
WEIU and the Simmons
School of social Work in Boston.
Like the approach of other
social scientists who focused on the "working
girl," the
WEIU research team tended to portray wage-earning
women as

victims in need of protection from harsh, industrial
conditions. « with this perspective and the trust's
backing,
the researchers set out to outline a rationale for
insuring

women against medical costs and old age care.^
Their report, A Legac y to Waae-Earninq Women

^

not only

represented a middle-class approach to solving industrial
problems but also the gender perspective of educated women.

During the winter of 1922 female researchers from Boston

gathered women's employment records, interviewed female

wage-earners about their work and lifestyles, and read and
evaluated Thompson Trust case records.

Their primary goals

were to quantify wages and earnings and to ascertain the
reasons women sought relief.

In the process, the WEIU

researchers painted a sympathetic portrait of Brattleboro 's
female wage-earners by detailing their native-born
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backgrounds, the respectability of
their intellectual and
recreational interests, the bravery of
"wage-earning

mothers," and the wholesome conditions
in Brattleboro.
Opposing this image were the surplus
of female labor,
irregular employment, ill-health, and too
many dependents.
Eaves and her researchers concluded that
these conditions
overburdened women who were "unable to earn
sufficient to
cover a minimum standard-of-living budget"
and threatened to
"injure their health and impoverish their lives. "^°
In

fact, when they examined the reasons women
applied for

relief, researchers found that old age, ill health,
and

"family burdens" dominated the list.

These explanations

confirmed their understanding that work could reduce
with "meager mental and physical endowments to

a

a

woman

"nervous

and physical wreckage.""

This interpretation differed little from Bradley's

assessment of his clients, but when it came to designing

a

solution to the problem, Bradley and the WEIU team differed.
Both agreed that charity in the form of alms was

inappropriate because structural problems had created
women's economic difficulties.

While he insisted that both

wage-earners and employers were victims of the surplus of
immigrant labor, Bradley also believed that "constructive
relief" could restore the "helpless" to the "ranks of the
self-supporting."^^ This was the crux of his medical

treatment model.

The women of the WEIU, on the other hand.
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suggested other solutions: co.n.unity
efforts at training and
attracting women workers, locally-run
wage boards, mutual
benefit associations, and social
insurance.
They advocated
health insurance and old-age pensions,
funded with
individual, employer, and public
contributions.

Like the

American Association of Labor Legislation,
which had
unsuccessfully promoted broad-based health
insurance since
1915, the WEIU supported shared responsibility
for achieving
the "minimum conditions of civilized
living" for
everyone.

The idea of social insurance did not prevent
Eaves from

suggesting that married women could ease the labor
surplus
by working only part-time."
By the time A Legacy to Waae-E arnina Wnmpr) was

published in 192b, the lengthy litigation with the Thompson
Trust had been put aside and Brattleboro residents were

benefitting from expansion of the Brattleboro Mutual Aid

Association (BMAA).

For Richards Bradley, the WEIU study

confirmed that more needed to be done to prevent poverty

an(i

that further direct aid would only undermine the self-

respect of working women.

Accordingly, the BMAA expanded

its programs in women's and children's health care.

In 1921

the passage of the Sheppard-Towner Act, providing matching

federal funds for prenatal and infant health clinics,

validated BMAA initiatives.

Vermont gave tentative approval

to the legislation but never appropriated its share of
funds.'" Yet with interest in children's health care at a
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peak,

in Brattleboro the BMAA hired
full-time maternity and

child welfare nurses and

a

dental hygienist;

a

maternity

home and child-welfare station
opened in 1924.
Bradley
provided seed money for "The Children's
Repair Fund," from
which parents in Windham County could
borrow to provide eye,
ear, nose, and throat exams for
their children."
It was Bradley's experiment in health
insurance,

however, that eventually won the hearts of
civic leaders in
Brattleboro.
in the mid-1920s, he established a health
insurance program by providing a thousand dollars
of seed
money for a plan covering nursing through the
BMAA and

hospital care.

Opposed to public health insurance

proposals, Bradley lobbied hospital trustees and other

business leaders to organize health-care financing,
otherwise, he feared, "it would be taken over by the state
and thrown into politics."

While he recognized that nursing

and hospital costs were clearly beyond workingmen's budgets,
he believed that "unnecessary free services" would only lead
to the "medical pauperization" of the middle class.

With

organized insurance and benefit plans, Bradley insisted, the
"people's needs can be met out of their own pockets."

In

this way, "out-worn charity traditions" could be replaced by
the "enabling dollar," putting "in motion the forces of

self-support

"^^
.

The Thompson Benefit Association succeeded in

supporting both the hospital and the BMAA through the
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contributions of subscribers.

Brattleboro residents were

satisfied with their health-care system,
and Bradley
accomplished his goal of community support.
Like his other
initiatives, contributory medical
insurance was a means of
teaching self-help, and it largely served
those who could
afford premiums. The Thompson plan included
980 members by
1930.

Meanwhile, in keeping with his sympathy for
health
problems, Bradley also set aside a small medical
fund for
poor women, through which the trust continued
to pay doctors
directly.

The BMAA remained a vibrant community health

organization during the 1920s and 1930s.

At the time of its

thirtieth anniversary, members honored the man who had
inspired its founding with a birthday celebration.

Amy

Rice, president of the BMAA, organized the event and her

husband Howard, still editor of the Brattleboro Daily
Reformer, presented testimonials to Bradley.

With

"admiration for the vision" and "with affection for the
human qualities that [had] marked his administration," Rice
gave tribute to his old enemy by recognizing "his many years
of unfaltering service to the cause of public health.

"^^

As part of the history of social welfare in America,
the story of Brattleboro 's "seamstresses, needle-women and

shop girls" and the Thompson Trust dramatically displays the

debate over social responsibility.

It uncovers the

interaction of the players as well as some of the
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consequences of the maior shift
in values and social policy
that dominated the early
twentieth century, not just through
the actions and words of
reformers and experts, but throuqh
the experiences and consciousness
of charity recipient^;.
By

Isolating the experience of largely
native-born, white wonuM,
and their exposure to medical experts,
the charity operation
in Brattleboro reminds us that
poverty was not just an urban
phenomenon or a problem limited to immigrants
and AfricanAmericans. To some extent, the efforts of
charity directors
to prevent poverty with medical treatment
and
the role

ol

public health nurses has been obscured in the
history of
social welfare because Americanization of the
urban poor,
the profess ionalization of social work, and more
recently,

debates over maternal ism have dominated scholarship on
social welfare during the period.

The experiences

ol

the

poor women of Brattleboro with the Thompson Trust reveal
that the medical i zation of poverty was

a

significant leature

of progressive reform.
If there was a leading protagonist

Thompson Trust during its

f

i

r;-.t

f

in the

story of the

orty years, it was Richards

Bradley, a man who displayed both the persona

I

i

:-.m

ot

tlu;

past and a commitment to reordering society through new
forms of cooperation.

The ways in wh

i

c;h

he coupled medical

care with conservative m.iternalist ideolo(^y helped reshape

charity and redefine the deserving poor.
moral

Where religion and

reform served to guide efforts at "saving" poor women
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century earlier, medical treatment
and health education
became the new prescription for
preventing poverty.
Moreover, Bradley demonstrated
both the adaptability and
radical potential of maternalist
thinking.
His efforts to
develop nursing services and to monitor
child health
expanded the scope of charity work beyond
the confines of
traditional community obligations. Coupled
with his
interest in efficiency, the implementation
of maternalist
initiatives in Vermont threatened the principle
a

of local

responsibility as Bradley advocated cooperation
between
private institutions and public agencies.
Nonetheless, Bradley's notion of responsibility and
even his attempt to elicit public funding was
class based.

Like other reformers of the era, he drew on his sense
of

privilege to remind others of the obligation of the wealthy
to teach and uplift the poor.

He never relinguished his

imperative to "help only those who would help themselves."
This moral principle conflicted with his sympathy for

women's health and his understanding of women's role

in

the

family and economy, resulting in contradictory policy.

While he exhibited care and concern for some women and grew
in awareness of social problems,

Bradley's desire "to spare

our fellow beings from the unnecessary infliction of

charity" inspired him more than the desperate lives of wage-

earning women."*
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To a considerable extent,
Bradley used his trusteeship
as a platform to attain the
social leadership he could no

longer command in Boston and elsewhere.

As a Boston

Brahmin, he associated with the city's
elite, but the group
lacked the political power of the past.
By contrast, in
Brattleboro Bradley not only exercised
financial power but
also marshalled the authority of urban
experts to help
direct the course of events, with the force
of his

character, he controlled the negotiation over
needs and
inspired the development of medical social work.
He could

dictate affairs in Brattleboro even while he operated
a
successful Boston real estate business, traveled extensively
across country, and participated in the burgeoning community
of charity and social workers.

Bradley's unsuccessful

attempts to influence public health policy, both in Vermont
and among national Red Cross leaders, simply reminded him

that Brattleboro was an easier place to exercise his
authority.

He was eventually successful there not just

because of his legally-sanctioned control over Thompson

money but also because he used his resources effectively to
redesign the health care system.

Bradley's vision of health

care for every family legitimized community support for

health services for the needy without the stigma of the
past, even while it stripped Thompson beneficiaries of much
of their legacy.
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Poor women's participation in
this medical approach to
charity provides a model of the
social interaction between
providers and the needy. The establishment
and
administration of the trust supplied the
structure within
which Brattleboro's poor and working-class
women could
express their needs.
its policy and programs provoked their
organized resistance and created a forum to
articulate their
social status as they negotiated over economic
needs.

Health care became the meeting ground between
women's
financial needs and trust policy because Bradley,
with the
assistance of nurses and benevolent women, defined
their
needs in medical terms.

Charity clients not only

constructed viable identities as the deserving sick, but as
their expectations rose, they also pushed for standards of

health care and support that would preserve their dignity.
Beneficiaries' concerted efforts to expose Bradley's

inconsistent policy and to claim their rights under the

Thompson will reflected their growing sense of agency and
their ability to appropriate middle-class values

-

medical care and female protection and support

to their

own purposes.

-

adequate

If they failed to win concessions through the

legal system, they nonetheless modified trust policy.

In

the process, poor women took part in the public debate over

the meaning of charity as it shifted from a benevolence of
the wealthy to a right of social justice.
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Their story is also

a

commentary on the ways in which

gender informed class identity.

For the female volunteers

of the BMAA and even for
those women earning token salaries,

benevolence sharpened their differences
from the women they
sought to help as they displayed
their understanding of
women's primary domestic and maternal
roles.
Educating poor
sick women in health care and disease
prevention, these
volunteer social workers and nurses
provided needed services
to women in distress.
But in the process of helping,
they

also participated in the shift of the
concept of female
invalidism as a middle-class condition to one
affecting poor
and working-class women.
For the latter, the experience of

negotiating for medical aid and the increased availability
of health providers magnified their exposure
to white,

middle-class gender norms.

Doctors' and nurses' insistence

upon poor women's physical weakness and need for care and

protection ultimately helped undermine their sense of
economic independence.

If their physical condition caused

their poverty by excluding them from full participation in
the economy, then wage-earning women could reason that they

were less capable of self-support than men and that gender

should provide the basis for special treatment and legal
recognition.

Appropriating this conception for their own

purposes, the Thompson petitioners of 1919 perceived the

possibility of improving their social position and achieving
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protection fro. the state by
demonstrating their adherence
to female helplessness.
Nothing was more indicative of the
tension between
women's rights and economic needs
than the contrast between
beneficiaries' two legal appeals
challenging trust policy.
The young single women, who
protested discrimination and
tried to establish the respectability
of their factory work,
presented an alternative to female
helplessness in their
economic contributions to family survival.
Derived from
their traditional role in the household
economy, this notion
of the significance of women's work
failed to gain community
or court sanction; as a claim to citizenship,
it did not

match the concept of female protection under common

law.=^°

The image of female suffering developed in the second
round
of controversy was far more effective as a means
of making

claims upon the state.

In the end, however, biological

weakness proved to be only
justice.

In this case,

a

limited rationale for social

it appeared to threaten the self-

help ethic and therefore failed to achieve an entitlement to
relief without the stigma of pauperism.

Under the mothers'

aid laws passed during the 1910s, some women had attained

limited claim to relief.

a

But even this entitlement based on

women's reproductive contributions suffered from the

contradictory values of child rearing and self-support
because wage work or evidence of self-sufficiency remained
criteria for eligibility.'' During the 1920s, the
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achievement of suffrage and the
effects of the bitter
campaign for the Equal Rights
Amendment diminished the
appeal of claims to special
treatment based on sex
difference.
The two legal cases also highlight
different responses
among poor and working-class women
toward charity during the
early twentieth century.
1907 young women targeted

m

Augusta Wells for removal as agent to
protest the old-style
charity that discriminated among women
with moral judgements
about their lifestyles and behavior unrelated
to their real
economic need. Asserting that the factory
worker was the
equal of the old sewing woman, they demanded
equitable
distribution of charity as
will.

a

right established in Thompson's

The 1919 petitioners, on the other hand, protested

the rationalization of charity.

It was not the moral

judgements so much as the new services and programs designed
to replace the former system that failed to meet their
needs.

Older women targeted Richards Bradley, perpetrator

of the new rational methods, for removal.

His loans and

property liens replaced a system of negotiation favoring
poor widows and dutiful daughters with a business exchange,

which deprived women and their families of clear title to
their property as well as an opportunity to prove female
worthiness.

For all the benefit women acknowledged from

nursing services and hospital care, they reminded the court
that medical science had not resolved their lack of money.
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The differences between protestors
were largely generational
and reflected issues of concern to
young wage-earners versus
widows and elderly single women. The
two groups agreed on
two issues, however: they needed
more aid and sickness
contributed to their female problems.
Both groups adopted
the medical definition of poverty to
demand more direct aid
and state recognition of female needs.

Just as the unusual terms of the Thompson will
had set
the stage for beneficiaries to make such claims,
so
the

flexibility of the legacy opened the way for the
challenge
to local responsibility.
At a time when industrial

conditions in the urban centers of America propelled
reformers and public officials to experiment with social
programs, Bradley's forays into public health demonstrated
the limitations of a social provision confined within town

boundaries and funded solely by local taxpayers.

Despite

his success with the BMAA, public health suffered in Vermont

because the local responsibility principle hampered the
introduction of new ideas and new methods.

The conviction

that poverty was a medical problem convinced even

a

staunch

defender of the private sector like Richards Bradley that

government intervention was needed in backward rural areas.
Brattleboro men defended their turf just like they had
struggled to harness economic development and state
regulatory authority.

Their contest with Bradley

represented another round in the battle over local control
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and revealed the gendered
components of the "progressive
spirit" in the countryside.
it was ironic that this

localism thrust town officials into
defending poor women's
right to charity, without the
means and morals test familiar
to the poor relief system, in
order to keep Thompson funds
at home and thereby retain the
principle of
local

responsibility.
This was not the only paradox embedded
within the story
of Brattleboro's poor seamstresses
and the Thompson Trust.
By opening a window on welfare
experimentation and the
perspective of charity clients during the
Progressive Era,
the tale reveals the trade off between
broad-based social

programs and stigmatizing alms.

Despite the democratizing

effects of providing services for everyone, these
benefits

meant misinterpreting and denying the claims of the
neediest.

The alternative of direct charity or welfare for

the poor denigrated their social status and held the

potential of encouraging dependence.

In microscopic detail,

this story echos much of the struggle over social provision

that continues to bedevil the welfare debate in the 1990s.

Despite the expansion of entitlement for basic needs, there
is little consensus over how to justify welfare claims, how

to provide assistance without furthering dependence, or how
to account for women's experience of poverty and to provide

for poor children without designing programs that limit

women's ability to compete in the wage market.
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Over the

long term, innovations in charity
and welfare policy during
the early twentieth century did little
to change poor

women's economic prospects or release
them from the stigma
of receiving aid.
At the same time, as we have seen in
Brattleboro, the intersection of modern medicine,
gender and
the dynamics of negotiated charity resulted
in improved
access to medical care and raised the expectations
of poor
women so that they could demand recognition of thoir
dignity
as members of the community.
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APPENDIX
SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE AND FIGURE

Table

8

Thompson Trust Expenditures
in Brattleboro, 1901-1921

Program

Amount

Direct Aid

$174,337

Hospital

%

23%

374,455

49

BMAA

92,549

12

Vacation House

17,821

2

Kindergarten

18,972

3

Tuberculosis

21 988

3

Outside Brattleboro

21,753

3

Administrative

38 ,211

5

760,086

100

Nursing

&

,

Total

Source: Lucille Eaves and Associates, A Legacy to Wage
Earning Women: A Survey of Gainfully Employed Women of
Brattleboro. Verm ont, and of Relief Which Thev Have
Receive d From the Thomas Thompson Trust (Boston:
Women's Educational & Industrial Union, 1925), 57.
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Brattleboro Poor Relief, 1900-1920
Source: Town of Brattleboro, Annual Reports 1901-1921
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